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Foreword 
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project’s success. 
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adversaries continue to challenge NATO and its partners via hybrid warfare tactics. In February 2022, 
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Energy Security in the Era of Hybrid Warfare 
(STO-TR-SAS-163) 

Executive Summary 

NATO’s military logistics and supply chain systems are now challenged by the tyranny of distance, near peer 
adversaries, and tight energy in a manner unseen since World War II. Furthermore, the Operational Energy 
(OE) requirements of the Alliance’s war fighters continue to increase sharply due to the greater energy intensity 
of sophisticated platforms necessary to enhance force mobility, lethality and operational tempo. Compounding 
this demand for energy is a lack of investment and poorly conceived and executed plans at decarbonization, 
which have created national security vulnerabilities. These challenges are exacerbated by new strategies, 
operational constructs, force designs, and new and emerging weapons / platforms that increase the complexity 
and dynamics of OE management. Closely related, planners do not appreciate the tactical and operational 
impact of energy, which could limit capabilities, notably in projecting kinetic effects beyond a single 
mission, particularly in a contested environment. Ultimately, the inability of the Alliance to better integrate 
OE management could imperil its forces and mission success. 

The ability to leverage technology for geo-political gain against an adversary’s vulnerabilities, broadly referred 
to as hybrid warfare, has become increasingly prevalent in the 21st Century. Hybrid warfare has multiple 
synonyms, such as “grey zone warfare / strategies,” “competition short of conflict,” “active measures,” and 
“new generation warfare.” Despite differences in terminology, these definitions point to the same 
fundamentals; in its most basic context, hybrid warfare’s genesis can be traced to the age-old principle of 
asymmetrically exploiting an adversary’s weaknesses, with clear 21st Century attributes. This is done by using 
or ‘misusing’ capabilities meant to serve the public at-large – either through the commodities it consumes or the 
public goods and services by which everyone carries out their daily affairs.  

The project’s focus on energy security is rooted in the pretext that it is fundamentally the most vulnerable sector 
and possesses the largest potential to destabilize a society. Yet, what does this mean in a practical sense? 
How can NATO and the member states develop actionable policies and countermeasures? Moreover, from an 
energy security perspective, this study’s primary focus, how can we protect the infrastructure and recover from 
attacks against this most vital of sectors? Although sovereign nations maintain responsibility for the integrity 
and defence of their energy infrastructure, NATO operations will require a unified response and a resilient 
international energy supply coordinated with alliance, European Union, and national objectives. 

It is acknowledged that NATO has a role at the forefront of the confluence of energy security, cyber security 
and hybrid warfare. Within the context of NATO energy security, hybrid threats can be identified as actions 
by state or non-state actors aimed to undermine or harm NATO’s assured access to affordable and acceptable 
supplies of energy and the ability to protect and deliver sufficient energy to meet mission essential 
requirements by influencing its decision-making at the local, regional, state, or institutional level.  

Additionally, we need to keep in mind the two main components of the hybrid warfare and energy security 
dynamic are cyber defence and malign influence. NATO has maintained a constant though evolving role in 
addressing cyber as a hybrid threat to the Critical Energy Infrastructure (CEI) of its member states. Over the 
past two decades, cyber-attacks against Industrial Control Systems (ICS) of NATO member states’ energy 
supply chains have grown exponentially.  
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The primary objectives of SAS-163 have been to: 

1) Raise awareness of the energy-hybrid warfare nexus;  

2) Identify its broader impact in the civilian and military realms within NATO; and  

3) Define courses of action.  

This includes mitigating the impact on civilian and military infrastructure and interests and develop 
countermeasures. Ultimately, the project’s goal has been to provide analytic support to NATO’s civilian and 
military leadership. 

The key findings from the study can be categorized as follows: 

• Near-term energy insecurity among the NATO Member States. 

• Persistent cyber threats to the energy sector. 

• Energy sector supply chain vulnerabilities. 

• Impact on NATO’s operational energy and military capabilities. 

• Malign influence in the energy sector can have significant consequences. 

The study recommends continued analysis in the topic of hybrid warfare and energy security, particularly 
with a focus on NATO eastern tier, arguably the most vulnerable sector, and a deeper investigation of cyber 
advance warning technologies. For this reason, we have submitted a proposal for a three-year study extension. 
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La sécurité énergétique à l’ère de la guerre hybride 
(STO-TR-SAS-163) 

Synthèse 

Les systèmes logistiques et chaînes d’approvisionnement militaires de l’OTAN sont désormais confrontés 
à la tyrannie de la distance, à des adversaires aux capacités presque comparables et à une raréfaction 
de l’énergie, et ce, d’une manière inédite depuis la seconde guerre mondiale. De plus, les besoins en matière 
d’énergie opérationnelle (OE) des combattants de l’Alliance continuent d’augmenter fortement à cause 
de l’intensité énergétique accrue des plates-formes sophistiquées qui améliorent la mobilité des forces, 
la létalité et le rythme opérationnel. Cette demande d’énergie s’accompagne d’un manque d’investissement 
et de plans de décarbonation mal conçus et mal exécutés, ce qui a créé des vulnérabilités sur le plan 
de la sécurité nationale des pays. Ces problèmes sont exacerbés par de nouvelles stratégies, de nouveaux 
concepts opérationnels et de nouvelles conceptions des forces, ainsi que par des armes/plates-formes 
nouvelles ou émergentes qui accentuent la complexité et la dynamique de gestion de l’OE. Autre aspect 
étroitement lié, les planificateurs n’apprécient pas les implications tactiques et opérationnelles de l’énergie, 
susceptibles de limiter les capacités, notamment lors de la projection d’effets cinétiques au-delà d’une seule 
mission, en particulier dans un environnement contesté. Enfin, l’incapacité de l’Alliance à mieux intégrer 
la gestion de l’OE pourrait mettre en péril ses forces et compromettre la réussite de ses missions. 

L’exploitation de la technologie pour tirer un avantage géopolitique des vulnérabilités d’un adversaire, 
généralement désignée par l’expression « guerre hybride », est de plus en plus fréquente au 21e siècle. 
La guerre hybride a plusieurs synonymes, tels que « guerre/stratégies de zone grise », « concurrence sans 
conflit », « mesures actives » et « guerre de nouvelle génération ».  La terminologie diffère, mais s’appuie 
sur les mêmes fondements ; à la base, la guerre hybride découle d’un principe vieux comme le monde 
(exploiter de manière asymétrique les faiblesses d’un adversaire), et y applique les caractéristiques 
du 21e siècle. Elle consiste à utiliser ou « détourner » les capacités destinées à servir le grand public, soit par 
le biais des marchandises qu’il consomme, soit par le biais des biens et services publics grâce auxquels 
chacun mène ses affaires quotidiennes. 

Le projet se focalise sur la sécurité énergétique parce qu’il s’agit au fond du secteur le plus vulnérable, 
qui présente le plus grand potentiel de déstabilisation d’une société. Cependant, qu’est-ce que cela signifie 
concrètement ? Comment l’OTAN et les États membres peuvent-ils élaborer des politiques et contre-mesures 
applicables ? En outre, du point de vue de la sécurité énergétique, objectif principal de la présente 
étude, comment protéger l’infrastructure et rétablir le fonctionnement après d’éventuelles attaques contre 
ce secteur vital ? Bien que les pays souverains conservent la responsabilité de l’intégrité et de la défense 
de leur infrastructure énergétique, les opérations de l’OTAN nécessiteront une réponse unifiée 
et un approvisionnement énergétique international résilient, coordonné avec l’alliance, l’Union européenne 
et les objectifs nationaux. 

Il est reconnu que l’OTAN joue un rôle d’avant-garde à la confluence de la sécurité énergétique, 
de la cybersécurité et de la guerre hybride. Dans le contexte de la sécurité énergétique de l’OTAN, 
les menaces hybrides peuvent être définies comme des actions menées par des acteurs étatiques ou non 
étatiques afin de saper ou compromettre 1) l’accès assuré de l’OTAN à des approvisionnements énergétiques 
abordables et admissibles et 2) la capacité de protéger et fournir suffisamment d’énergie pour répondre 
aux besoins essentiels de la mission, en influençant son processus décisionnel au niveau local, régional, 
étatique ou institutionnel. 
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Nous devons également garder à l’esprit que les deux principales composantes de la guerre hybride 
et de la dynamique de sécurité énergétique sont la cyberdéfense et l’influence malveillante. Bien que son rôle 
ait évolué, l’OTAN a toujours traité la dimension cybernétique comme une menace hybride pour 
les infrastructures énergétiques critiques (CEI) de ses États membres. Ces deux dernières décennies, nous 
avons constaté une multiplication des cyberattaques contre les systèmes de contrôle industriel (ICS) 
des chaînes d’approvisionnement énergétique des États membres de l’OTAN. 

Les principaux objectifs du SAS-163 étaient de : 

1) sensibiliser aux divers aspects de la guerre hybride énergétique ;  

2) identifier son impact au sens large dans les domaines civil et militaire au sein de l’OTAN ; et 

3) définir des modes d’action.  

Cela inclut le fait d’atténuer l’impact sur les infrastructures et intérêts civils et militaires et d’élaborer des 
contre-mesures. Pour finir, le but du projet était d’apporter un soutien analytique aux dirigeants civils 
et militaires de l’OTAN. 

Les conclusions essentielles de l’étude peuvent être résumées ainsi : 

• Insécurité énergétique à court terme parmi les États membres de l’OTAN. 

• Cybermenaces persistantes pour le secteur de l’énergie. 

• Vulnérabilités de la chaîne d’approvisionnement du secteur énergétique. 

• Impact sur l’énergie opérationnelle et les capacités militaires de l’OTAN. 

• Une influence malveillante dans le secteur de l’énergie peut avoir des conséquences importantes. 

L’étude recommande une analyse continue de la guerre hybride et de la sécurité énergétique, en particulier 
dans la sphère occidentale de l’OTAN, sans doute la plus vulnérable, et une enquête plus approfondie sur 
les technologies cybernétiques d’alerte préalable. C’est pourquoi nous avons soumis une proposition pour 
prolonger l’étude de trois ans. 
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ENERGY SECURITY IN THE ERA OF HYBRID WARFARE: 
SUMMARY FINDINGS 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

On the day that Ukraine was supposed to start “isolation mode” tests for its new power network, beginning 
the process of decoupling from the Russian grid, Russia started a full-scale invasion of the country [1]. While 
this current ground war serves as a violation of Ukrainian sovereignty and international norms, Moscow’s 
hybrid warfare has actively targeted Ukraine’s energy security since 2014, using cyber-attacks on the grid, 
disinformation campaigns, and seeking to divide NATO allies around issues such as the certification of the 
Nord Stream 2 pipeline, which was supposed to deliver gas from Russia to Germany without transiting 
Ukraine. Using the pipeline as a bargaining chip to escalate conflict with Ukraine, European natural gas 
prices increased by 62% the day of the invasion [2]. Step by step, Russia has used hybrid warfare to 
challenge energy security, not just in Ukraine, but across NATO member states as Russia seeks to beat back 
NATO influence and expand its power vortex on the world stage. Now escalating into armed conflict, the 
Ukraine crisis is a case study in how Russia’s hybrid warfare has challenged energy security with an impact 
across NATO, far beyond Ukraine’s borders.  

Hybrid warfare can be defined as ‘grey area’ warfare, which exists beneath the threshold of armed conflict. 
Its goal is to erode confidence in civil society and democracy through cyber-attacks on critical infrastructure, 
targeted disinformation, and covert military operations. Threats across the Alliance are becoming more 
frequent, sophisticated, destructive, and coercive. Critical energy infrastructure is an attractive target and can 
include service disruptions in the civilian infrastructure on which the military depends. It may undermine 
social cohesion, demonstrating adversaries’ destructive capabilities to coerce or intimidate. This poses 
threats to state sovereignty, as it gives adversaries a low-cost, high yield means to influence the policies of 
competitor states. Moreover, malicious cyber activity directed at the critical infrastructure of another state is 
effective, cheap, and deniable.  

NATO member states’ energy security is also being threatened across the fuel sector by Russia’s monopoly 
of supply and ensuing manipulation of pricing and supply conditions for many European nations. While 
NATO member states’ energy infrastructure encompasses large-scale distribution of fuels and power to its 
customer base, it was designed and built for efficiency, not for resilience. While it was built to achieve 
maximum speed of delivery and cost efficiency, the energy infrastructure is also highly networked with 
countless Industrial Control Systems (ICS) installed to meter and monitor the flow of product across all 
economic sectors. The critical energy infrastructure is thus an attractive target for adversary cyber-attacks or 
malign influence. Intersecting hybrid tactics with a vulnerable energy sector creates political, economic, and 
military risks that cannot be ignored.  

In July 2020, the NATO Science and Technology Board authorized the formation of a Research Task Group 
on Energy Security in the Era of Hybrid Warfare (reference SAS-163), overseen by STO’s System Analysis 
and Studies (SAS) Panel. The research team is dedicated to the study of confluence of energy security and 
hybrid warfare. Considering the recent events in Ukraine, a pre-release of key findings was requested. This 
document is an attempt to consolidate the vast data accumulated in the conduct of the study and to synthesize 
it into a concise list of vulnerabilities and actionable mitigations. 

2.0 THE FINDINGS 

This study found that systemic dependencies and vulnerabilities in energy critical infrastructure throughout 
the European Continent could impact the Alliance’s political stability and threaten military effectiveness. 
Forward mobility and troop readiness directly is affected by energy shortfalls and increasing cyber 
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vulnerabilities across NATO. In addition, ports, rail, aviation, nuclear facilities, and water distribution has 
been affected, and the impact of compromised energy ICS will continue in the immediate future.  

The following preliminary findings of this project, which ends in December of this year, provide a sobering 
view of the challenges of hybrid warfare on energy security in NATO nations: 

1) Systemic energy insecurities among the European NATO member states will perpetuate 
long-term political, economic, and military vulnerabilities. 
The primary insecurity is the procurement of hydrocarbons, which are still the bedrock of economic, 
political, and military stability on the Continent. More specifically, this primary insecurity can be 
attributed to both a lack of domestic production and a failure to diversify sources. Perhaps the most 
critical is the dependence on Russian fossil fuels, which supplies between 30 ‒ 45 % of Europe’s 
energy requirements [3]. Moreover, it is Russian exports of fossil fuels which support the current 
government. Recent examples of this dependence on Russian fossil fuels are Nord Stream 2 and the 
internal tensions it has caused within NATO [4]. 
This systemic vulnerability in hydrocarbons is further exacerbated with technological challenges 
with the transitions to renewables, creating general grid instabilities. For example, stability issues 
have recently emerged in the European Central Power Grid.  On January 8, 2021, the European grid, 
in response to an instability in the system resulting from a faulty crossbar coupler in a Balkan 
substation, split into two segments [5]. This split was necessary to avoid further instability, which 
could have led to blackouts on the Continent. While this example was not caused by hostile action, it 
does demonstrate broader civilian impacts military readiness and operations.  

2) NATO countries are under immediate and persistent cyber threats to critical energy 
infrastructure in the next 24 months. 
Advanced critical energy infrastructure warning and cyber threat mitigation systems currently in 
place are not adequate to ensure safety and resilience when emerging technologies being integrated 
into energy systems are not cyber secured. There are large differences between NATO member 
states in cyber mitigation capabilities and standards.  
Russia and its agents have successfully penetrated energy networks in Europe and North America 
and deployed malware to undermine critical systems and infrastructure in the target country [6]. 
Since the invasion of the Ukraine, significant cyber-attacks have impacted NATO member states. 
A Feb. 24 cyber-attack on a satellite providing services to Ukraine caused a region-wide internet 
connection outage in the Ukraine, but it also caused 40,000 users in Poland, Germany, Greece, 
France, Hungary, and Italy to have an internet outage. The same cyber-attack knocked 5,800 wind 
turbines in Germany and Central Europe offline affecting 11 gigawatts of power [7], [8]. Lithuania, 
Latvia, Poland and Romania and Central European states such as Germany continue to be targeted. 
Below are a few examples of threats – actual as well as potential ‒ to NATO members due to hybrid 
warfare and energy insecurity. 
• Germany has been a testing ground for the Russian-based hackers Berserk Bear’s 

(https://www.cytomic.ai/alerts/berserk-bear-cyberattacks/) malicious cyber activities, from 
attacking a number of energy companies and attempting to intrude on Germany’s grid 
(https://intelnews.org/2018/06/21/01-2342/) in 2017, to its long-term efforts 
(https://www.cyberscoop.com/german-intelligence-memo-berserk-bear-critical-infrastructure/) to 
compromise the supply chain of critical infrastructure such as energy, water and power sectors up 
to the present time. Second, as Germany’s Interior Ministry’s Federal Audit found earlier in 2021, 
Germany is at heightened risk of grid blackouts through 2025. This is due to the energy shortfall 
as renewables are not producing enough energy to make up for nuclear plants being taken offline 
and coal needing to be phased out in line with Germany’s energy goals. Hybrid warfare directed at 
an already unstable grid in the current environment could have devastating effects on Europe’s 
economic powerhouse. 

https://www.cytomic.ai/alerts/berserk-bear-cyberattacks/
https://intelnews.org/2018/06/21/01-2342/
https://www.cyberscoop.com/german-intelligence-memo-berserk-bear-critical-infrastructure/
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• Romania’s Port of Constanta could be an immediate hybrid target due to location and 
technology. In addition to the fact that the port and its surrounding area are home to a NATO 
airbase, a nuclear plant, and a gas refinery ranking 9th among the 250 refineries in Europe and 
Africa, Romania’s Exclusive Economic Zone shares a boundary with Bulgaria and Ukraine. 
Any disruption here could affect the Alliance as a whole. Note that since the invasion of the 
Ukraine on Feb. 24, 2022, Russian military ships in the Black Sea adjoining Romania’s EEZ 
have rerouted or stopped commercial ships headed to Ukraine.  

• Lithuania imports 70% of its energy requirements. In its Nord Balt transmission line, which 
provides 700 mw of electricity from Sweden to Klaipeda, Lithuania’s energy independence has 
already been tested. In 2020 the line became inexplicably inoperable for a week, halting 4% of 
Lithuania’s energy need for one day, and sending wholesale electricity prices in all three Baltic 
countries up by 52% [9], [10]. Lithuania has also been subjected to regular disinformation 
campaigns since 2020 with 20 public sector websites being attacked with disinformation on the 
Lithuanian government transition [11]. 

3) Energy sector supply chain vulnerabilities across the Alliance impact military operations. 

Supply chain vulnerabilities have the potential to significantly impact member state economies and 
military operations. Moody’s Analytics has reported that the greatest risk to the global supply chain 
is now caused by the Russia-Ukraine military conflict, not the pandemic [12]. With Russia 
supplying 43% of Europe’s natural gas, 40% of the world’s palladium, used for semi-conductors, 
and Ukraine supplying 70% of the world’s neon, used to create computer chips, the prolonged 
uncertainty of the conflict could continue to severely affect the global supply chain [13]. As Russia 
is the world’s number two oil producer, the conflict could continue to destabilize the world’s oil and 
gas prices [14].  

NATO forces are reliant on host nation energy systems, such as local grids and hydrocarbon 
delivery to fuel their military transport and aviation needs. Another layer of complexity is added 
when private contractors provide these critical services and have different cyber security standards.  

Going forward, supply chain components will continue to be subject to major threats from different 
sub-chains that interact directly with low security scrutiny. These threats include the mining, oil and 
gas industries, petrochemicals, power, and utilities. Cyber security vulnerabilities in these industries 
are pervasive, increasing the threats due to the interactions within each sub-chain.  

4) Operational energy and NATO’s military capabilities 

The Operation Energy (OE) requirements of the Alliance’s warfighters continue to increase sharply 
due to the greater energy intensity of sophisticated platforms necessary to enhance force mobility, 
lethality, and operational tempo. As evidenced by the Russia-Ukraine war of 2022, NATO can no 
longer assume guaranteed and sustained energy in a conflict distinguished by a vast battlespace 
against an adversary with advanced anti-access/area denial (A2/AD) capabilities.  

A specific operational challenge includes the ‘fuel desert’ between the Central European Pipeline 
System’s (CEPS) eastern edge and NATO’s forward-deployed assets in Eastern Europe. Supplying 
NATO assets in the wider Black Sea region will continue to be a logistical challenge during the 
current conflict. The result is the potential for diminished Alliance military operational capabilities 
in a potential resource constrained battlespace. 

5) Malign influence is directly impacting energy critical infrastructure. 

Digital democracies, which respect individual freedoms and openness, have been targets for malign 
influence campaigns. Hybrid activities, including cyber-attacks and disinformation campaigns, are 
attractive tools for state and non-state actors to achieve political objectives without military force 
[15]. Russia views cyber-attacks, hacking, and the spread of disinformation as instruments of 
foreign policy and security interests.  
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Russia also conducts information operations to spread disinformation and promote narratives 
aligned with Russian security interests [16]. Such information operations, which include targeted 
hacking of public websites and social media profiles of prominent officials, are part of broader 
influence campaigns reflective of hybrid threats. For example, a Russian influence campaign 
targeted Eastern European NATO members, including Poland and the Baltic states, since March 
2017. Through compromised websites such as news sources and official government sites, Russian 
operatives published fabricated articles, stories, quotes, and other documents criticizing the United 
States and NATO’s presence in Eastern Europe [17]. 

Russia’s disinformation apparatus is active in Poland’s energy sector. In March 2021, after Poland 
announced its strategic partnership with the US to develop Poland’s civil nuclear program, 
malicious actors hacked into several Polish government websites. They posted false information 
about leaking nuclear waste at a nearby Lithuanian nuclear reactor that endangered Polish citizens 
living near the border [18].  

Another recent example is the fate of Chevron’s shale exploration in Romania, which received 
strong and unexpected local opposition, ostensibly based on environmental concerns. It was later 
determined that this opposition was funded by the Kremlin [19]. Finally, there is the question of 
ownership of European energy assets by Kremlin-affiliated companies. This lack of visibility into 
these actions presents questions of Russian influence and possible interference on critical energy 
assets within NATO member states. An example of this lack of visibility is the Kremlin-controlled 
Rosneft’s partial ownership of Germany’s Schwedt refinery [20]. 

3.0 MITIGATION OPTIONS 

What solutions are there for militaries of NATO nations facing energy insecurities and hybrid warfare? 
The five security vulnerabilities identified here are interrelated, requiring a highly coordinated series of 
responses from the European Union, NATO, and Partnership for Peace members. This list of mitigations is 
not exclusive.  

1) Increased energy source diversity and resilience among the NATO member states 

Energy source diversification can be subject to vested interests from commercial and environmental 
sectors. However, national security ramifications persist by continuing to rely on a single, and 
hostile source of energy, to include crude oil, natural gas, coal, and refined products [21]. Despite 
the ongoing war in Ukraine, as of this date, many NATO member states are still buying Russian 
sourced hydrocarbons. This continuation of sourcing Russian hydrocarbons indicates the difficulties 
in reshaping long-standing national energy policy. Nevertheless, a divestment plan to remove this 
source of Kremlin revenue is recommended. Solutions to the hydrocarbons deficit should consider 
expanded use of nuclear energy, as well as unconventional energy production, notably hydraulic 
fracturing, on the Continent. Additionally, as demonstrated by the January 2021 Central European 
Power Grid split, higher levels of resilience are needed, requiring a coordinated response across 
borders and economic sectors. 

2) Malicious cyber mitigation strategies for critical energy infrastructure 

The SAS-163 cyber team identified three potential solutions to mitigate cyber-attacks and increase 
energy independence for militaries of NATO member states and to prevent cyber vulnerabilities to 
energy critical infrastructure. These options include new Cyber Early Warning Systems (CEWS) 
that include virtual modeling, small modular reactors, and microgridding.  

Cyber early warning systems that include virtual modeling of energy critical infrastructure for 
early mitigation of malicious intrusions is meeting with success in labs from the United States to 
Romania and Germany. There, AI, and machine learning technologies have been combined with 
sensing and controls to locate and neutralize cyber-attacks. By using the virtual model of a natural 
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gas pipeline and combining it with machine learning, cyber-attacks can be identified early and 
mitigated. Threat intelligence modeling and identification systems, based on heterogeneous 
information networks that use cyber entanglement capabilities are also helpful in this effort. The 
modeling helps visualize the strategic, operational, and tactical effects in cyberspace. While these 
methods are just in nascent phases of development, with increased R&D funding and 
implementation of successful prototypes, grids, gas pipelines and other energy sources can be more 
adequately protected from cyber-attacks. Any CEWS development must be in addition to anomaly 
detection monitoring in critical energy infrastructure. 

Small Modular Reactors (SMRs) are advanced nuclear reactors that have a power capacity of up 
to 300 MW(e) per unit, which is about one-third of the generating capacity of traditional nuclear 
power reactors. Given their smaller footprint, SMRs can be used on locations not suitable for larger 
nuclear power plants. SMRs offer savings in cost and construction time, and they can be deployed 
by NATO states incrementally to match increasing energy demand. 

In areas lacking sufficient lines of transmission and grid capacity, SMRs can be installed by 
militaries into an existing grid or remotely off-grid, as a function of its smaller electrical output, 
providing necessary energy for military, industry, and the population. SMRs have reduced fuel 
requirements. Power plants based on SMRs may require refueling only every three to seven years, in 
comparison to between one and two years for conventional nuclear plants. Some SMRs are designed 
to operate for up to 30 years without refueling. These advantages make them especially useful for 
the military, to ensure independence of energy supply to their bases or forward operating areas. 

One example of the future cooperative use of SMR between NATO nations is the recent 
intergovernmental agreement between Romania and the United States signed December 2020 for 
the US to help Romania develop, license, and construct its own SMR. Similar agreements could also 
assist with deployment in other Three Seas Initiative countries, and the SMRs could be deployed in 
the Baltics, Poland, Bulgaria, Turkey, and Greece as well [22]. 

Microgrids are another alternative source of energy as they can island – or separate – if the main 
grid is attacked. A microgrid is a self-contained power system confined to a small geographic area. 
However, they often need a lead time of several years to model, install and to produce enough 
independent energy in the case that it must be decoupled from a grid as they must be suited to each 
installations’ unique infrastructures and energy needs. 

Microgrids have had success on US bases such as the Marine Corps Air Station Miramar in 
San Diego, the Otis Air National Guard Base, and the Parris Island microgrid at the US Marine 
Corps Recruit Depot [23]. Before these success stories can be transferred to other US military 
installations in Europe or North America, however, a few considerations must be made. Foreign 
regulation of the grid installation and maintenance of the microgrids and the high cost of doing so 
makes their funding and construction cumbersome, often delaying much-needed projects with red 
tape before they can ever get started. At the same time, European militaries are actively developing 
prototype systems for mobile military camps, however, these often lack cybersecurity considerations 
in the design [24]. 

3) Supply chain resilience 

Proactive risk mitigation begins at the very foundation of global supply chain network with a 
cyber-physical secured design. In 2021, NATO members heads of state reiterated in the 
Strengthened Resilience Commitment that there is an urgent need to “step up efforts to secure and 
diversify supply chains, as well as to ensure the resilience of critical infrastructure (on land, at sea, 
in space and in cyberspace) and key industries” [25]. Most aspects of resilience are inextricably 
linked to the interdependencies between supply chain components. Military forces, especially those 
deployed during crises and war, heavily depend on the civilian and commercial sectors for transport, 
communications, and even basic supplies such as food and water, to fulfill their missions [26]. 
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NATO also updated its baseline requirements in 2020 to reflect the challenges presented to the 
supply chain by emerging communications technologies and COVID-19 pandemic, but further 
actions must be taken in the light of the analysis of the evolution of the war in Ukraine. 

Strategies for higher supply chain resilience could include:  

1) Supply chain mapping and modeling to better predict supply and demand;  

2) Diversifying suppliers;  

3) Shortening supply chains;  

4) Increasing stocks;  

5) Reshoring;  

6) Automation with a careful evaluation of cyber risks;  

7) Clearly stated security requirements stated by the buyer and transparent security practices 
by manufacturer; and 

8) Heightened monitoring and control during warehousing and shipment of equipment to 
ensure integrity of product is not compromised before delivery. 

4) Enhanced military capabilities in an Operational Energy (OE) context 

The ability of modern militaries to effectively manage OE will help ensure future operational 
success. OE not only includes liquid fuels, but also power generation and distribution in a networked 
military force. The war in Ukraine has forced NATO to reconsider its military logistical footprint, 
particularly as it related to forward-deployed forces in Eastern Europe. Indeed, in the current A2/AD 
environment, the ability to store large quantities of fuels may be difficult, requiring a more flexible 
or distributed model.  

Two considerations within the Alliance should be NATO Pipeline System (NPS) expansion and 
improved or hardened storage capacity. Most importantly is the expansion of CEPS, NATO’s 
largest and, arguably, most significant pipeline, though it is recognized there will be environmental 
challenges to such construction. 

What becomes evident is the need for NATO leaders to recognize OE management as a mission 
enabler, requiring a deeper understanding of its application in the 21st Century battlespace. This can 
be addressed through doctrinal review and rigorous training exercises, which emphasize 
interoperability and operational competence in four general areas: fuels, battlespace power 
generation and distribution, power storage and command and control. Developing such experienced 
warfighters requires a new generation of leaders who understand the importance of OE as a mission 
enabler and can effectively leverage this asset. Ultimately, this forces the consideration of NATO 
capabilities in a contested logistical environment.  

The Alliance has numerous options available to it, for instance, leverage existing OE domain work 
underway and relationships in the US DoD, as well as Allied Command Transformation in Norfolk, 
VA, and Joint Forces Command, Brunssum, Netherlands. Additionally, the NATO Defence 
Planning Process (NDPP) and more specifically, the Minimum Capability Requirement (MCR), 
important tools for deriving posture and mission capabilities, can be leveraged for this effort.  

5) Countering malign influence through a disinformation rapid response force 

Early detection of disinformation campaigns is crucial to prevent malicious actors from escalating 
and exploiting this activity. Because of its ubiquity and importance in virtually all sectors of 
modern society, critical energy infrastructure is a natural target for malign actors [27]. 
Additionally, the immediacy of this threat, weaponized by modern technology and mass media, 
requires near-instantaneous response. To solve this problem, a task force could be established 
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within NATO’s Joint Intelligence and Security Division to establish a network for detecting and 
countering disinformation in their nascent stages. This task force could be staffed by local 
credible actors with a strong presence at the community level. Their focus would be on building a 
network to ensure that every state is able to evaluate disinformation from different perspectives. 
This information would then be classified according to its impact, including threat level in terms 
of timeline, and its possibility of spreading to a local, state, national or international level.  

Malign influence is not limited to communication channels, but to long-term investment by hostile 
actors as well. There is a need for greater accountability for hostile investors, particularly when 
this external interest targets NATO member state critical energy infrastructure. Where necessary, 
stronger parliamentary approval should be considered based on national security assessments. 
An example of how this process is addressed in the US is The Committee on Foreign Investment 
in the United States (CFIUS), which is an interagency committee chaired by the Department of 
the Treasury and is responsible for reviewing foreign investments in, or acquisitions of, US 
businesses and real estate to determine if the transaction threatens to impair US national security. 

4.0 CONCLUSION 

As evidenced by the Russia-Ukraine war of 2022, NATO can no longer assume uncontested energy across 
a vast battlespace against an adversary with advanced anti-access/area denial (A2/AD) capabilities. NATO 
finds itself just behind the front lines of a war that will provide both kinetic and non-kinetic challenges to 
its energy security. Russian hybrid warfare methods against NATO energy infrastructure will be a 
persistent threat, demanding a vigilant NATO response. NATO has taken positive steps to address both 
energy security and hybrid threats, including through the creation of organizations, such as the Hybrid 
Challenges and Energy Security Section and the Energy Security Center of Excellence.1 NATO will need 
to continue to adapt to emerging and hybrid threats to energy critical infrastructure and energy security. 
While it prepares to defend against traditional adversaries, Russia, and China, heightened resilience will be 
needed to counter threats from terrorists and non-state actors who are willing to use disinformation, cyber 
warfare, and covert operations for their own gain. Investing in and building the educated teams, hardened 
technologies, and the diverse supply chains it needs to keep its member states’ energy supplies secure will 
help ensure NATO’s military readiness in the future.  

These challenges are exacerbated by new strategies, operational constructs, force designs, and new and 
emerging weapons/platforms that compound the complexity and dynamics of OE management. In this 
fluid battlespace, dictated by greater reliance on technology and ever-increasing energy requirements, 
NATO planners and operators need greater understanding of OE to ensure sustained operations 
in contested logistics environments. More specifically, these challenges are manifest by new systems 
that will not work in combat due to operational energy limitations. Closely related, planners do not 
appreciate the tactical and operational impact of energy, which could limit capabilities, notably in 
projecting kinetic effects beyond a single mission, particularly in a contested environment. Ultimately, 
the failure to adequately prepare the Alliance to better integrate OE management could imperil its forces 
and mission accomplishment.  

What becomes evident is the need for NATO leaders to recognize OE management as a mission enabler, 
requiring a deeper understanding of its application in the 21st Century battlespace. This can be addressed 
through doctrinal review and rigorous training exercises, which emphasize interoperability and operational 
competence in four general areas; fuels, battlespace power generation and distribution, power storage and 
command and control. 

 
1 The European Commission’s Hybrid Threats Center of Excellence in Helsinki, Finland should also be mentioned. 
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For these reasons, it is imperative that NATO training and education systems prepare military leaders to 
address the criticality of OE and the enhanced combat capabilities it provides. With the associated challenges 
and opportunities, there is the potential that NATO military personnel will miss the larger picture, leading to 
a myopic view, with little understanding of conditions at echelons above or below. 

The SAS-163 team envisions further analysis in the field of hybrid warfare and NATO energy security. This 
will entail greater emphasis on the Baltic and Black Seas, as well as deeper analysis of advance warning 
technologies in the cyber security field. 
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Annex A – NATO ENERGY SECURITY ANALYSIS 

A.1 EUROPEAN ENERGY SECURITY ENVIRONMENT AND RUSSIAN 
ENERGY DOMINANCE 

A.1.1 The European Energy Security Environment 

A.1.1.1 Introduction 

With 450 million consumers and a $17 trillion economy, the European Union is the world’s largest trading 
block, so its global economic influence is considerable [1]. This influence is more than purely economic, as 
it also encompasses global, regional, political and social variables. Yet, the EU has insufficient domestic 
energy production necessary to maintain its vitality, and thus must import most of its requirements. 
Moreover, this energy deficit is coupled with a concerted effort by the EU to shift to a low-carbon energy 
infrastructure, based primarily on renewable sources and, in certain cases, nuclear power. The result is a 
vulnerable energy environment, subject to geo-political pressures and leading to possible shortages or price 
increases, which could result in generally unstable economic and political conditions. The immediate-term 
impact of the war in Ukraine is rising energy cost and lower availability in 2022 [2].  

This potential instability has an additional national and regional security impact, considering that many 
NATO states are also EU members and are subject to its energy mandates. Thus, because NATO operates 
on, and is ultimately dependent upon, EU infrastructure, actions taken at the national and supranational 
levels directly influence the NATO mission. It is here that the impact of the EU, and more specifically the 
European Commission, plays a considerable role in this phenomenon. Much of this section looks at the EU’s 
domestic energy programs, which fall broadly under the European Commission’s Directorate-General for 
Energy (DG-ENER).  

As energy is essential to maintaining a modern nation state, the ability to source adequate, reliable, and 
cost-effective energy is critical. Indeed, any significant and long-term disruption to such a supply could be 
catastrophic, resulting in economic downturn, loss of life, civil unrest, all impacting national security. 
These risks are juxtaposed, and made more complex by balancing the shift to a low-carbon energy 
environment while still relying on a traditional fossil fuel-based energy infrastructure. To maintain economic 
and social equilibrium, certain levels of energy security are required; including supply security, and reliable 
production and distribution systems. The International Energy Agency (IEA) defines Energy Security as 
“…the uninterrupted availability of energy sources at an affordable price” [3], [4], [5]. Maintaining energy 
sector efficiency across the EU is a contributing factor to its broader energy security, necessitating a 
long-term, harmonized approach.  

A.1.1.2 Geo-Political Considerations  

Europe’s post-war development, and the impetus which enabled it to reach its current state as a political and 
economic power, should be acknowledged. The EU benefits from its position of relative economic and 
political strength, and contributes to the changing energy landscape in the region, which also impacts NATO 
member states’ ability to maintain readiness.  

The EU is enduring its own set of economic and demographic challenges, also brought about by declining 
birth rates and an inability to enact reform within some member states. This is further evidenced by the 
Union’s persistent North-South economic divide, in addition to the growing East-West divide. The EU is 
buttressed by the German economy which, up to now, has demonstrated remarkable strength and stamina, 
coupled with Berlin’s relatively newfound political confidence. Though many Germans, as well as its 
neighbors, are wary of a politically assertive Berlin, it is generally expected that Germany will ultimately 
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assume a role commensurate with its economic standing. This would include Berlin’s ability to coax 
its EU partners into enacting economic and labor reforms which will ensure greater economic stability.  
A by-product of Germany’s role as Europe’s economic engine ensures the EU’s center of gravity continues 
to shift to the east, thereby drawing Eastern Europe into Brussels’ economic and political sphere. 

The 2022 war in Ukraine awakened many in Europe to the threat posed by a Putin-led Russia. The result has 
been deeper sanctions and a determination to source non-Russian hydrocarbons. This disruption to the 
energy supply chain has created higher prices and potential shortages, which could result in hardships during 
the winter months of 2023 and after. 

A.1.1.3 Germany 

As Europe’s economic engine, Germany deserves special attention. Following the third-longest tenure in 
German history, Angela Merkel of the center-right Christian Democratic Union was replaced in December 
2021 as Federal Chancellor by Chancellor Olaf Scholz of the center-left Social Democratic Party, who must 
navigate Germany’s continued progress toward a pledged carbon neutrality by 2045 – 2050. This transition 
promises to be neither smooth nor necessarily steady, whether in Germany or elsewhere in the world [6]. 
Central to this transition are long-standing policies adopted by the previous government to shut down all of 
Germany’s remaining nuclear power plants, as well as all remaining coal mines. While these initiatives have 
been shelved in the wake of the Ukraine war the subsequent energy crisis, the strong environmental lobby in 
Germany could resurrect similar policies in the future. 

Assuming that these objectives are further pursued (when, and indeed whether, they will be fully 
accomplished remain separate issues), Chancellor Scholz’ government faces certain unavoidable 
considerations, ones constituting not only an informal inference through a network of evidence but also 
enjoying probative value. And while current political circumstances in both Germany and Europe demand an 
acknowledgment that uncertainty is intrinsic to prediction [7], these considerations might reasonably include: 

• Berlin needs to further define what constitutes energy security and civil preparedness for Germany 
in view of the NATO Treaty’s Article 3, particularly as regards the cost-effectiveness of wind, solar, 
and hydro power, as well as the economics, logistics, and timeline for an eventual conversion of 
domestic pipeline infrastructure and power plants from natural gas to hydrogen [8], [9].  

• Determining how much of the stated requirement of natural gas as a “bridging fuel” will continue to 
be imported from Russia with all that such imports imply for the possibility of Moscow’s exerting 
geo-political pressure on Germany and East Central Europe before that fuel is finally abandoned in 
favor of renewables and hydrogen. 

A.1.1.4 US Geo-Political Engagement 

As Europe’s primary security guarantor, the US has a strong interest in the Continent’s future viability.  
In the years immediately after the USSR’s collapse, the US was perhaps the strongest advocate for 
self-determination and economic liberalization in the newly independent Eastern Bloc states. Additionally, 
there was the Dayton Accord and the bipartisan push for new NATO members. Following 9/11, there was a 
clear US shift to the Middle East, though the George W. Bush administration maintained relations with 
South East Europe.  

Yet, beginning in 2009, there has been a marked period of diminished US attention, brought about by global 
economic hardship, changing regional priorities and the US pivot to Asia. The relative US withdrawal from 
the Middle East, hastened by military disengagement in Iraq and Afghanistan, has added to this relative 
sense of drift. Continued instability in the Middle East and Eastern Europe, particularly in Ukraine, has 
redirected US attention (reluctantly) back to the Black Sea and South-Eastern Europe. The question must be 
asked whether this is temporary or a long-term reengagement. 
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The US became increasingly concerned about Russian energy dominance and its growing market share of 
Europe’s energy imports. US opposition to the Nord Stream II pipeline began under Obama, though 
continued under the Trump Administration. On August 2, 2017, Countering America’s Adversaries Through 
Sanctions Act (CAATSA), was signed into law by President Donald Trump and enhanced guidance was 
implemented in 2020 [10], [11]. Yet, it was the 2020 NDAA, with its strong stance against Nord Stream II 
and TurkStream in the December 2019 threatening stiff sanctions, which effectively brought a temporary 
halt to construction [12]. The Biden administration waived these sanctions in early 2021, yet, as the Russians 
began pressuring Ukraine in late 2021, the 2022 NDAA attempted to message the Kremlin, for instance the 
NDAA notes the “…naval presence in the European Command area of responsibility and its ability to 
respond to challenges in the Black Sea, Mediterranean, and Arctic”, and “…capabilities for countering 
Russian aggression and hybrid warfare in the European theatre, including cyber capabilities”[13].  

A.1.1.5 Migration 

Mass migration is mainly internal, inter-state or inter-regional within the African continent [14]. Migration 
flows were relatively controlled until the Arab Spring and the beginning of the Libyan conflict. The EU 
cooperated with North African governments, especially Libya, to control migration flows in exchange for 
financial support as well as technical assistance [15]. EU Member States, mainly Spain, Greece, and Italy, 
experienced a rapid increase between 2015 and 2016, after the Arab Spring uprisings. The UNHCR 
estimated between 6,900 and 22,800 sea and land arrivals per month from Northern Africa [16], though these 
have dropped since 2016. In the future, climate and environment-related migration may increase due to 
drought, floods and other natural phenomena [17].  

The 2015 migration crisis brought its share of security concerns to Europe, such a terrorism, crime, and 
human trafficking, motivating its involvement in the resolution of conflicts such as in Libya or in 
counter-terrorism operation in the Sahel. Additionally, as mentioned earlier, terrorist groups benefit from 
unstable political situation and conflict-induced migration to conquer new territories, including hydrocarbon 
fields and terminals, giving them more power and resources [14].  

A.1.1.6 China’s Belt and Road Initiative 

China’s economic rise has pushed into the EU periphery, notably via the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), an 
expansive, multi-trillion-dollar trade and infrastructure project. Established in 2013 as President Xi Jinping’s 
flagship foreign policy platform, China claims that a minimum of sixty-five nations have agreed to jointly 
participate in the BRI [18]. There has, however, been evidence to the contrary as only twenty nations’ 
representatives attended the May 2017 BRI Summit, nine of whom were not on China’s initial list of sixty-five 
partners. This and other transparency issues have shrouded the BRI’s legitimacy in doubt [19].  

Simultaneously, the CCP has demonstrated relative disdain for international environmental accords, 
arguing that they should not be restricted in their mass industrialization efforts just as Western nations in 
the latter two centuries were not. Climate science has progressed significantly in the last 20 years alone, 
and the world has been made aware of various pollutant’s impact. China, however, sees climate change as 
an opportunity to further establish themselves as a dominant global trading power. With the potential for 
melting Arctic ice caps, the CCP has published a ‘White Paper’ claiming that it is a ‘near Arctic nation’, 
to lay future claim to both the resources available in that region and the shipping routes. This signals that, 
despite domestic policy trends toward electric cars and some renewable energy efforts, the CCP may view 
non-accordance with international climate protocols as beneficial on multiple fronts [20].   
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A.1.2 Russian Energy Dominance:  

A.1.2.1 Introduction 

According to the EIA, Russia’s proven oil reserves total 80 billion barrels, considerably below Saudi 
Arabia’s 300 billion barrels, though the two nations are at near parity in production capacity with 
approximately 11.2 million b/d [21]. Shortly after the Cold War, the energy services and analysis company, 
DeGolyer & MacNaughton, determined Russia’s recoverable reserves at between 150 to 200 billion barrels 
[22]. In 2020 Russia exported almost 5 million b/d of crude oil and condensate, most of which went to 
European countries (48%), particularly Germany, the Netherlands, and Poland. China was the largest 
importing country of Russia’s crude oil and condensate, at 31% [21].  

One of the world’s top energy producers and possessing a formidable (on paper) conventional military and 
nuclear force, Russia’s ability to wield power and influence beyond its borders far outclasses its neighbors. 
Bolstered by energy revenues, Russia under Vladimir Putin is determined to regain its status as a global 
power, a position it had humiliatingly lost in the turmoil following the collapse of the Soviet Union. 
This attempt to regain international standing has been conducted with an aggressive posture vis-à-vis its 
neighbors, driven by an energy nationalism, whereby Moscow leverages its preponderance in energy 
resources into a geo-political tool. By all accounts, Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in February 2022 has 
thrown the status quo into disarray. Western sanctions, and deliberate delivery cutbacks on the part of the 
Kremlin, have cut into Russia’s European exports, the high cost of energy has helped soften the economic 
blow. 

A.1.2.2 The Russia-Western Geo-Political and Economic Divide 

Shortly into the post-Cold War era, Russia-Western relations, though never warm, did benefit from 
cooperation on a variety of geo-political issues, notably arms control. Presidents Boris Yeltsin and Bill 
Clinton appeared to have developed a true personal friendship during this time, which facilitated bilateral 
relations. Nevertheless, the Kremlin under Putin views expanding Western influence on its borders as 
intolerable; its determination to retrieve and maintain its great power status has been the central tenet. Much 
of this is seen as Russia re-exerting influence after the humiliation it suffered following the Cold War, fueled 
by Moscow’s sense of victimhood at the hands of the West. Moreover, there is Western interest in 
countering Moscow’s actions and ensuring an equal opportunity to bring oil and gas products to market 
without external Russian interference.  

Most evident in this fractious geo-political divide is Russia’s use of energy as a foreign policy tool. 
Therefore, it is important to view South-Eastern European energy relations through the lenses of the 
2006 and 2009 gas crises, the 2008 war with Georgia, and the current standoff in Ukraine, all of 
which demonstrate the growing divide between Putin’s Russia and the West. There appears no end in sight 
to the downward trend in relations, which has dashed the hopes of many on both sides of the divide anxious 
for normalization. The result is that East-West relations are more strained now than at any time in the 
post-Cold War era, so closing this political and economic divide is daunting. 

As a nuclear armed petro-state, Russia will continue to wield considerable geo-political power while creating 
consternation among its neighbors. In this role, energy policy and economic dividends of fossil fuel sales 
continue to fund Russian expansionism and influence Eurasian continental stability. Russian actions in the 
Black Sea and Baltic Sea similarly constrain maritime port access to fuel for NATO members and EU states. 
It should be kept in mind, however, that Russia is operating from a position of growing weakness; and 
without political and economic reform the long-term trends, including demographic trends, are not in its 
favor. As Moscow’s stability is particularly dependent on oil and gas revenues, its relative technological 
backwardness in this sector and limited investment capital is hampering Russia’s ability to fully exploit these 
reserves. In the Cold War a strong Soviet Union was a concern, though there is now fear that a weak Russia 
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is more dangerous. The performance of Russian armed forces in Ukraine demonstrates this weakness. 
Therefore, a humiliated and paranoid Kremlin, coupled with diminishing state revenues, will lash out 
unpredictably and countenance further pressure on its near-abroad or its internal political foes.  

More recently, we have seen the impact of COVID-19, war in Ukraine and Western sanctions on the Russian 
economy, which points to a general unease within Russia. These conditions lead to a sense of foreboding and 
unpredictable circumstances for the future among Russia’s neighbors, hardly conducive for long-term 
economic stability and social development [23].  

Russia will vie for a Northern Lake and the oil strata under the Arctic has vast reserves, so the contest for 
northern resources is bound to involve every participant touching the Arctic including the US, Russia, China, 
Canada, Sweden, Norway and likely a few more. The recent accession to NATO by Sweden and Finland has 
also shaken Russia’s sense of security in the ‘high north’. 

A.1.2.3 Nationalization and Russian Energy Strategy – An Industrial Military Complex 

It is impossible to discuss Russian domestic politics without considering its close relationship with the 
energy sector, which is responsible for filling the state coffers and seen as a source of wealth and a 
steppingstone to national leadership and influence. Surrounding Putin in his inner circle is the siloviki, 
a clutch of ex-KGB officers in whom Putin has placed considerable trust. In addition to the intelligence 
contingent are Putin’s former colleagues, which combined with the siloviki, create a tight knit group holding 
key public and private sector management positions. These Putin associates predominate in Russian energy 
companies, for example, Dmitry Medvedev, Russia’s former president and current prime minister, was 
Gazprom’s chairman before being elevated to national leadership. Igor Sechin, a former intelligence officer 
and Putin’s chief of staff before he was put at the head of Rosneft, is one of the most influential men in 
Russia. Alexei Miller, Gazprom’s president, was subordinate to Putin while both were in the St. Petersburg 
mayor’s office [24], [25].  

The Ministry of Energy, with control of Russia’s primary revenue creator, holds a key position within the 
government by providing oversight of the energy sector and working closely with the state-run firms. Until 
2008 it was the Ministry of Energy and Industry. Under Alexander Novak, a key Putin lieutenant, the 
Ministry develops and implements national energy priorities and intergovernmental agreements. It also 
provides guidance to Russian companies operating outside the country to facilitate access to world energy 
markets. Finally, the ministry promotes stable relations with consumers and negotiates multilateral and 
bilateral energy agreements [26].  

In June 2020, Russia’s Energy Strategy to 2035 was released, which called for diversified energy exports, 
modernization of the country’s energy infrastructure, greater competitiveness, and improved energy sector 
innovation, all designed to increase revenue and expand natural gas infrastructure, in eastern Siberia and the 
far eastern regions.  

It is natural gas where Russia wields considerable geo-political power and holds a decisive competitive 
advantage. This is partly attributed to the growing popularity of gas in world markets for environmental 
considerations as well as its relative low cost and increased functionality, ranging from heating, electricity 
generation and transport. With nearly 50 tcm, Russia holds approximately one quarter of the world’s proven 
reserves, 95 percent of which are located in Siberia or northern Russia [27], [28].  

The main player in Russia’s gas industry is Gazprom, with 330,000 employees and 80 percent of the 
country’s total natural gas output; the company by itself accounts for 10 percent of GDP and a quarter of 
state revenues [21], [29]. This dominance is codified through a legally sanctioned state monopoly which 
allows it to control the gas sector more completely than Rosneft, its closest parallel in the oil sector. 
Gazprom’s monopoly status was legislated in 2005. 
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A difference from the Russian oil sector is that Rosneft must rely on Transneft to export its product, while 
Gazprom’s pipeline arm is organic. With an imposing position in both upstream and downstream markets, 
to include control of the domestic pipelines, Gazprom has unique influence in the Kremlin which translates into 
unrivalled political and economic power. Riding the energy price spike of the mid-2000s, Gazprom reached a 
market capitalization of $362 billion in 2008 [30], [31], though in October 2022 this had dropped to $85 billion 
[32]. The Russian economy experienced weakness since the post-Crimea 2015 economic crisis, with average 
GDP growth to 2020 near 1.5%. The costs of renationalization, corruption, regulations and laws that impair the 
operations of businesses, and Western sanctions have combined to create considerable uncertainty. 
Additionally, COVID-19 and the global economic crisis will further lower Russia’s growth expectations. 
The low unemployment rate at roughly 5% is deceptive, as Russian law protects employees from being laid off 
during economic downturns, so employers are forced to cut wages instead [33].  

The early 2020 collapse of the Russia-OPEC agreement on oil production levels lower demand due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic temporarily pushed prices to $20 a barrel. Moreover, chronic corruption, lack of 
economic reforms will have long-term negative impact on Russia’s GDP growth rates.  

The economic crisis has not hampered political and military ambitions: nearly 50% of tax revenue originates 
from the oil and gas sector, which is indicative of the role oil and gas reserve’s role in the Russian domestic 
economy and explains the Kremlin’s Arctic activities. A result of this dependency on world market prices, 
Russia compensates for the potential trade gap through accumulation of foreign currency and takes measures 
to keep its foreign debt small [34].  

Increased protests indicate that Putin’s social contract is no longer valid due to social, economic and 
demographic reasons. These can be tolerated up to a certain level, social unrest will not likely change Russian 
government soon due to the state’s suppression of protests and methods of influencing public opinion.  

Looking at the long-term trends, the oil and gas fields of Western Siberia are more than 40 years old and will 
require capital and modern technologies to meet current levels of production. Eventually, new fields must be 
developed, though Gazprom’s current debt load, coupled with the impact of sanctions, makes that an 
unlikely prospect without external investment [35]. Hence there exists an insoluble gap in which investors 
are reluctant to commit in an untrustworthy climate, and Russia is unable to meet its full economic potential 
and contractual obligations without foreign capital. 

Finally, as has been repeatedly demonstrated is Russia’s willingness to use energy as a blunt foreign policy 
tool. Continued exploitation of its neighbors’ energy weaknesses will perpetuate instability in its 
near-abroad, forcing states to either align closer to the West, enhance their own security postures, or reach an 
unfavorable accommodation with Moscow. This strategy demonstrates the lack of diplomatic depth available 
to Russia, whereby Moscow’s most potent coercive mechanisms are its energy arm or military intervention. 
And while this policy bolsters Russia’s short-term geo-political standing, it maintains an unhealthy 
dependence by the state on oil and gas revenues, manifest by resentment and is counterproductive over the 
long-term by fomenting instability on its borders.  

Domestic instability and political machinations are perhaps the most significant challenges to Russia’s 
long-term growth. Putin’s authoritarianism has always been buttressed by the high price of oil and gas which 
masks deep-seated social and economic problems and removes the impetus for long-term reform and allows 
power consolidation in the Kremlin’s top echelon. Most Russians appear to accept such activity as the price 
of stability and global prestige that has been credited to Putin [36]. Staffed with political allies, this ‘trifecta’ 
which is the Russian energy realm encompassing the state, the corporate and the personal, demonstrates 
there is little doubt that control of the energy sector is firmly held in Vladimir Putin’s hands [37]. The impact 
of Putin’s control of Russian energy policy ensures his presence will be felt long after he leaves office. 
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Russian resentment of the West, brought to light during Putin’s 2007 speech at the Munich Security 
Conference, indicates there continues to be a strong sentiment of victimhood and revenge emanating from 
the Kremlin and which finds a receptive audience among the populace [38]. Subsequent claims by Putin that 
US or Western actors are behind the Ukrainian crisis, as well as the exploitation of unconventional plays, 
such as fracking, reinforce the theme of the Russian victim. This phenomenon whereby Russia’s actions 
under Putin seem determined to settle old scores and make right real or perceived slights at the hands of 
Russia’s enemies falls on sympathetic ears [39]. This notion is further reinforced by the general perception 
that the Crimean annexation and civil war in Ukraine are being touted as a victory for Moscow in a 
geo-political tug-of-war reminiscent of the Cold War. Putin still has a firm grip on power, though it remains 
to be seen if this continues as low oil and gas prices induce greater economic hardship.  

A.1.2.4 New Generation Warfare – A Game of Sanctions 

The Russian annexation of Crimea set in motion a series of Western tools to force compliance with the 
Minsk Accord and later Minsk II, the first set after the annexation of Crimea and the second after the Russian 
involvement in the conflict in Eastern Ukraine. Although the sanctions were effective at a practical level, 
such as prohibiting trade, financial flows and investments, hampering their economic and technical 
advancements, the results are inconclusive [40]. Sanctions forced Russia to conduct its own technology 
research and diversify within the domestic military-technical complex of state companies. The sanctions, 
seen as an attempt to invoke regime change and not behavioral change, impacted the average Russian citizen, 
the ruling elite, which could unify the population against a ‘common enemy’ [40]. Until March 2022, 
Western nations lacked a strategic vision on the purpose and duration of sanctions necessary to result in a 
correction of Russia’s foreign policy actions. It remains to be seen how Russia withstands the new, harsher 
sanctions. 

Russia’s cooperation with China is a logical and convenient move. The sanctions have forced Russia to 
diversify its economic approach towards the East and redirect commercial flows and develop new 
partnerships. These encompass finance, redistribution of oil and gas flow and resource exploration in 
northern Russia and the Arctic [41]. This cooperation will last as long as it serves China’s interest, however 
it does provide Russia relief from Western sanctions. 

A.1.2.5 The EU-Russia Energy Dialogue  

The EU-Russia Energy Dialogue was an attempt by both sides to create a framework for formalized 
discussions on energy-related subjects. Over the years the dialogue covered Russia’s regulatory framework, 
energy efficiency, technology transfer and investments. Its roots in the post-Soviet era are traced to 
June 2000 with the Feira European Council Summit, the significance of which committed the EU to support 
Russia in its energy development and, in effect, gave Moscow a relative free hand within its sphere of 
influence [42].  

Despite the Dialogue and other cooperative mechanisms, the two sides share fundamentally opposite 
perspectives on the energy trade, and there is little hope of reconciling these differences in the near term. 
For the EU the impetus is on competition and free trade utilizing the Commission to break down barriers to 
entry and unbundle the energy markets for the purpose of providing low cost and best value to the consumer. 
This contrasts with Russia’s desire to implement firm state control and monopolistic conditions and use the 
power of the state to close off competition. Furthermore, it can be argued from the Russian standpoint, the 
Russian consumer benefits from cheap, subsidized gas. These competing models demonstrates an interesting 
example of executive power at play to create opposite goals; the EU notion that liberalized markets create the 
best options for consumers and promote transparency which, in turn, generate capital flows, whereas the 
Russian goal of central control, though inefficient and prone to opaque management practices, permits the 
best opportunities for state control of the markets. 
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There had long been unease in Brussels over its growing dependence on Russian energy, though, it was 
impossible to get Union-wide consensus on how to address it. The gas disputes of 2006 and 2009 caused 
trepidation within the EU about how reliable a partner Russia would be. There was resentment on the part of 
the EU that Russia did not re-calculate the gas prices which were indexed to the price of oil during the 2008 
price spike which saw ever increasing revenues flowing to Gazprom’s coffers [43]. Though Gazprom did 
provide rebates, it was only after EU complaints of Russia’s excessive rent-seeking. It was later claimed, 
“This is not how partners are supposed to behave towards each other”. Nevertheless, and with Russia’s 
continued unfair trade practices, the EU was still willing to compromise with Russia. The key event was 
Crimea, which was considered “too much”, and which forced a reconsideration of the EU’s relationship with 
Putin’s Russia [43].  

Indeed, pre-Ukraine War U.S. and EU sanctions imposed on Russian government officials and business 
concerns because of the Kremlin’s bellicose actions in its near-abroad are having an impact. The result is that 
Brussels is now pursuing energy diversification by looking more seriously at North African and 
Central Asian gas, as well as LNG sources outside of the Russian pipeline network. Russia, because of its 
conflicts and contracting demand in the West, is also anxious to diversify its client base. Asian demand is 
shifting the global economic focus, though it will be some time and considerable expense before Russia has 
developed an Eastward-oriented infrastructure.  

Putin actions in Ukraine and the Baltic in 2022 have demonstrated his determination to stop the Western 
realignment, claw back lost territory and assert Moscow’s domination over its former empire by controlled 
energy access and manipulation. It is also designed to send a message to those states dependent on Russian 
hydrocarbons. Central to this dynamic is Russian willingness to use energy as a coercive tool and a function 
of state power, which are currently on display. 

A.2 NATO, ENERGY SECURITY AND OPERATIONAL ENERGY 

A.2.1 NATO, Energy Security and Operational Energy 

A.2.1.1 Introduction 

As noted in the Lisbon Treaty, energy security is a member state function, whereby its acquisition, storage 
and distribution are primarily conducted by the private sector based on domestic requirements [44]. 
Furthermore, member state energy security is predominantly an economic consideration, not necessarily 
military one, and is generally not viewed as a collective security responsibility. In fact, attempts to usurp this 
sovereign responsibility are viewed with suspicion or concern. Therefore, the politicization of the energy 
sector, whereby fossil fuels and energy sector activities are jealously guarded by the member states, is 
evidenced by the EU’s own mixed results liberalizing the energy markets as manifest by the challenge of 
getting member states to work collectively. NATO’s energy security and operational energy viability are 
dependent on EU dictates and the broader civilian infrastructure, which exists outside the direct control of 
Alliance logistical considerations. Ultimately, emphasis on the importance of civilian infrastructure to the 
energy security and operational energy dynamic is key, and NATO logistics must work within this reality. 

This is particularly relevant in a sector so closely guarded as a national security asset and tied to domestic 
political patronage, resulting in energy as a securitized commodity. Nevertheless, in 2008 NATO stated its 
commitment to “first and foremost ensuring a steady supply of fuel to its military forces” [45]. Despite this 
statement, and the fact that Alliance military operations are so heavily dependent on the availability of 
energy supplies, as far as can be determined. NATO does not have a working definition of energy security. 
Instead, every NATO member state uses its own definition of energy security. In the United States the Fiscal 
Year 2018 National Defence Authorization Act for defines the terms energy security for the DoD as “having 
assured access to reliable supplies of energy and the ability to protect and deliver sufficient energy to meet 
mission essential requirements” [46].  
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As NATO is foremost a defensive military organization, so it is instructive to consider the essential military 
applications of energy, or operational energy. Energy security takes on a broader strategic-political 
connotation, where operational energy, as the name implies, has an operational or tactical application. 
As with the term energy security, operational energy is vague and loosely defined with multiple meanings 
under a variety of conditions. Nevertheless, as operational energy is critical to NATO’s warfighting mission, 
a generally accepted terminology is important, particularly regarding this analysis. What becomes important 
to recognize is that military operational energy becomes a subset of the broader energy security dialogue, and 
its acquisition, safeguarding and the means of its distribution to military forces must be addressed.  

As defined in US law, operational energy is the “energy required for training, moving, and sustaining 
military forces and weapons platforms for military operations” [47]. This term includes energy used by 
tactical power systems and generators, as well as by weapons platforms themselves. DoD considers 
operational energy to be the energy used in military operations, in direct support of military operations, and 
in training that supports unit readiness for military operations, to include the energy used at non-enduring 
locations. Traditionally, the scope of operational energy excludes nuclear energy, as well as the energy used 
for military space launch and operations. This was outlined in in the 2009 Duncan Hunter NDAA, which 
sought to combine operations and logistics or operational energy, with the creation of Operational Energy 
Plans and Program (OEPP).  

A.2.1.2 Energy Security, Operational Energy and NATO 

When viewing the phenomenon of energy security, and more specifically, operational energy, from a 2022 
perspective, one might get the impression these have only recently been in the collective NATO mindset has 
gelled since 2009. In fact, the Alliance has long experience in this field, notably in a military logistics 
context, as well as a broader geo-political one. 

As a military organization NATO has always planned for logistics in liquid fuels as the prime component of 
operational energy. NATO’s relationship with energy security as a function of logistics began to change in the 
post-Cold War era, notably the momentous period between 1991 through 1999. This also shifted as 
environmental considerations moved to the front of political and societal discourse, prompting interest in fuel 
efficiency and demand reduction. It was during this period that natural gas became a readily accepted cleaner 
alternative to oil or coal. Due to the shift in energy security awareness, this topic has been addressed over the 
years in key strategic documents, primarily in the Strategic Concepts; a barometer of NATO’s political and 
military posture and thinking. For example, in NATO’s 1968 Strategic Concept, the term ‘logistics’ was 
mentioned throughout the document, though there were no references to energy security or operational energy.  

The Soviet Union’s pending collapse in the early 1990s precipitated significant geo-political change 
throughout Europe, which was reflected in NATO’s 1991 Strategic Concept. Memories of Moscow’s 
attempt to coerce the Baltic States from leaving the Soviet Union by withholding energy supplies were still 
fresh. Article 12 states: “…Alliance security interests can be affected by other risks of a wider nature, 
including acts of terrorism, sabotage and organized crime, and by the disruption of the flow of vital 
resources” [48].  

The 1999 Strategic Concept, as noted in Article 24, in which the phrase regarding ‘vital resources,’ was 
taken verbatim from the 1991 document [49]. Yet, the early 21st Century ushered in geo-political changes, 
notably 9/11 and the economic rise of China and India, which put pressure on the global oil supply, causing 
dramatic price fluctuations. Furthermore, increasing environmental concerns placed political pressure on 
member states to shift to low-carbon energy solutions. 

The January ‒ June 2004 gas dispute between Russia and Belarus caused Germany only minor disruptions, 
attributable to the fact that most of its gas imports at the time came from Ukraine. Poland, on the other hand, 
which was supplied predominantly through Belarusian pipelines, suffered major shortages. A consequence 
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of this dispute forced NATO to focus on supplier countries, to understand their complex energy geopolitics 
and to forge better ties with them. At the NATO Summit in Istanbul in June 2004, the member states agreed 
to focus on the Southern Caucasus and Central Asia, where a Special Representative was appointed for both 
regions. The January 2006 Russia-Ukraine dispute, in which Gazprom reduced the flow of natural gas 
through its Ukrainian pipelines and impacted its downstream customers, caused a serious re-evaluation in the 
Alliance. NATO began to address energy security in a more structured manner, and at the 2006 Riga 
Summit, the Allies mentioned the necessity of defining a role for NATO regarding energy security. 
Article 45 of the Riga communique highlighted Alliance energy security interests, notably the need to 
“…assess risks to energy infrastructures and to promote energy infrastructure security,” and it was also 
stated “…we direct the Council in Permanent Session to consult on the most immediate risks in the field of 
energy security” [50].  

The 2008 Bucharest Summit outlined more clearly NATO’s role in energy security, notably the exchange of 
information, promoting international and regional cooperation, supporting the protection of the critical 
infrastructure, and managing the consequences of a possible crisis. In Article 48, it was noted in a report, 
“NATO’s Role in Energy Security,” the Alliance will engage in “…supporting the protection of critical 
energy infrastructure,” and will “… consult on the most immediate risks in the field of energy security” [51].  

Following the Chicago Summit of 2012, there was an emphasis on operational energy; “we will work 
towards significantly improving the energy efficiency of our military forces.” Also, at Chicago NATO 
proposed itself as a facilitator to enhance interoperability, whereby the Emerging Security Challenges 
Division (ESCD) created the Smart Energy Teams (SENT), a group of experts from six Allied and two 
partner countries, tasked to identify the best existing ‘smart energy’ solutions. SENT is funded by the 
Science for Peace and Security (SPS) Program and plays the role of a steering group for the period  
2012 ‒ 2014” [52].  

The 2014 NATO Summit in Wales pledged stronger cooperation with Central Asia and the Southern 
Caucasus. The Wales Declaration noted: 

We will [...] continue to work towards significantly improving the energy efficiency of our military 
forces, and in this regard, we note the Green Defence Framework. We will also enhance training 
and education efforts, continue to engage with partner countries, on a case-by-case basis, and 
consult with relevant international organizations, including the EU, as appropriate. [53]  

The 2016 Warsaw Summit’s Article 135 built on Chicago’s statement by ensuring, “…resilience against 
energy supply disruptions…” and “…include energy security considerations in training, exercises, and 
advance planning.” Additionally, in the Warsaw Summit Declaration, the Alliance stated perhaps the most 
comprehensive description of energy security in a NATO document: 

Energy developments can have significant political and security implications for Allies and the 
Alliance, as demonstrated by the crises to NATO’s east and south. A stable and reliable energy 
supply, the diversification of import routes, suppliers and energy resources, and the 
interconnectivity of energy networks are of critical importance and increase our resilience 
against political and economic pressure. While these issues are primarily the responsibility of 
national governments and other international organizations, NATO closely follows the security 
implications of relevant energy developments and attaches importance to diversification of energy 
supply in the Euro-Atlantic region. We will therefore further enhance our strategic awareness in 
this regard, including through sharing intelligence and through expanding our links with other 
international organizations such as the International Energy Agency and the EU, as appropriate. 
We will consult and share information on energy security issues of concern to Allies and the 
Alliance, with a view to providing a comprehensive picture of the evolving energy landscape, 
concentrating on areas where NATO can add value. We will also continue to develop NATO’s 
capacity to support national authorities in protecting critical infrastructure, as well as enhancing 
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their resilience against energy supply disruptions that could affect national and collective 
defence, including hybrid and cyber threats. In this context, we will include energy security 
considerations in training, exercises, and advance planning. … We will further improve the 
energy efficiency of our military forces through establishing common standards, reducing 
dependence on fossil fuels, and demonstrating energy-efficient solutions for the military. … 
We task the Council to further refine NATO’s role in accordance with established principles and 
guidelines, and to produce a progress report for our next Summit. [54] 

The 2018 NATO Summit Declaration noted, “We will also further improve the energy efficiency of our 
military forces, including through the use of sustainable energy sources, when appropriate” (Extract from 
paragraph 78) [55]. Finally, Article 26, of the new (2022) Strategic Concept, notes, “We will enhance our 
energy security and invest in a stable and reliable energy supply, suppliers and sources” [56]. 

A.2.1.3 NATO Energy-Focused Organizations 

As NATO became more responsive to post-Cold War energy security concerns, there was a move to 
create supporting organizational structures. This precedent has produced two important organizations within 
the Alliance.  

A.2.1.4 Hybrid Challenges and Energy Security Section 

NATO’s Hybrid Challenges and Energy Security Section is in Brussels and falls under the Emerging 
Security Challenges Division. Established in 2010 and originally called the Energy Security Section, it had a 
recent name change to incorporate the growing hybrid threat. Headed by Michael Ruhle, the section operates 
across multiple functions within NATO headquarters and the European Union and member states. It is 
heavily engaged with the NATO Energy Security COE in Vilnius, the Cyber COE in Tallinn, as well as the 
European Commission’s Hybrid Threats COE in Helsinki.  

A.2.1.5 NATO Energy Security COE  

The NATO Energy Security Centre of Excellence (NATO ENSEC COE) was accredited by NATO in October 
2012 and is composed of military and civilian experts from NATO and Partner Nations. The steering 
committee guides the activities of the Centre through an annually approved Programme of Work coordinated 
with NATO Allied Command Transformation (ACT). The largest contribution comes from Lithuania as a 
Framework Nation filling in the positions of a director, experts, and administrative staff. Sponsoring Nations 
provide 1-2 representatives and fill positions of Deputy Director, Heads of Divisions, and experts. 

A.2.2 NATO and Operational Energy in a 21st Century Context 

A.2.2.1 Interoperability/Capability Gap 

Interoperability has been a goal since NATO’s inception, forces, units and/or systems to operate together and 
share common doctrine and procedures. This includes infrastructure, communications, and facilities, yet the 
ability to operate seamlessly between militaries remains key to overall effectiveness. The Alliance defines 
interoperability as the ‘ability for Allies to act together coherently, effectively and efficiently to achieve 
tactical, operational and strategic objectives’ [57]. 

After the Cold War, interoperability became more complicated as Western and Eastern European nations 
began to standardize equipment, coalesce doctrine and conduct joint training. Today the premise is that all 
Alliance members are vulnerable. The capability gap today involves the ability to coordinate across 
international or regional ‘peer’ entities with the same interests yet without an agreed framework; harbor 
competing agendas to achieve it.  
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NATO’s fuel-sharing protocols are among the best-established of all the supply classes. For, example, there 
are 10 Standardization Agreements (STANAGS), seven Allied Fuel Logistics Publications (AFLP), and nine 
Defence and European Union Standards (DEU) related to fuel [58]1. From the end of the Cold War to the 
Balkan Wars and the now defunct mission in Afghanistan [59], NATO’s resilience in meeting large-scale 
fuel requirements demonstrate both a united resilience and a sense of organizational dexterity. 

Part of this is due to the professional fora and exchanges where protocols are adopted for the purchase or 
barter of fuel. NATO’s AJP-4, for example, is an all-encompassing mandate that fuel is to be forecasted, 
transported, and stockpiled for potential or ongoing operations [60]. The Operational Logistics Support 
Partnership (OLSP) is a 25-nation multifunctional partnership established in 2009 [59]. Another example is 
the annual Fuel Exchange Forum, hosted by the US Defence Logistics Agency’s Energy Services Office. 
DLA Energy, as it is known, has 41 fuel agreements around the world [61]. Through the US European 
Command (EUCOM), Acquisition and Cross-Servicing Agreements (ACSA) are executed for the provision 
of fuel throughout the alliance [62]. 

Beyond the 13 states maintaining the NATO Pipeline System (NPS), there are no pipelines meeting the 
Alliance’s fuel requirements in Central and Eastern Europe. The result is a regional ‘fuel desert’ where 
potential operations require extended lines of supply. Although these pipelines were configured under 
Cold War-era geo-political conditions, the clusters in Western Europe or Turkey did not account for the 
Alliance’s eastward expansion. The challenge today is whether the ability to expand the NPS into Eastern 
European member states is possible considering the vulnerability of local infrastructure to the hybrid threat, 
ongoing environmental concerns and potential destabilizing events. 

A.2.2.2 Anti-Access/Area Denial (A2/AD)

Modern conventional weapons, notably long-range air, artillery or missiles can deny or limit access to a 
battlespace and reduce operational effectiveness and unit cohesion. Kinetic disruption of military assets and 
operational energy stores, either by destroying supplies or rendering it unavailable to units, is an aspect of 
conventional warfare that must be addressed when considering a ‘hybrid’ attack on an allied nation.  

Anti-Access/Area Denial (A2/AD) is the ability to prevent an adversary from deploying and operating its 
forces in a certain territory or geographic region, thereby prohibiting or inhibiting permanent control over 
geographic and operational interests. Such a denial would potentially cause an Alliance failure in both 
maintaining internal cohesion and in deterring potential geo-political competitors. For this reason, 
A2/AD deserves to be studied not only through a political and military lens but also in a wider OE context, 
namely its potential to deny NATO commanders the freedom of action to protect and defend the Alliance’s 
areas of interest.  

In January 2018, the National Defence Strategy (NDS) emphasized the re-emergence of long-term strategic 
competition, rapid dispersion of technologies, and new concepts of warfare and competition that span the 
spectrum of conflict, all of which require a Joint Force structured to match this reality. The NDS focus on 
peer competition gave renewed impetus to the trans-Atlantic Alliance and ‘Russian adventurism.’ NATO 
member states have responded to recent Russian activities in Eastern Europe, notably Crimea and Ukraine, 
in the form of sanctions and increased emphasis on training and readiness. Much of which is highlighted by 
the US-sponsored Operation Atlantic Resolve (OAR) and the European Deterrence Initiative (EDI).  

A.2.2.3 Operational Energy Capabilities and Challenges in the USEUCOM AOR

It should be recognized that any resolution to NATO OE challenges must include a US component; the US 
provides the bulk of logistic support and administration. A key theme highlighted in the NDS and EDI is the 

1 STANAGS: 1135, 3149, 3609, 3681, 3682, 3756, 3967, 4712, 6001, 7102 AFLP: 7, 1110, 3682, 3747, 4712, 7029, 7090. 
DEU: 91-091, 91-87, 91-090, MIL-STD-3004D, MIL-DTL-83133, EN228, EN590, EU REACH and ADR Regulations. 
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necessity to enhance mobility in military operations, particularly under an A2/AD environment. The NDS 
summary identifies ‘resilient and agile logistics’ as a component to a modern warfighting posture. More 
specifically, the NDS notes that: 

Investments will prioritize prepositioned forward stocks and munitions, strategic mobility assets, 
partner and allied support, as well as non-commercially dependent distributed logistics, and 
maintenance to ensure logistics sustainment while under persistent multi-domain attack. [63]  

Therefore, the acquisition and distribution of energy, primarily liquid fuels as a critical component to 
operational energy, takes on a significant role in the NDS framework and within NATO.  

Regarding the challenges, there is concern among civilian and military leaders that the flow of liquid fuels 
cannot adequately support the mission, particularly at forward deployed units on Europe’s eastern periphery. 
Moreover, as noted, the ‘fuel desert’ has the potential to complicate fuel delivery to forward these deployed 
forces. The geo-political and economic trends which include the long-term effect of European and NATO 
reliance on Russian energy, highlights the greater need for allied and partner mitigation efforts or even 
develop new sources. 

Although there are constrained budgets for all members of the Alliance, cross-servicing agreements that 
facilitate bartering can be accomplished in many ways. Under emergency conditions, it can be done 
bi-laterally with EUCOM and treated as a de facto NATO agreement [64]. If there is time for more 
deliberate planning, NATO’s Host Nation Support (HNS) is possible based on the guidelines provided by 
MC 319 and Chapter 2 of the NATO Logistics Handbook [65]. Examples include identified property for 
landing zones, airstrips, warehouses as well as transportation nodes such as railway stations, docks, and 
aircraft hangers. Moreover, there is ample opportunity to integrate local infrastructure and private enterprise 
into a general defence plan.  

This, however, raises a different issue. A half-century of planning and preparation in Western Europe has 
taught the Alliance that populations become displaced when confronted with advancing military formations. 
The impact this has on any potential agreement is that local assets must prioritize the movement of people 
away from the conflict, while allowing the Alliance to move towards the point of contact. This goes beyond 
the scope of a military-to-military agreement. Not fully accounting for the inclusion of Civil-Military 
Cooperation (CIMIC), national police, IOs and NGOs to name a few, will leave room for fuel shortages 
hybrid threats. Finally, there is potential competition for energy between EUCOM and the member states’ 
military and civilian requirements. 

From a EUCOM perspective, it is imperative to sustain power projection throughout the AOR as dictated by 
our national interests. Quite often this presence must be (and will be in the future battlespace) sustained in a 
contested environment, across the domains and Combatant Commands. Large naval force concentrations as 
utilized in the past may no longer be an option against near-peer competitors capable of implementing 
effective A2/AD. The response is distributed operations which leverages an integrated solution that is more 
dispersed by shifting from large concentrations in favor of smaller assemblies, which are highly mobile and 
capable of delivering distributed lethality across an expansive battlespace.  

This requires the warfighter and supporting organizations to gain and maintain the advantage in distributed 
operations in contested environments. More specifically, it leverages asymmetric warfare, and challenge the 
force to expand the warfare and cyber warfare. Ultimately, a force that is mobile, stealthy and lethal, and is 
relatively easy to sustain. 

Advances in warfighting technologies and their battlespace applications can inflict devastating kinetic and 
non-kinetic effects against US and allied forces across the domains in all theatres and ultimately inhibit 
US and allied freedom of action. This ability to deny access to geographic space and disrupt operational 
coherence through a layered and integrated application of long-range fires, air interdiction and air defence, 
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or A2/AD, presents a host of challenges unknown to the current generation of US leaders. Operating 
distances once considered safe from enemy interdiction, are now in play, requiring a re-evaluation of force 
posture, whereby strategies based on massed concentrations are in question.  

Inherent in this strategy is the necessity for distributed operations in the battlespace, primarily to ensure 
mission success against peer competitors under a robust A2/AD environment. For instance, U.S. and allied 
forces to fight and survive in the 21st Century contested battlespace will require greater distribution of 
forward deployed assets with higher degrees of operational and logistical autonomy. Key to success and 
survivability in this new distributed environment is greater mobility and highly lethal offensive/defensive 
power projection, available across all domains. This is essentially, the age-old concept of ‘move, shoot and 
communicate,’ but at greater distances and at a higher tempo than seen in previous generations. 

A.2.2.4 Defence Fuel Supply Points (DFSP) 

A key element to EUCOM’s (and NATO’s) ability to manage strategic distribution of liquid fuels is the 
Defence Fuel Supply Point (DFSP) system. The DFSP is a system of regional distribution nodes, bulk 
storage and transfer terminal, ship ports, and inter-state pipeline and railroad terminals, which support the 
land, sea and air elements, contingency basing, and host nation energy infrastructure. The NPS and DFSPs 
are closely interrelated, and their laydown is based on the legacy Cold War-era geo-political configuration. 
When we consider the resilience of the bulk fuel supply chain from the source of production to the DFSP, 
there is a concern with the viability of the operational energy supply chain, particularly as it relates to our 
European partners.  

The DFSPs are a vestige of the Cold War, and a large footprint leaves them susceptible to a host of kinetic 
and non-kinetic attacks. There is also the need to address fuel flows from the DFSP to where the fuel is 
consumed, at the maneuver element in support of the mission. What are the current volumes, sources, and 
distribution methods for bulk fuel used in peacetime? Finally, NATO logistics planners may need to rethink 
the efficacy of the ‘hub and spoke’ logistics principle under the A2/AD arc, which will require a distributed 
approach to OE management and delivery. 

A.2.2.5 NATO Energy Security/Operational Energy Conclusions 

Since the Cold War there has been a clear shift toward a greater awareness of energy security and the value 
of operational energy. NATO recognizes its role as a common platform to examine and implement change, 
in both military and political contexts. The Alliance must tread a fine line; on the one hand a determination 
to respect national sovereignty, while enhancing military readiness on the other. One of the most critical 
hurdles is NATO member state requirements. As the three (US/NATO/EU) are inextricably linked, greater 
cooperation in energy security and operational energy is necessary. 

Reducing demand and/or deriving new sources for energy on the battlefield is a key task for NATO, with the 
benefit of extending operational reach and permitting a more effective rotational presence; factors which 
becomes even more relevant under the conditions seen on the US EUCOM’s eastern periphery. Other 
options are to rely on host nation power, where feasible, which will give Commanders more alternatives and 
operational flexibility. 

There are four focal areas to consider when recommending logistical transformation in a country considered 
within the ‘fuel desert’ [66]:  

• The redistribution of roles and missions between Ministries of Defence and General Staffs; 
emphasizing how to buy versus what to buy. 

• Departure from the centrally managed depot mindset to one where commanders provide a 
needs-based assessment that feeds into national defence policy.  
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• Take into consideration deployed maneuver forces. State-owned enterprises bleed defence budgets, 
rarely deliver on operational requirements and lack oversight for potential corruption.  

• Decentralize decision making to commanders on budgets, resources, and potential areas of 
outsourcing. 

For operational energy planning, command and component staffs are hindered in the performance of 
OPLAN supportability analyses, as there is a lack of a framework for assessing the resilience of host nation 
energy infrastructure. They are unable to verify steady-state resilience and calculate the infrastructure’s 
ability to support surge requirements. They lack a framework for assessing the proposed scheme of 
movement and maneuver as well as the supporting Ground Lines of Communications (GLOC).  

The Alliance’s energy considerations are absent or unclear. Analyses of the NATO Pipeline System, notably 
CEPS, is good, though there is relatively little understanding of non-NATO pipelines, to include crude, 
refined or natural gas pipelines. However, this gap may be addressed in the NATO Petroleum Committees 
and NATO ENSEC COE development of a cybersecurity guide for the NPS, and other energy installations 
as noted earlier. There is also a need to explore OE planning tools [resilience measurement] developed by 
EUCOM or NATO and determine how these tools could be leveraged and shared. The goal of any resilience 
assessment is to determine weaknesses and highlight areas in need of investment.  

What is unclear in the spectrum of analyses is whether there is a need to assess fuel flows by type and 
specification to the tactical unit. Gaps exist in upstream issues, such as crude production and procurement. 
Admittedly, this is mainly focused on liquid fuels, though there may be a need to incorporate coal and natural 
gas into the broader analysis. There is a need for close operational planning coordination between EUCOM, 
NATO, and the host nation energy requirements necessitates an assessment of resilience under steady-state or 
normal operations, as well as the ability to handle surge or degraded conditions. The value of distributed 
logistics as a countermeasure to enhancing flexibility and reduce the overall operational footprint. As an 
integrated part of NATO, the supply chain and the broader host nation infrastructure to support operational 
requirements in the USEUCOM AOR. More specifically, to make informed investment decisions to mitigate 
risk, support force structure development at the strategic level, or targeted investments at the operational level.  

The need for trends analysis, to include the long-term effect of European and NATO reliance on Russian 
energy, all of which highlights the need for allied or partner efforts to diversify sources. The ability to 
provide clean and continuous power to the war fighter is another vital consideration when analyzing 
OE vulnerabilities in the region. Reducing demand for energy on the battlefield is a challenge for the DoD, 
with the goal of extending operational reach and permitting a more effective rotational presence; Other 
options are to rely on host nation power, where feasible, which will give Commanders more alternatives and 
operational flexibility. 

Space must also be given to the resilience of the European power grid. Indeed, considering the dual-purpose 
energy infrastructure, both civilian and military applications, its security cannot be minimized. As with the 
fuels infrastructure, the electricity infrastructure is also vulnerable to the variety of cyber threats, as noted in 
the SAS-163 Cyber report. 

A.3 NATO, ENERGY SECURITY AND OPERATIONAL ENERGY 

A.3.1 Hybrid-Energy Warfare Challenges to NATO Operational Success 

A.3.1.1 Introduction 

This section consolidates the analytic threads within the NATO energy security dynamic. It clarifies what 
hybrid warfare is and its potential effect on energy security and the consequential impact on the NATO 
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mission. The ability to leverage technology for geo-political gain against an adversary’s vulnerabilities, 
broadly referred to as hybrid warfare, has become increasingly prevalent in the 21st Century. Hybrid warfare 
has multiple synonyms, such as “grey zone warfare/strategies” [67], “competition short of conflict” [68], 
“active measures” [69], and “new generation warfare” [70]. Allied Joint Pub 01 (AJP-01), notes, “Hybrid 
threats occur where conventional, irregular and asymmetric threats are combined in the same time and 
space” [71]. The International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS) defines hybrid warfare as: “The use of 
military and non-military tools in an integrated campaign designed to achieve surprise, seize the initiative 
and gain psychological as well as physical advantages utilizing diplomatic means; sophisticated and rapid 
information, electronic and cyber operations; covert and occasionally overt military and intelligence action; 
and economic pressure” [72]. 

Despite differences in terminology, these definitions point to the same fundamentals; in its most basic 
context, hybrid warfare’s genesis can be traced to the age-old principle of asymmetrically exploiting an 
adversary’s weaknesses, with clear 21st Century attributes. This is done by using or ‘misusing’ capabilities 
meant to serve the public at-large – either through the commodities it consumes in everyday life or the public 
goods and services by which everyone carries out their daily affairs. The project’s focus on energy security is 
rooted in the pretext that it is fundamentally the most vulnerable sector and possesses the largest potential to 
destabilize a society. Yet, what does this mean in a practical sense? How can NATO and the member states 
develop actionable policies and countermeasures? Moreover, from an energy security perspective, this 
study’s primary focus, how can we protect the infrastructure and recover from attacks against this most vital 
of sectors? Although sovereign nations maintain responsibility for the integrity and defence of their energy 
infrastructure, NATO operations will require a unified response and a resilient international energy supply 
coordinated with alliance, European Union, and national objectives. 

Acknowledging that NATO has a role at the forefront of the confluence of energy security, cyber security 
and hybrid warfare; yet these combined threats pose a direct challenge to the Alliance and its members. 
Within the context of NATO energy security, hybrid threats can be identified as actions by state or non-state 
actors aimed to undermine or harm NATO’s assured access to affordable and acceptable supplies of energy 
and the ability to protect and deliver sufficient energy to meet mission essential requirements by influencing 
its decision making at the local, regional, state or institutional level.  

Additionally, we need to keep in mind the two main components of the hybrid warfare and energy security 
dynamic is cyber defence and malign influence. NATO has maintained a constant though evolving role in 
addressing cyber as a hybrid threat to the Critical Energy Infrastructure (CEI) of its member states. Over the 
past two decades, cyber-attacks against Industrial Control Systems (ICS) of NATO member states’ energy 
supply chains have grown exponentially.  

A.3.1.2 Russian Contribution to Hybrid Warfare Doctrine Development  

Since the end of the Cold War, EU and NATO expansion in the former Eastern Bloc has created 
consternation in the Kremlin, resulting in a hybrid-influenced pushback. Realizing it is unable to compete 
with NATO on an economic or conventional military footing, the Kremlin must rely on asymmetrical 
responses to what it feels is Western encroachment. Russia already utilizes an array of hybrid tactics against 
NATO members and partner countries. Most importantly, as Russia is not interested in provoking the 
Alliance, these actions must fall below the Article 5 threshold, includes the use of kinetic and non-kinetic 
tools, to pursue its national interests. Ultimately, the key is to blur this line of inter-state conflict, which 
allows plausible deniability in meeting the Kremlin’s goals. The Kremlin has successfully implemented 
political and economic leverage, combined with disinformation, against it neighbors to undermine these 
countries. Even before February 2022, Ukraine received the brunt of these attacks. 

As a main practitioner of hybrid warfare, it is imperative to delve into Russia’s contribution to hybrid 
warfare. It can be affirmed that Russia has a long history in asymmetrical warfare, well before the 
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21st century. During the Cold War the Soviets emphasized “active measures” to influence the European 
political landscape, notably through supporting leftist political parties, and disinformation efforts that 
included propaganda and espionage. While these efforts resulted in mixed success, some relatively 
sophisticated measures employed during the Cold War are still used today.  

Arguably, Russia’s emphasis on hybrid warfare stems from General Valeri Gerasimov’s 2013 article, 
‘The Value of Science is in the Foresight,’ in which he states: “In the 21st century, we have seen a tendency 
toward blurring the lines between the states of war and peace. Wars are no longer declared, and having 
begun, proceed according to an unfamiliar template” [73]. This can be called 21st Century warfare with a 
uniquely Russian imprimatur.  

It is important to understand Russia’s perception of the threats arrayed against it, which allows for a better 
NATO response. Activities on Russia’s border, notably NATO expansion and the ‘color’ revolutions in 
Georgia in 2003 and Ukraine in 2004, have been viewed as intolerable provocations by the West. Realizing it is 
unable to meet NATO on an economic or purely conventional footing, the Kremlin must rely on asymmetrical 
responses and, most importantly, actions that fall below the Article 5 threshold. Russia has taken many tactics 
from the Cold War and infused them with 21st Century technology. For Russia, a “hybrid warfare” solution is 
needed to advance its national interests, by weakening NATO and the EU, as well as pro-Western 
governments. This also includes shaping the environment for future conflict; to dominate territory and penetrate 
European markets [74]. This model has already been successfully employed in the so-called “frozen conflicts” 
of Ukraine and Georgia to thwart interaction or integration with Western Europe. 

Perhaps Gerasimov’s reference to ‘blurring’ this line allows plausible deniability in meeting the Kremlin’s 
goals. In his 2017 Congressional testimony, Christopher Chivvis of the Rand Corporation outlines Russia’s 
broad hybrid warfare goals or objectives.  

These goals can be broadly identified:  

1) Controlling territory: Russia used similar tactics prior to the 2008 invasion of Georgia, though the 
most infamous example is the virtually bloodless occupation and annexation of Crimea in 2014.  

2) Shape the geo-political environment and the operational battlespace by fomenting discord between 
the native and minority Russian populations. The Kremlin creates the narrative that portrays the 
government as repressive, justifying intervention.  

3) Undermine Western or pro-Western governments, whereby the Kremlin has utilized a ‘divide and 
conquer’ approach to keep competitors off-balance and uncoordinated. 

This continual effort to erode stability and changing the intensity of conflict by maintaining fluidity between 
kinetic and non-kinetic actions. To maintain this constant level of tension, the Russian Foreign Policy 
Concept openly states Moscow will develop “…its own effective ways to influence foreign audiences” 
by using information and communication technologies [75].  

Hybrid Warfare is accomplished through two primary and interrelated methods; cyber domain and malign 
influence.  

A.3.1.3 Cyber Domain  

The 2016 Russian Information Security Doctrine recognized the importance of cyberspace, whereby the 
Kremlin is determined to control this domain by increasing internet oversight and “eliminating the 
dependence of domestic industries on foreign information technologies and information security means by 
creating, developing and widely implementing Russian solutions, as well as producing goods and providing 
services based on such solutions” [75] (see Article 25, Section b). For a more detailed description of the 
cyber realm in the broader hybrid warfare-energy security dynamic, see the Cyber section within this report. 
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Additionally, big data analytics and artificial intelligence-assisted tools provide information weaponization, 
designed to influence public opinion. Finally, cyber exists as a component of military planning and 
operations, notably through the creation of cybersecurity units within the armed forces [76].  

A.3.1.4 Malign Influence 

The manipulation of strategic communications to shape political narratives is not a new phenomenon and 
was used extensively during the Cold War. More recently, Kremlin-sponsored media, such as Russia Today 
(RT) or Sputnik, both of which are available in multiple languages, allows the spread of disinformation 
campaigns against the West [77]. Russia also funds European think tanks, internet trolls, bots, and fake news 
farms. Fake media and websites exploit social fissures, which are effective and harder to detect, while 
artificial intelligence, deep fakes, or manipulated videos allow Moscow to effectively shape the news  
(see also Ref. [78]). 

Moreover, special operations (little green men), to include clandestine efforts, such as bribery, extortion, and 
political influence, seek to undermine the EU and NATO’s credibility and governance, resulting in 
challenges for decision making at the political level. This is especially true in organizations, such as NATO 
and the EU, which require consensus decision-making [77].  

A.3.1.5 The Hybrid Threat to NATO’s Energy Security 

Interoperability/capability gap: the hybrid threat is far more fluid if not elusive to the Alliance. Each member 
of the Alliance addresses hybrid threats based on its own resources and human capital. The challenge for the 
member and the Alliance is reconciling the mix of military, law enforcement, intelligence, academic and 
commercial spheres of security practice that differ in each country. 

A.3.1.6 Cyber as a Component of the Hybrid Threat to Energy Security 

The level of cyber threats against NATO energy security is “capable of holding multiple dimensions and 
taking on different specificities depending on the country.” In other words, each NATO member state 
handles cyber-attacks against their CEI using cyber capabilities that vary from state to state. Furthermore, 
both NATO and the European Union are developing their own means and ways to respond to the growing 
number of cyber-attacks against both national and regional/interconnected CEI. Our purpose is to define a 
cyber-attack as “an attack on a computer and network system, consisting of computer actions (e.g., remote or 
local connection, computer file access, program execution, etc.)” to compromise the secure operation of 
“automated systems for storing, processing, and distributing information” and “computer-controlled physical 
processes such as industrial control systems or other types of control systems.”  

A cyber-attack against IT and OT components of the CEI represents a cheap and impactful manifestation of 
hybrid threats to the energy security of NATO member states. As early as December of 2002, “hackers were 
able to penetrate the SCADA system responsible for tanker loading at a marine terminal in eastern 
Venezuela, [preventing] tanker loading for eight hours.” Energy can influence foreign policy, the most 
notorious examples being the Russia-Ukraine gas disputes in the winters of 2006 and 2009, which impacted 
politics and economics of many NATO members.  

Having established a general awareness of Russian hybrid warfare activities, we must now consider the 
hybrid warfare and energy security implications. Russia’s energy supply can be used as a ‘carrot’ or a ‘stick,’ 
this is most recently seen in the construction of the Nord Stream II gas pipeline project, the undersea natural 
gas pipeline from Vyborg, Russia to Greifswald, Germany bypasses the traditional transit countries of 
Ukraine. An attempt to influence the Eastern European nations while supplying energy to Western Europe.  
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Cyber threats to the interconnected liquid fuel supply chains and grids that support NATO operations have 
the capacity to directly impact the NATO mission, highlighting the need for unified civil-military responses 
in the cyber domain. Vulnerable energy systems range from the refinery, bulk transport, storage, transit, and 
delivery of fuels that are critical for forward deployed units, to the electrical grids that power NATO 
members’ critical energy infrastructure. These energy systems can be attacked through any number of 
vectors with devastating results to Alliance military effectiveness and could negatively impact mission 
success; this highlights the importance of these energy systems as critical components across all aspects of 
the battlespace. Any impediment to NATO infrastructure and forward deployed units accessing affordable 
and acceptable energy supplies via power grids, pipeline, road, rail, air, or water transport, will inhibit 
NATO’s ability to operate seamlessly across the five domains (land, sea, air, space and cyber) and will 
severely undermine interoperability among the NATO allies.  

On land, tanks and artillery can occupy positions. Ships can anchor at sea or at port. For the air domain 
however, nothing happens without fuel. Any hybrid threat actor who has studied NATO would focus on the 
Wales Summit Declaration. At this forum, NATO’s Heads of State concluded that a cyber-attack would 
meet the criteria of Article 5 only on a ‘case-by-case’ basis. In addition to no shared applicability of Article 5 
[79]. The same could be said of force majeure; a legal term that grants a member state considerable license 
[80] to divert fuel to support a NATO action. Short of Article 5, there is no uniform legal justification to 
support a NATO action at the expense of domestic commercial activities however sympathetic a national 
government may be. 

A.3.1.7 Malign Influence and Energy 

While we are still evaluating the lessons from the current war in Ukraine, it can be determined that Russia’s 
hybrid warfare efforts have had mixed results. There has been no reported large-scale cyber-attacks and any 
malign influence campaigns have been unsuccessful. This early assessment merely reinforces the notion that 
hybrid warfare tactics directed against a defender’s energy sector could have damaging consequences, 
though mostly relegated to the local or operational level. Therefore, a well-prepared and vigilant defender 
can detect, defeat or recover from most hybrid threats directed against the energy infrastructure. The goal 
must be to deter or mitigate the impacts. Moreover, recognizing that from a military operational perspective, 
hybrid warfare attacks can be deployed across all five domains. 

A.3.1.8 NATO Mitigation Tools 

How has/will NATO addressed the hybrid warfare-energy security threat? 

The Alliance has pushed forward on the topic, such as at Wales, creating cyber defence organizations and 
coordinating studies and analyses, essentially developing greater resilience among the member states. 
However, NATO is hamstrung by limitations inherent within its structure, whereby sovereign member states 
will ultimately do what is in their own best interests, which is often at odds with NATO’s goals. Moreover, 
many member states are reluctance to share intelligence or technologies, creating an atmosphere of mistrust 
within the Alliance.  

Russia’s assault on Ukraine in early 2022 has led to the biggest re-evaluation of NATO’s collective defence 
for a generation, requiring broad-based improvements in capabilities and interoperability, particularly 
regarding energy security.  

Mitigation efforts require a whole government approach, to include the intelligence community, which will 
provide the basis of sober analysis, while developing and implementing an effective strategy and consensus.  

It is also essential to promote greater transparency and anticorruption efforts. Institution-building can help to 
sustain and strengthen core elements of the NATO mission, whilst simultaneously weaken and render legacy 
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ties with Russian security services unnecessary. This will enable member nations to detect and resist covert 
Russian operations. Strengthening good governance and the rule of law will also complicate Moscow’s 
hybrid efforts. Nations must respond to Russian influence operations by discrediting sources whenever they 
appear. Civil society must also be encouraged to play a larger role in combatting Russian disinformation, 
which can be accomplished by promoting positive information and possibly halt access to Russian media 
outlets as needed.  

Greater support for European efforts to combat Russian hybrid warfare are critical. Reliance on the front-line 
defence of NATO and/or EU member states is no longer sufficient, and other member nations must be 
brought up to speed both in terms of infrastructure and organization. Stronger US interaction will not only 
help to achieve these aims, it is essential to do so. The authors of this report support the creation of a strategic 
communications task force of full-time professionals dedicated to countering Russian malign influence. 

Per Chivvis, the “Russian hybrid threat is real and not going away.” Though it is also important not to 
exaggerate the threat; Russia’s GDP is approximately the size of Italy’s and will be vulnerable to the 
fluctuating price of crude oil and Western (US) sanctions. Over the last 10-15 years heightened geo-political 
tensions in Eastern Europe has placed renewed emphasis on countering Russian military, political and 
economic threats to regional stability. Kinetic disruption would entail cruise/ballistic missile, rockets, 
artillery, air interdiction, sabotage, fouling, etc., while non-kinetic includes cyber-based degradation, 
manipulation, or disruption [74].  

SAS-163 recognizes the strength of Russian security of supply and demand, and that European-Russian 
relations are dominated by their energy interdependence. The dependence on Russia remains a critical aspect 
for maintaining prosperity and the Western way of life for NATO and EU countries, as well as a national 
security concern for those member countries highly dependent upon a single energy source. Reducing 
dependence over the next two decades could also decrease Russia’s ability to use these resources to coerce 
and influence; conversely, Russia could become more isolated and aggressive if marginalized in the 
energy sector.  

By raising awareness of the threat in the Baltic and Black Sea states, as well as the governments of the 
Nordic countries, NATO helps to strengthen their defences and resilience against hybrid strategies. State 
security and military agencies work synergistically, with clear division of labor, to carry out offensive cyber 
operations. Engineering and planting deep fakes from synthetic imagery and videos to bot-operated fake 
social media accounts is a new trend in Russian cyber warfare operations. An upcoming concern is the 
potential use of AI-assisted tools for cyber operations and information warfare operations, notably regarding 
facial recognition software, against which the West remains poorly prepared. 

A.3.2 Additional Considerations 

A.3.2.1 Effects of Net-Zero Emission Goals 

Short to medium-term NATO Member State energy insecurity may embolden Russian aggression. 
For example, as NATO member states shift toward low-carbon solutions. It should be granted that Russia 
will not stand idly by as a major source of revenue dries up; the Kremlin will almost certainly continue to 
undermine such decarbonization efforts and push traditional sources of energy, as seen with both Nord 
Stream 2 and Turkstream. It should be expected that during this ‘bridge period’ and beyond, the Kremlin will 
aggressively seek to protect its interests. Furthermore, this aggressive activity has already (and will continue 
to) entailed a variety of hybrid warfare tactics, concentrating on vulnerable NATO member or partner states’ 
energy sectors and civil society. 
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A.3.2.2 China’s Emergence as a Player  

Until a few years ago, Russia was considered NATO’s primary competitor in the hybrid warfare arena. 
China’s actions prove that Beijing is becoming a hybrid actor. What are the Chinese hybrid warfare activities 
in the region including economic expansion and BRI projects, energy deals? Finally, China’s interest as a 
function of its Belt and Road Initiative, must also be considered. What are the potential implications of 
Russia-China technology collaboration, such as 5G, on hybrid warfare? [81] 

A.3.2.3 Thoughts for Future Contingencies 
Any attempt to predict the future is fraught with challenges, though it is a necessary exercise, as it gives 
NATO leaders a range of possibilities to allocate investments, contemplate force posture and shift resources. 
Ultimately, the level of mutual mistrust will largely depend on the Kremlin’s attitude toward its neighbors. 
However, even with a ‘status quo’ posture, it is safe to say the Baltic and wider Black Sea regions will 
continue to be a critical and contested geographic space, whereby a host of hybrid warfare tools will be 
employed. In the case of these regions, the potential exists for a classic example of a hybrid warfare security 
dilemma. At a general level, Russian hybrid tools of 2040 will be very similar to those employed in 2022; 
operating across military domains and economic sectors to asymmetrically challenge its opponents.  

To effectively determine the future hybrid warfare threat deployed against NATO energy sector must determine:  
1) How aggressively these tools could be utilized;  
2) How effective they might be;  
3) Technological and governance mitigations; and  
4) How do Alliance and partner respond to these tools once deployed? 

Therefore, any attempt to determine how aggressively Russia will employ these hybrid tools should be viewed 
through these lenses. Perhaps key to addressing hybrid warfare is through non-linear thinking, which entails a 
reappraisal on realistic goals which account for member state security and the Alliance’s broader mission.  

Ultimately, NATO leaders will require a proactive and adaptive response to the growing list of security 
challenges. With increased digitalization, threats will require a greater evaluation of cyber security risk and 
countermeasures. To date, hybrid protection and responses have had limited efficiency, requiring new 
approaches and greater adaptability to meet the evolutionary challenges, requiring new approaches to detect 
and prevent threats.  

A.3.3 The European Union and the Demand for Energy Security  
The EU’s quest for a uniform energy strategy can be traced to the Rome Treaty of 1952 and the creation of 
the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC), designed to control the primary war-making elements 
of the mid-20th century. It could then be argued that supranational energy management was the core 
unifying element of the EU. In this period, European economies were predominantly coal-driven, thus the 
importance of the ECSCand its impact. Moreover, because of their place as the foundation of state 
viability, coal and steel acted as catalysts for bilateral and multilateral interaction. By controlling access to 
commodities vital to national livelihood, member states were forced to cooperate at the highest political 
and economic levels. In 1957 the European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom) was founded to 
consolidate atomic trade and safety regulations while addressing non-proliferation issues [82], [83].  

This reliance on coal diminished in the post-war years when Europe turned to oil as the primary energy 
resource, and as the European economic recovery began to accelerate in the 1950s and 60s, this principle 
of energy cohesion was largely forgotten [84] p. 24. Post-war reconstruction required increasing quantities 
of energy (oil and coal, initially) to feed the expanding economies, but there was no coherent energy 
policy at the European level; energy policies were a function of the member states. Additionally, national 
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oil, gas and electricity entities held considerable economic and political power, erecting entry barriers and 
ultimately distorting market forces, resulting in uncompetitive and unrealistic consumer prices coupled 
with shoddy services. 

The oil shocks of the 1970s highlighted the EU’s vulnerability and European leaders began to consider 
conservation measures and source diversity to ensure security. The UK and the Netherlands exploited oil and 
gas reserves under the North Sea, and in 1973 West Germany began importing Soviet gas via newly installed 
pipelines. The USSR was a reliable partner, and in the 1980’s other Western European countries, as well as 
Greece and Turkey, began taking deliveries [85], [86]. During this period, Eastern European nations 
continued to draw from segregated pipelines installed to service the Warsaw Pact nations with heavy 
dependence on Russian gas, oil, and atomic fuels. 

A.3.3.1 The Energy Charter Treaty 

By the early 1990s the EU realized that more robust provisions were needed than those found in the ECSC 
and its successor organizations. At the June 1990 European Council summit in Dublin, Ireland, discussion 
touched on broad-based liberalization and energy cooperation motivated by the political and economic 
changes in Eastern Europe. The Council tasked the Commission to support such interaction, and in 
December 1991 the European Energy Charter was proposed. Explicit in the Charter’s mandate was the 
promotion of market-led pricing via sector competition which would in turn create energy efficiencies and 
sustainable development [87].  

A.3.3.2 European Union Policies 

As the EU’s executive and enforcement body, the European Commission was best placed to craft and 
negotiate the Union’s energy strategy. More specifically, the Commission’s function was to initiate action 
and legislation, implement Union policies, and act as the decision-making authority on competition. Thus, 
the Commission has considerable power and leeway in energy-related activity, and through the 
Directorate-General of Energy (DG-ENER), acts as the primary force behind the EU’s push in energy 
competition and integration [88].  

The Commission’s depth of intervention and influence is, arguably, unmatched in any other economic sector. 
Less than a year after the Energy Charter’s birth, the Commission launched the first in a series of 
“Green Papers,” which established the foundation of a coherent energy policy. In January 1995, ‘For a 
European Union Energy Policy’ was issued, which focused on consolidating energy markets and creating “a 
sound and coherent energy policy framework.” The paper announced a 5-year program to address three 
pillars of energy security; competitiveness, conservation (to include sustainable development) and security of 
supply [89]. In November 2000, the Commission published a follow-on Green Paper, ‘Towards a European 
Strategy for the Security of Energy Supply.’ Produced in the wake of a dramatic increase in oil prices over 
the previous 5 years, it underlined the Union’s challenge of energy security, and reinforced the notion that 
the EU would never escape its energy dependence without a comprehensive policy [90].  

In March 2006, the Commission published a third and final Green Paper, entitled ‘A European Strategy for 
Sustainable, Competitive and Secure Energy,’ which outlined the three pillars in a more coherent manner. 
The paper addressed the need for a common energy policy which would allow the EU to speak as a single 
entity, as well as implement provisions of the Energy Charter Treaty within a free and open energy market. It 
also promised to establish European technological leadership in the energy field and develop renewable 
energy emphasizing alternative transport fuels to reduce CO2 emissions. Solutions were also presented to 
stimulate investment and develop new infrastructure necessary to enhance energy access for consumers [91].  
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A.3.4 Demand for Energy Security: Liberalization Efforts and the Lisbon Treaty 

A.3.4.1 Electricity and Gas Sector Liberalization: The Energy Packages 

Since the mid-1990s, a series of legislative “packages” have been enacted to liberalize the EU’s energy 
sectors, operating alongside the Green Papers and other energy initiatives. The European Commission 
submitted the packages to the European Parliament for legislative review and approval by the Council. 
The main emphasis has been on the member states’ electricity and gas sectors, which are often 
uncompetitive, opaque and unaccountable, with the aim of injecting transparency into the market. A total of 
three packages have been approved, each successively more stringent and demanding than the previous, 
which demonstrate Brussels’ willingness to reach across national boundaries and erode the corrosive impact 
of these state-level commercial energy players.  

In September 2007, the Commission began work on the ‘Third Energy Legislative Package,’ designed to 
address flaws in the previous two packages and further open the gas and electricity markets [92]. The Third 
Package was adopted by the European Parliament and the European Council in July 2009, and became 
effective on September 3, 2009. Thanks to a stronger enforcement regime, powers provided by the Lisbon 
Treaty, the new enforcement tools include the Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER) 
and the Energy Networks of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) and a similar one for 
Gas and Energy Networks of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-G). Essentially, these 
tools allow for more effective oversight, such as better sector coordination and the ability to levy fines for 
non-compliance [93].  

A.3.4.2 Lisbon Treaty, September 2007 

While the Green Papers and the Energy Charter established the theoretical structure and organizational 
principles for a comprehensive energy strategy, it was the September 2007 Lisbon Treaty which enshrined 
these principles in the EU’s political and legal environments. Lisbon highlighted the three pillars, though 
there were several additional elements. For instance, the value of pipelines were noted to “…promote the 
interconnection of energy networks” but also impacted road and rail, as well as market-based interactions. 
The Treaty also introduced climate change as a major policy platform following the Commission’s  
“20-20-20” directive. Finally, Lisbon gave the Commission unprecedented power to liberalize the European 
energy industry, particularly gas and electricity, which has been useful in Brussels’ attempt to impose market 
discipline [83], pp. 50-51, [94]. Perhaps Lisbon’s most important contribution is its attempt to consolidate 
the wide-ranging and disparate energy initiatives under the Commission’s control. Indeed, the EU’s 
post-Lisbon energy policies have been marked by a series of aggressive policy efforts by Brussels which will 
be discussed further. 

A.3.4.3 European Energy Strategy to 2020 and European Energy Roadmap 2050 

In 2010, the Commission published two ‘over the horizon’ strategies, an indication of the Commission’s 
long-term perspective in the energy sector. Released in November 2010 was the ‘European Energy Strategy 
(EES) 2020,’ which highlighted the Commission’s approach to ‘decarbonization,’ a principle firmly 
grounded in the Lisbon Treaty and earlier environmental directives. Such long-term strategy was necessary, 
as it was estimated in 2010 that $1.1 trillion in investments would be required over the following ten years to 
upgrade equipment and infrastructure to implement the strategy [95]. In December 2011, as a compendium 
to the EES 2020, the Commission released the ‘European Energy Roadmap 2050,’ which reinforced the 
EU’s long-term demand for diversified sources of oil and gas, as well as interest in sustainable energy 
development. In this strategy, the EU committed to reduce 2050 levels of CO2 emissions to 80 ‒ 95 percent 
below 1990 levels. These back-to-back publications acted as a proverbial stake in the ground, indicating the 
Commission’s post-Lisbon policy directions and priorities [96].  
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A.3.4.4 May 2014 Summit: A New Energy Strategy and Climate Package  

With the unfolding Ukraine crisis and the South Stream pipeline tensions as a backdrop, on May 28, 2014, 
the Commission released a new energy strategy which superseded the EES 2020. For the short term it 
proposed stress tests to simulate a gas supply disruption with the goal of determining how the member states 
would respond to such an event. The intent was to formulate emergency plans which require increased gas 
stocks and reverse flow pipelines to reduce short-term demand. Medium to long-term challenges were also 
presented, which include increased energy efficiency toward reaching climate goals, effective negotiations 
with export partners, (notably Russia, Norway, Saudi Arabia, and Caspian Basin states) and “speaking with 
one voice” regarding EU energy policy. With South Stream in mind, the Member States were asked to 
inform the Commission about agreements which may impact Brussels’ freedom of action [97].  

Additionally, new climate and energy targets to 2030 were released on October 23, 2014, which were even 
more ambitious than the 20-20-20 provisions. The new targets required reduced emissions of 40 percent, 
as well as 27 percent renewables and 27 percent energy efficiency. Poland and several Central and Eastern 
European countries received financial concessions for their support of the package. Environmentalists 
accused the Commission of backing away from more stringent directives, while industry groups were 
equally dissatisfied with claims that further regulations would drive up energy costs and make them less 
competitive [98]. The 2014 directives build on the post-Lisbon documents of 2010 and 2011 and 
attempted to further consolidate the various energy and environmental efforts underway, all pointing to a 
culminating event in Riga in early 2015. 

A.3.4.5 The Riga Summit of February 2015: The European Energy Union 

Rounding out the 2014 energy strategy and 2030 climate package was the European Energy Union (EEU), 
outlined at the Riga energy summit in February 2015. The Commission was determined to conclude 
far-reaching directives across the energy sector, particularly in the electricity market. In fact, Riga was hailed 
by the European Commission’s Vice President for the Energy Union, Maroš Šefčovič, as “…the most 
ambitious European project since the formation of the coal and steel community” [99]. In 2015 the 
Commission’s Energy Directorate position was expanded to include a higher level, Vice President for 
Energy Union under Maroš Šefčovič. Miguel Aria Canete is the commissioner for the newly formed Climate 
Action and Energy directorate. 

The EEU is comprised of five dimensions:  

1) Energy security, solidarity and trust; 

2) A fully-integrated internal energy market; 

3) Energy efficiency contributing to moderation of demand; 

4) Decarbonizing the economy; and  

5) Research, innovation and competitiveness [100].  

Though, the EEU is merely a compilation of guidelines with no legal authority, it has the potential to extend 
Brussels’ influence over the European energy sector. Attempts to impose stricter unbundling provisions are 
essentially extensions of the Third Package, however, there is interest in negotiating a single EU price, 
particularly in gas, to break Russian price manipulation. 

A.3.4.6 The EU Green Deal 

The Commission places strong emphasis on the security of energy supply in the wake of the 2014 Ukraine 
crisis and tensions with Russia [101]. However, from the beginning of its 2019 appointment, the European 
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Commission, headed by Ursula von der Leyen, declared climate policy a top priority. The Green Deal, 
a roadmap of key policies on the EU’s climate agenda, whereby the main goal is to transform Europe into a 
resource-efficient, competitive economy; achieving zero net GreenHouse Gas (GHG) emissions by 2050, 
and becoming climate neutral by decoupling economic growth from resource use. The EU has already made 
some progress in this effort; between 1990 and 2018 it reduced GHG emissions by 23%, while the economy 
grew by 61%. It is estimated, however, that current policies will only result in a 60% decrease in emissions 
by 2050 [102]. For this reason, the new Commission presented a plan to reduce the EU’s GHG emission 
reductions target for 2030 by at least 50%. To reach de-carbonization it aims to transform industry and 
transport sectors, committing to foster a circular economy and multimodal transport [102].  

These efforts require significant financial effort, and the Commission estimates that reaching the current 
2030 climate and energy targets will require €260 billion additional annual investment [102]. 
The Sustainable Europe Investment Plan (SEIP) and the Just Transition Mechanism (JTM) have been 
established to ensure an equitable shift to carbon neutrality. These funds are largely financed by the EU 
budget, and there is a strain on Member States which rely on coal and carbon heavy industries for their 
power generation [103]. 

A.3.4.7 The Green Deal in the Aftermath of COVID-19 

On the 21st of July 2020, EU leaders negotiated a €1.8 trillion package to boost the EU economy in the 
aftermath of Covid-19 and advance key goals such as climate transition. This deal has been welcomed by 
analysts as the greenest economic stimulus, with at least 30% of the recovery fund going towards climate 
objectives [104]. Yet, the JTM saw a budget cut from €40 billion to €17.5 billion, a blow to those Member 
States that will suffer most from the transition to a carbon-neutral Europe [105] There are critics of the 
EU Green Deal, noting unrealistic cost projections and minimizing the dangers of such a heavy reliance on 
renewables without adequate backup options. Notably the criticism centers on the lack of emphasis in 
nuclear power as a viable emissions reduction mechanism [106].  

A.3.4.8 EU Fit-for-55  

On 14 July 2021, the European Commission announced the “Fit-for-55” initiative, designed reduce 
emissions by 55% by 2030 and climate neutrality by 2050. The Fit-for-55 package includes a revision of the 
EU Emissions Trading System (ETS), including maritime and aviation, as well as changes to the Energy Tax 
Directive. Other changes under “Fit-for-55” are revisions to the Directive on deployment of alternative fuels 
infrastructure and regulations setting CO₂ emission performance standards for new passenger cars and light 
commercial vehicles [107]. 

A.3.5 EU-Turkey Energy Relations  
The current EU-Turkish tensions have been exacerbated by Turkey’s regional ambitions and illiberal actions 
under President Erdogan. These regional ambitions have centered on Turkey’s desire to be a regional energy 
hub. In the early 2000s, there was cooperation on Nabucco and the Southern Gas Corridor; Turkey was 
anxious to portray itself as a worthy European partner and regional leader. Yet, as time passed, cost estimates 
mounted and organizational problems surfaced, most notably how the pipeline was to be filled, giving way to 
frustration in Ankara at the slow pace of progress. Meanwhile, further upstream, Azerbaijan was becoming 
equally frustrated at the delays in moving its gas. Ankara and Baku began discussion of a Trans-Anatolian 
Pipeline (TANAP) project, built and managed outside of European control. Turkey and Baku delivered the 
death blow to Nabucco in June 2013. Turkish resentment with the EU over lost time, money and goodwill is 
palpable and further demonstrates Ankara’s desire to ‘go it alone’ outside of Western influence. 
A divergence that has been introduced under Erdogan and is at odds with Turkish foreign policy dating back 
to Ataturk.  
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Despite these differing paths and cooling relations, Turkey’s role in the EU’s energy security strategy is 
significant and will likely grow over time. There is the potential for as much as 30 bcm of natural gas per 
year passing through TANAP into EU-based pipelines; this includes not only Azerbaijani, but also Iraqi, 
Persian Gulf and, possibly, Iranian gas. This also places Turkey in a position of strength, a position which 
Erdogan clearly relishes given his desire for a greater political and economic role in the region [108], [109].  

The completion of Turk Stream in December 2019 indicated a growing Moscow-Ankara nexus at the 
expense of European energy security. Turkey must contend with shaky relations with Greece, Cyprus, and 
Israel, three prospective gas exporters from the Eastern Mediterranean. [Syria…] Additionally, considering 
the traditional Turkish-Russian rivalry, any gas projects may not stand the test of time. It is possible that if 
Turkey continues its geo-political realignment away from Europe, it will become a gas rival to the West, 
defeating the purpose of the Southern Gas Corridor and setting back the EU’s effort at source diversity. 
Ultimately, the EU-Russia-Turkey trifecta could devolve into a tense, though functional relationship based 
on mutual needs. The Turkey and Azerbaijan dynamic also bears discussion; the two states often operate in 
tandem, as demonstrated by strong cultural ties, and even though Turkey is predominantly Sunni and 
Azerbaijan is Shia. Though Turkey and Azerbaijan are on generally friendly terms with the EU, there is 
concern that the former is realigning itself as a neutral or even Middle East-centric state which could 
jeopardize long-term relations with the latter two.  

A.3.5.1 The Caucasus  

The Caucasus occupies a strategic and contested region on Europe’s eastern periphery. Focusing on the 
region’s two powers, Russia and Turkey, provides an interesting contrast. The traditional power rivalry still 
exists, though perhaps in a more benign state than a century ago, when both were locked in a brutal conflict 
in the Caucasus and eastern Turkey. A conflict which is emblematic of the deep political, and ethnic 
religious animosities of the region, and which are present to this day. … this balance of power falls decidedly 
in Russia’s favor, though the ratio is counterbalanced somewhat by Turkey’s membership in NATO. 
Turkey lacks the coercive influence that Russia enjoys in the Black Sea region, while Erdogan is distancing 
himself from traditional Western-oriented posture. To be sure, attempts to permanently change the balance of 
power by Ankara would be considered highly provocative to Moscow, as well as Brussels, Washington, 
and Tehran.  

One must also consider the implications for the two Western regional security entities, the EU and NATO. 
The EU is relegated to its role as a soft power for the foreseeable future, leaving the use of hard power to a 
US-dominated NATO. The Alliance’s position as a Black Sea military power began with Turkey’s 
admittance in 1952, while the accession of Romania and Bulgaria in 2004 further anchored NATO on the 
Western and Southern littoral. Furthermore, it is too soon to tell the implications of the NATO’s presence, 
particularly in its relations with Russia, as demonstrated by Moscow’s ability and willingness to wield 
political and military force in its sphere of influence. For the time being, hard power resides to the north and 
any long-term power polarity analyses which deviate from this fact are fraught with risks.  

As one of the world’s main purveyors of soft power, as well as a regional neighbor, it is necessary to 
consider the EU as a component of the South-East European construct. The presence of Bulgaria and 
Romania, as well as long-term member Greece, as both EU states and components, demonstrates the Union’s 
ability to straddle both organizations and thereby wield influence.  

A.3.5.2 Eurasian Energy Corridor  

Europe has always had relatively plentiful coal resources, though it has been a net oil and gas importer since 
the beginning of the Petroleum Age. For this reason, a crucial element to Europe’s economic vitality is 
maintaining a secure, cheap, and predictable supply of energy, notably oil and gas. The genesis of the 
Eurasian Energy Corridor can be traced to Washington, which wanted the Central Asian and the Caucasus 
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states to gain the ability to export oil and gas to the West outside of the Russian pipeline network; thereby 
giving these newly liberated states’ relative economic and political independence [110]. In fact, US Secretary 
of State, Madeleine Albright, highlighted the US position: 

The US does not recognize Moscow’s rights to spread the sphere of its interests outside of Russia’s 
borders. We openly declare that the US does not recognize Russia’s or somebody else’s right to 
have special commissions or spheres of influence outside of its borders. [111]  

Another consideration when establishing the corridor was to operate outside of Iranian territory. Isolating 
Iran was justified because of its sponsorship of terrorism and overt hostility to the West, not to mention the 
2002 revelation that it had a covert nuclear development program. The result is a narrow corridor traversing 
a fractious and violent region, fraught with geo-political, geological, and financial challenges, all of which 
demanded a safe energy transit route. Black Sea geopolitics have a great deal to do with this independence, 
separate from overland pipelines though rivalry in this area is a significant concern that will only increase ‒ 
with the discovery of abundant reserves of gas and oil in the Black Sea. 

As the Soviet Union began to open in the early 1990s, an exciting prospect emerged for Western 
governments and energy companies which eagerly looked at the Caspian Casin, notably Azerbaijan, 
Kazakhstan, and Turkmenistan. Due to its existing infrastructure and friendly disposition toward the West, 
Azerbaijan was the centerpiece of the Caspian energy strategy [112]. At the time it was believed that 
Azerbaijan’s aging oil fields had limited lifespan and, long-term, more productive areas existed further east. 
This notion was reinforced by a 1997 US Department of State report based on a US Geological Survey, 
which estimated considerable oil and gas reserves in the eastern Caspian Basin. More specifically, the report 
helped spur interest in Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan, creating the impetus for a Trans-Caspian pipeline 
which would allow the oil and gas to reach global markets outside of Russian and Iranian territory [113]. 

The great distances between the Caspian Basin’s oil and gas fields and the European markets make pipelines 
the most feasible solution, reducing the reliance on poor road or rail networks and the inefficiency or 
corruption of the local governments. By breaking out of the traditional Soviet era network, the non-Russian 
Caspian Basin energy producers were given political/ economic freedom, albeit at considerable financial 
cost. The emergence of the Eurasian Energy Corridor gave these former Soviet states options outside of the 
Russian network, so it was considered a threat to Russian domination and has been actively challenged by 
the Kremlin. These initiatives began a new form of geo-economic competition known as “pipeline politics.”  

It is the relatively recent popularity of natural gas that has altered the broader European energy dynamic. 
Because its transportability via marine tanker allows oil and its derivative products to be delivered to 
European markets from a variety of global sources, the main concern has been natural gas, which lacks this 
capability. As LNG still provides a small amount of Europe’s yearly gas consumption, estimated at 47 bcm 
or 10-15 percent in 2009, the vast majority is produced domestically or is piped in from external sources. To 
address this weakness, European leaders sought to diversify their gas sources by establishing energy 
corridors loosely based on the four Cardinal directions. For instance, a Northwest corridor is supplied by the 
North Sea’s gas fields, a Southwestern one from Algeria, and a Northeast corridor from Russia. The one 
missing direction, from the Southeast, has only been recently addressed in the form of the Southern Gas 
Corridor. It is the Southern Gas Corridor, which is the most challenging, notably because of the difficult 
terrain, numerous international boundaries and the generally contested relations nested in the region. 

The 1999 discovery of the Shah-Deniz gas fields, approximately 100 kilometers east of Baku, set a host of 
new regional dynamics in motion. This new discovery by Azerbaijan, coupled with the realization that the 
Central Asian states were unwilling to annoy Moscow at that time by circumventing the Russian pipeline 
system, was instrumental in shifting Washington’s focus back to Azerbaijan and set in motion what would be 
the Nabucco Pipeline and ultimately, TANAP. Additionally, the goal would be expanded to include a greater 
emphasis on European access, particularly considering the 2006 and 2009 gas disputes; therefore, the 
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Southern Gas Corridor was not only a vehicle for Central Asian independence, but a venue for European 
energy security. Finally, it lessened the importance of an expensive and politically and legally contentious 
underwater pipeline across the Caspian.  

A.3.6 Out of Area Considerations  
The European Union has a range of geo-political challenges outside its recognized borders, many of which 
impact its energy security. 

A.3.6.1 Eastern Mediterranean 

Discoveries of natural gas deposits in the Levantine Basin have created a host of opportunities and problems, 
much of them around Cyprus. Central to the dispute is Turkey’s refusal to acknowledge the ethnic-Greek 
controlled Republic of Cyprus, which it claims was illegally created following a 1974 coup. Moreover, 
Ankara says it will not allow Cyprus to export gas from the island and has occasionally dispatched naval 
vessels into Cypriot waters.  

Within Greek Cyprus’ disputed EEZ is the Block 12 offshore concession, also known as the Aphrodite field. 
These developments have created talk of a “second Southern Gas Corridor,” yet the logistical and political 
challenges are perhaps even more daunting than the first, land-based corridor. At the December 2013 
Frankfurt Gas Forum, former US Ambassador to Azerbaijan, Mathew Bryza, claimed that the potential gas 
wealth in the Eastern Mediterranean could be the incentive for long-term dispute resolution. Bryza noted the 
need to “line up” the political environment in which to facilitate a potential Israeli-Turkish natural gas 
alliance or even the possibility of a satisfactory resolution to the Cyprus issue. In 1995 Greece ratified the 
Law of the Sea Treaty; Turkey is not a signatory, which has put it at a legal and diplomatic disadvantage in 
the negotiations. Israel and Turkey had generally solid relations for decades, though this has taken a decided 
downturn during the Erdogan years. This was further exacerbated when Israeli Special Forces killed 8 Turks 
in May 2010 on a flotilla trying to break the Israeli-imposed Gaza blockade. Finally, Bryza referenced the 
importance of US involvement, citing Washington’s influence in the Eurasian corridor development in the 
1990s, but cautioned that any deals between these parties will require considerable patience [114].  

A.3.6.2 Subsurface Gas Deposits 

The Eastern Mediterranean Sea has proven to be fertile ground for hydrocarbon exploration. According to 
the 2010 US Geological Survey, the East Mediterranean region contained over 10 TCM of gas. Large gas 
deposits were discovered off the coasts of Egypt, Israel, and Cyprus. In November 2019, Turkey signed an 
exclusive bilateral maritime boundaries deal with the Libyan GNA, excluding the rest of its neighbors, 
including the Greek island of Crete, and thus overlapping with Greece’s EEZ. This deal threatens ongoing 
and future gas explorations and pipelines projects in the Eastern Mediterranean [115]. Given the regional 
tensions, Russia offered to mediate talks over energy exploration disputes. Scholars have qualified this offer 
as surprising. Indeed, if the Cyprus-Turkey dispute is resolved, the neighboring countries would become 
more energy independent, negatively affecting Russian gas exports [116].  

Egypt first discovered gas deposits in the late 1960s at the Abu Madi, Abu Qir (offshore) and Abu El Gharadig 
fields. New offshore natural gas deposits were found in 2015; the Nooros, North Alex, West Nile Delta and 
Zohr fields. The latter was estimated to contain approximately 849 bcm. Three smaller deposits were found 
since: Yunis-1, Nour-1, and Swan East-1. In 2019, BP estimated the Egyptian confirmed natural gas reserves at 
2.1 TCM, and national production at 64.9 bcm. That same year, Egypt produced 53 TB per day of NGL, 
exported 1.7 BCM export of LNG to Europe and 0.9 bcm to Pakistan (its biggest client after Europe) [117]. 
The Egyptian Mediterranean region had the biggest output (58% of the national production) [118].  
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The Heletz-Brur-Kokhav oil field was discovered in the 1950s, producing 18MMBL of oil. Other small oil 
quantities were found in Zuk Tamrur and South Judean Desert. Israel discovered its first significant gas 
deposits, the Noa and Marie-B fields, in its southern EEZ in the late 1990s and early 2000s. 
Mari-B contained 45 billion bcm of gas. Many oil companies, such as Noble Energy, Delek Drilling, and the 
Tethys Sea partners, were granted exploration licenses by the government. The Tamar field was found in 
2009, estimated to contain 240 BCM of gas. A year later, Israel’s largest oil field, Leviathan, was discovered, 
estimated to contain 500 BCM of gas and 3 BB of oil. Smaller gas deposits were found in the Tanin, 
Dolphin, Karish, Tamar SW and Aphrodita-Ishai fields. To date, Israel’s offshore deposits are estimated at 
approximately 900 BCM. Until 2019, the date of Leviathan’s first production, Israeli gas deposits were 
essentially used for the domestic electricity production [119].  

Israel aims to set itself as a key player for regional energy security. To date, Jordan and Egypt are the main 
importers of Israeli gas, buying 60 bcm and 25.3 bcm respectively in 2020. (Export, n.d.). In the perspective of 
expanding its reach to European states, Israel, in collaboration with Egypt, organized the East Med Gas Forum 
in January 2020. Cyprus, Greece, Italy, Jordan, and the Palestinian Authority participated. The Cyprus-Greece-
Israel-Egypt partnership is a means to counterbalance Turkey. The ‘East Med pipeline’ project linking Israel, 
Cyprus, Greece, and Italy was launched 2013, and the East Med pipeline accord were signed in January 2020. 
The EU supports the project, as the East Med pipeline is considered as an ‘EU project of common interest’ 
given its potential to enhance EU’s energy diversification. The pipeline, developed by IGI Poseidon and to be 
operational in 2025, will have a capacity of 20 bcm p.a. of natural gas [120], [121], [122] 

Noble Energy, now Chevron, discovered Cyprus’ first gas deposit in the Aphrodite field, off Cyprus’s coasts, 
in 2011. Reserves were estimated at 129 bcm [123]. A 25-year-long exploitation license, renewable for 
10 years, has been granted to Chevron [124]. If fiscally feasible, future investments include building an 
onshore LNG plant in the Vassilikos area. Aphrodite’s gas production will most likely be sold to Egypt, 
considered as the most economic viable option. The recent discoveries in the north of the Egyptian EEZ 
indicate that Cyprus’ EEZ also has strong potential. The government of Cyprus started a third licensing 
round in 2017, granting IOC exploration rights [125], [126].  

A.3.6.3 North Africa  

Cooperative relations between the EU and the North African countries have been in place for decades. The 
Barcelona Process, also known as the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership (EMP), began in 1995 and expanded as 
new countries signed the accord [127]. The EMP is a framework aiming to strengthen inter-regional political 
and economic relations to enhance regional development and stability [128], [129]. Although the EMP has had 
success liberalizing trade, increasing stability, and improving living standards in those countries, it has faced 
limitations, such as slow trade integration, limited FDI, and a general lack of progress reforming flexibility and 
overregulation in those countries. This was due to the limited tools offered for economic integration, a level of 
unpreparedness from the signatories, and the absence of mechanisms and incentives within the EMP to push for 
structural reforms [127]. Moreover, North Africa has experienced chaotic events in the past decade, including 
terrorism, the Arab Spring and civil wars. This not only created politically and economically unstable contexts 
for foreign investment, but also for the extraction, production, and export of energy resources, which negatively 
impacted regional energy security [130]. Yearly imports from North Africa to Europe amount to 59.1 million 
tons of crude oil and 10.3 million tons of refined products per year [129].  

A.3.6.4 Algeria 

Algeria is a key player for North African political stability. Attempting to reduce security threats at the 
national and regional level after the Arab Spring, Algeria has supported negotiations in Mali, Libya, and 
Tunisia. Additionally, Algeria agreed to pursue its role as a mediator, fighting terrorism in the North African 
region as well as in the Sahel [131]. Since the end of its civil war in the 1990s, Algeria has been stable. 
Unlike its neighbors, the country faced the Arab Spring without much violence and impact on its politics. 
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Despite Algeria’s relative stability, three southern territories, Salah, Ouargla, and Ghardaia, faced unrest in 
2013 fueled by socio-economic demands from local populations, the lack of benefits from its resources and 
ethno-sectarian differences. Abdelaziz Bouteflika, then-President of Algeria, resigned under military 
pressure in March 2019 after weeks of popular uprisings against the pouvoir, or the entrenched power base.  

Algeria is central to oil and gas production and exports, and has reformed trade and investment policies to 
encourage Foreign Direct Investments (FDI) and joint ventures between Sonatrach, the national oil company, 
and other International Oil Companies (IOCs) [131]. Moreover, the EU-Algeria Association Agreement, 
signed in 2002 and enforced in 2005, aims to strengthen this development and cooperation effort in trade. 
This was supplemented in 2017 by the new Partnership Priorities, focusing on energy, sustainable 
development, and the environment. Algeria is an energy partner with the EU and is one of the major 
producers and exporter of liquefied natural gas, exporting through pipelines such as the Trans-Mediterranean 
line reaching France, Italy, and Spain. In 2019, 21.4 bcm of natural gas, and 15.2 bcm of LNG were exported 
to Europe [128], [131].  

In January 2013, the In Amenas joint venture gas facility located 50 km west of the Libyan border was the 
target of a terrorist attack led by Katibat al-Mulathameen, a Belmohkatar’s jihadist organization. The lack of 
awareness of the worsening security environment and the limited communication with locals and the 
personnel were highlighted as the main factors of political-security risks in the post-attack investigation 
reports [132]. The gas production at In Amenas dropped for a year and a half after the attack, going from 
22,000 barrels of oil equivalent (boe) per day (before the attack) to 16,000 boe (until September 2014).  

A.3.6.5 Libya  

Libya is a politically and culturally diverse country divided into three regions: Cyrenaica, Tripolitania, and 
Fezzan [133]. What started as Arab Spring protests in 2011 have turned into an almost-decade-long and 
complex civil war. The Libyan conflict involves the Tripoli-based Government of National Accord (GNA), 
which was established in 2015 and succeeded the Government National Congress, and the Libyan National 
Army (LNA), based in Tobruk, and led by Field Marshal Khalifa Haftar. Each side is aided by external 
parties, seeking to protect their own national interests.  

Moreover, the Libyan conflict allowed for the external actors to demonstrate relative power to other regional 
competitors. On the one hand, the GNA is officially supported by the United Nations, the European Union, 
the UK, Turkey, and Qatar [134], [135], [136]. The British and EU’s interventions were motivated by 
economic interest, as well as by the potential threat of migration and terrorism. Qatar and Turkey are 
suspected of supporting the GNA to indirectly arm terrorist groups affiliated with Islamic State. Turkey 
supports the 2011 NATO humanitarian military intervention, and now has economic and oil interests in the 
conflict [137], [138]. In 2019 Ankara signed a bilateral maritime boundary memorandum of understanding 
with the GNA; excluding all other parties from the deal. On the other hand, the LNA is aided by Russia, 
Italy, Egypt, and France [136], [137]. 

In February 2014, the Libyan civil war broke out following violent uprisings against the GNC, fueled by 
political, religious, tribal, and regional motives. In May, Khalifa Haftar, a former officer in Qaddafi’s regime 
and then leader of the LNA, launched Operation Dignity in Benghazi, aimed at eliminating Islamist factions 
in eastern Libya. This operation quickly extended to the rest of the country and called for the dissolution of 
the GNC, democratically elected that same year. In response, Tripoli’s Islamist Misrata launched a military 
campaign to seize control of Tripoli and re-establish the GNC. However, the GNC failed to be recognized by 
the international community, which approved the new House of Representatives instead. The conflict, led by 
Haftar, extended to resource-rich territories, such as the Nafusa Mountains and the Western coast [139].  

Libyan energy security has been deteriorating since 2011, leading to power shortages lost revenues, 
negatively impacting the national economy (oil revenues made up 96% of Libya’s income). Before 2011, 
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Libya was Africa’s third-largest oil producer, extracting 1.6 million barrels per day. At its lowest, the country 
had an output of 150.000 barrels per day in May 2014. Two-thirds of hydrocarbon sites are located in the 
eastern part of the country. Consequently, oil and gas facilities have been controlled by pro-Haftar militias 
but exploited by the National Oil Company (NOC) since 2011 [140]. One federalist movement, the 
Petroleum Facilities Guard militia has controlled the most important crude oil export terminals in eastern 
Libya, using its own sales channels and thus contributing to the divide within the country. Between 2013 and 
2014, the militia held a blockade of oil export terminals, choking the national economy. In 2015, the Mabruk 
and Ghani oil and gas facilities were attacked by IS, considered easy targets due to their dysfunctional 
security systems. As of 2019, approximately 10,000 km of hydrocarbon facilities and pipelines have been 
targeted by attacks and shutdowns.  

Natural gas extraction and exports have been more stable as they are mainly offshore, and thus unreachable 
by militias. The remaining unaffected offshore facilities in the West contributed to Libya’s small revenue 
during the conflict. Since oil blockades were lifted in September 2020, Libyan oil production has increased 
to 1.3 million barrels per day in early December [141]. However, experts predict another fall in production as 
the conflict over oil revenue management has not been settled as of December 2020 [142].  

A.3.6.6 Syria  

The Syrian conflict started in 2011 after protests against the Assad regime escalated into a civil war. The two 
main warring parties, backed by external powers: the Syrian forces led by Bashar al-Assad, the current 
Alawi President of Syria; and the predominantly Sunni anti-government rebel groups. On one hand, the 
Syrian regime is supported by Russia, Iran, and Hezbollah. Russia’s participation is based on its interests in 
protecting its Tartus military base, and direct access to the Mediterranean Sea. Experts argue that Russian 
forces also targeted rebel groups and civilians during their operations. Furthermore, the Russian air force 
helped Assad’s regime in the successful campaign against the rebel siege in Aleppo in late 2016. Russia and 
other foreign powers attempted to establish ceasefires in September 2016; December 2016; July 2017, and 
March 2020. Iran’s intervention in the Syrian conflict is motivated by its fear of Syria’s potential alignment 
with its Sunni neighbor, Saudi Arabia if Assad loses power.  

Syria’s oil fields are in the eastern (Deir al Azour) and northern-eastern (Hassakeeh) parts of the country 
[142]. In 2018, oil reserves were estimated at 2.5 billion barrels [142]. Before the conflict broke out, Syria 
produced approximately 400,000 barrels per day (b/d) of crude oil, of which 150,000 b/d were exported, 
mainly to the EU. The Netherlands, Italy, Germany, and France were Syria’s crude oil main importers, 
receiving 80% of Syria’s crude oil exports. Syria’s gas and oil production has drastically dropped since the 
beginning of the conflict. In 2019, Syria produced 598,411 boe against 12,532,447 boe in 2009 [143], [144]. 
In 2011, Iran, Iraq and Syria signed a preliminary agreement on the creation of a natural gas pipeline linking 
all three countries.  

Domestic hydrocarbon fields and facilities (plants and pipelines) have been at stake since the beginning of 
the conflict, becoming key elements in the warring parties’ quest for territory. Shortly after it joined the civil 
war, IS gained control over gas and oil infrastructures in the eastern part of the country, which they damaged 
before losing it to the Kurdish-led forces in 2017. Syrian rebel groups do not control any oil resources; 
consequently, they rely on the other parties for their military and civilian uses. Despite President Trump’s 
withdrawal from Syria, US troops remain to protect hydrocarbon fields and facilities, preventing IS and 
Assad’s take over. As of November 2019, the Kurdish-led forces and the SDF controlled the two main 
hydrocarbon facilities, Hassakeh and Deir al-Zour, and numerous smaller fields while the Syrian government 
controlled the remaining fields. For all parties, hydrocarbons, especially oil, are important sources of income 
and means to achieve their political agenda: Assad’s regime uses it for civilian and military purposes; the 
Kurdish forces use it for military operations and to establish domestic authority. IS uses it to finance its state 
and its terrorist attacks.  
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Given that very few hydrocarbon resources are controlled by the Assad regime, the latter had been relying on 
Iranian imports, paid on credit. This reliance, however, has been compromised by US-imposed sanctions on 
Syria’s trading partners, including Iran. This pressure, backed by Saudi Arabia, Israel and the U.A.E. aimed 
to push Assad and Russia to make political concessions with regards to the conflict. Egypt blockaded oil 
deliveries to Syria, regardless of the oil’s country of origin. Consequently, Syria faced oil shortages between 
the end of 2018 and June 2019, the date at which Iran slowly resumed its trading activities with Syria. 
The government implemented oil product consumption rations and raised prices to overcome the shortages. 
As of late 2019, oil imports remained insufficient to meet the domestic demand, while the Banyias and Homs 
refineries remained operational throughout the conflict.  

A.3.6.7 Sub-Saharan Africa 

Since the end of decolonization, the Sahel region has seen terrorist and/or ethnic violence. The region’s 
political climate has degraded rapidly in the past decade, and states are facing strong socio-economic and 
political instability fueled by coups, most recently in Mali in August 2020. There have been instances of 
electoral and governmental scandals, such as misappropriation of military equipment in Niger in early 2020. 
This instability has allowed the rise of terrorist groups such as IS, but also rebel groups such as the Tuaregs. 
Northern Mali, Burkina Faso, Northern Niger, and the Tillabery regions are the primary territories suffering 
from terrorism and human trafficking [145], [146]. The international community has responded to this 
instability in various ways; French troops have been mobilized in the Sahel since 2013 as part of a 
cooperative anti-terrorism mission with the G5 Sahel, the African Union’s African-led International Support 
Mission to Mali (AFISMA), and the international peacekeeping mission led by the United Nations 
Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission in Mali. French President Emmanuel Macron announced 
a potential partial withdrawal of French troop in early 2021 after other European forces agreed to join the 
mission [147]. With regards to energy, Niger is a leader in uranium mining though foreign companies, 
France’s Orano, and China’s SinoUranium, have a monopoly on extraction and global exports. The Cominak 
site was shut down in March 2021 due to the mine’s exhaustion. French nuclear reactors are fueled by 
Niger’s uranium, and Orano is the world leader constructing those reactors.  

Arguably, the Alliance’s venture into the energy security sphere can be traced to December 1956 with the 
release of the report from the Committee on Non-Military Cooperation, headed by foreign ministers Lester 
B. Pearson (CAN), Gaetano Martino (ITA) and Halvard Lange (NOR), or ‘The Three Wise Men.’ The report 
acknowledged the importance of non-military cooperation, notably in the political and economic sectors, 
which were reinforced by the Suez Crisis and Hungarian uprising of November 1956. Implicit in the Wise 
Men Report was the importance of economics as a function of regional security and, more specifically, 
European access to Middle Eastern oil [148].  

Over a decade later, and following the 1967 Six-Day War, the Council on the Future Tasks of the Alliance, 
or The Harmel Report, was released to address so-called out of area actions. The report’s central premise 
was the need “…to maintain adequate military strength and political solidarity to deter aggression and other 
forms of pressure …” and “…to pursue the search for progress towards a more stable relationship in which 
the underlying political issues can be solved.” The result was to seek more flexible and proactive responses 
to the East-West confrontation, and consider “exposed areas,” such as the South-Eastern flank and the 
Mediterranean, as well as reinforcing the importance of the Middle East as a critical energy source [148]. 
The Wise Men and Harmel reports forced the Alliance to consider grand strategic implications of European 
security, primarily by stepping outside of NATO’s purely military role and acknowledging the political and 
economic realms. Additionally, these two documents laid the foundation to the current NATO perceptions of 
energy security (and operational energy), by acknowledging that NATO’s areas of interest concerned 
non-traditional threats, which extended outside the Alliance’s collective border and purely military purposes. 
Moreover, the Harmel Report highlighted the value of Article 4 as a consulting mechanism whereby the 
member states could convene and address issues of concern. 
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A.3.7 NATO’s Legacy Cold War Configuration: The Central European ‘Fuel Desert’ 
Beyond the 13 states maintaining the NATO Pipeline System (NPS), there are no pipelines meeting the 
Alliance’s fuel requirements in Central and Eastern Europe. The result is a regional ‘fuel desert’ where 
potential operations require extended lines of supply.  

The NPS continues to supply the needs of the member nations with petroleum products. Today this system is 
in operation with links to storage depots, military airbases, civilian airports, pumping stations, truck and rail 
loading stations, refineries and entry/discharge points. It totals approximately 10,000 kilometers of 
interconnected pipelines and supplies petroleum products to 12 NATO nations. The NPS currently has a 
storage capacity of 4.1 million cubic meters [149]. 

The system is comprised of eight national and two multinational, or regional pipelines. The national pipeline 
systems are the Greek Pipeline System (GRPS), Icelandic Pipeline System (ICPS), Northern Italy Pipeline 
System (NIPS), Norwegian Pipeline System (NOPS), Portuguese Pipeline System (POPS), Turkish Pipeline 
Systems (TUPS) and the United Kingdom Government Pipeline and Storage System (UKGPSS). 

The two multinational or regional pipeline systems are the North European Pipeline System NEPS and the 
Central Europe Pipeline System (CEPS). NEPS runs from Frederikshavn, Denmark on the northeast coast of 
Jutland, to the German border and is designed to store and transport fuel to airports and military facilities in 
Denmark [150]. CEPS is the largest and most significant of the cross-border pipeline systems. It is a 
multi-purposed and multi-product system, with a length of 5,314 km, a storage capacity of over 1 million m3, 
intersecting Belgium, France, Germany, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands. The sixth member nation is the 
US. The North Atlantic Council allows CEPS to be used for non-military purposes yet maintaining the 
military function through the ‘Military Priority Clause [151].  

Each host nation is responsible for its the system within its boundaries. Oversight is provided by a National 
Organization, which is responsible for the operations, maintenance, administration, and legal support in each 
country. These include the Belgian Pipeline Organization, BPO (Belgium and Luxemburg), Service National 
des Leduc’s Interalliés, the SNOI (France), Fernleitungs-Betriebsgesellschaft, the FBG (Germany), and the 
Defensie Pijpleiding Organisatie, DPO (The Netherlands).  

There are five maritime ports in CEPS; Rotterdam, Antwerp, Gent, Le Havre and Marseille/Fos/Lavera, and 
18 refineries with 14 large civil depots. Furthermore, there are nine non-CEPS military depots, four civil 
pipelines, 28 military airbases and six international airports (Amsterdam, Liège, Bruxelles-Zaventem, 
Köln/Bonn, Frankfurt, and Luxembourg). CEPS comprises 24 depots with truck/rail loading stations 
permitting delivery to non-connected clients. In addition to the national and multinational systems, there are 
also fuel systems in Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, 
Slovakia, Slovenia, and Spain. 

In 2017, the CEPS Program Office requested that the NATO ENSEC COE conduct a Cyber Risk Study of 
the Industrial Control Systems used in CEPS. Site visits to the four designated national operators 
(France, Germany, Holland, and Belgium) were conducted in 2018 and an individual report with 
recommendations was provided. This comprehensive report was presented to NATO in November 2019 
[151]. During 2020, NATO ENSEC COE, at the request of the NATO Petroleum Committee agreed to 
prepare a follow up Cybersecurity guide for the NATO Pipeline System and other energy installations. 

A.3.8 Relationship with US European Command 
The United States European Command (EUCOM,) established in 1952, has continually maintained its 
Headquarters in Stuttgart, Germany. During the Cold War, the European theatre was a primary focus for US 
defence and national security with a concentration on the Former Soviet Union [153]. Traditionally, the 
EUCOM commander is also the Supreme Allied Commander of NATO, which ensures US control of 
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military forces in Europe [154]. The location of its Headquarters (and SHAPE in Mons) offered a buffer of 
survivability during this period. At the height of the Cold War, there were more than 400,000 US troops 
stationed in Europe, and the primary concern was a penetration of Germany’s Fulda Gap by Soviet or 
Warsaw Pact armored and mechanized forces [155]. Today it is a US unified command with its areas of 
interest and responsibility covering 51 countries [153].  

On February 11, 2020, the US Secretary of Defence announced the reactivation of the V Corps headquarters in 
Fort Knox, Kentucky (USA). Poland was selected as the forward site for V Corps where approximately 200 
personnel will rotate to that site to prepare for personnel deployment from the United States to Poland [153]. 
This is significant given that V Corps’ location at the time of German reunification was Frankfurt – also 
deployed further West for the same survivability reasons as EUCOM. Also significant is that the presence of a 
US corps headquarters is now located in a former Warsaw Pact country as a counterweight to Moscow. 

Russian wariness of EUCOM’s intentions is rooted in the belief that the core target of American interests is 
to destabilize Moscow. The Russians themselves acknowledge that Chinese intentions do not factor into their 
framework, nor do they offer a hypothesis how the US intends to destabilize both Moscow and Beijing at the 
same time [156]. For NATO and EUCOM, there is evidence to suggest that something else is afoot; Russian 
maneuvers near the Ukrainian border [157] serves more than one purpose. Consider the recent war between 
Azerbaijan and Armenia [158], clashes between Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan [159] and Kazakhstan outlawing 
large-scale Chinese land acquisitions [160] – all within the course of five months. From the Kremlin’s 
perspective, the maneuvers serve as a warning to the Alliance while at the same time concealing their options 
in Eurasia. Compounding this is the unimpeded return of the Taliban in Afghanistan.  

In January 2018, the National Defence Strategy (NDS) emphasized the re-emergence of long-term strategic 
competition, rapid dispersion of technologies, and new concepts of warfare and competition that span the 
spectrum of conflict, all of which require a Joint Force structured to match this reality. The NDS focus on 
peer competition gave renewed impetus to the trans-Atlantic Alliance and ‘Russian adventurism.’ NATO 
member states have responded to recent Russian activities in Eastern Europe, notably Crimea and Ukraine, 
in the form of sanctions and increased emphasis on training and readiness. Much of which is highlighted by 
the US-sponsored Operation Atlantic Resolve (OAR) and the European Deterrence Initiative (EDI).  

EDI enables the United States to strengthen its deterrence posture with enhanced forces in Europe and 
support the collective defence and security of NATO allies and partners. The FY 2020 EDI request does not 
fund an increase in the number of US forces permanently stationed in Europe, though it does support the 
presence of additional US rotational forces. The five Elements of EUCOM’s plan to implement EDI in 
FY2020/21 are: 

• Increased Presence ($2,051M): The US will continue to support a rotational presence throughout the 
European theatre capable of deterring, and, if required, responding to regional threats. 

• Exercises and Training ($609M): Increased training opportunities to improve readiness and 
interoperability of NATO’s allies and partners. 

• Enhanced Prepositioning ($2,359M): The placement of prepositioned equipment throughout the 
theatre to support steady-state activities, while enabling the rapid deployment of forces to theatre. 

• Improved Infrastructure ($517M): Key infrastructure improvements in theatre to support US 
military operational requirements.  

• Build Partnership Capacity ($374M): Expanded engagements and exercises and enable full 
participation as operational partners [161].  
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A.3.9 NATO at Mid-Century; Geo-Political Trajectories and Hybrid Tools
To adequately address this paper’s analytic requirement, there is the need to identify a handful of notions that 
will carry into mid-Century, from which leaders can make educated assumptions based on historical 
precedent and current realities. For instance, it is unlikely the current President, Vladimir Putin, will be in 
power by 2040, though his influence will be felt well into this century. It is equally likely that Russia will 
have an interest in its near-abroad, yet whether this interest will be as aggressive remains to be seen. 
To envision Russia in 2040, we must consider three broad geo-political trajectories:  

1) Status quo; strong nationalist sentiment with an aggressive posture,

2) Liberalizing, though maintaining regional dominance, and

3) Hyper nationalism, whereby the Kremlin engages in overt kinetic and non-kinetic actions against its
neighbors.

These three trajectories allow a range of assessments and evaluation of the effectiveness of hybrid tools. 
For the purposes of this paper, it will be assumed that a ‘status quo’ posture will be implemented by the 
Kremlin. What is presented below are merely broad assumptions based on historical precedent and current 
geo-political dynamics of the region; they are rough guides for possible future actions and responses.  

In this context, we can identify a handful of overlapping and mutually supporting tools and mitigation options. 

A.3.9.1 Diplomatic/Coercive Tools
Russia is determined to halt or impede what it sees as NATO and EU inroads into its sphere of influence, and 
it is unlikely this attitude will change dramatically over the next two decades. Without clear red-lines 
articulated from NATO and the member states, the Kremlin will continue to employ hybrid tactics to coerce 
and intimidate its weaker neighbors, all designed to shape, control and undermine regional government and 
social/democratic institutions. The Kremlin’s propensity to ‘divide and conquer’ will be a favorite method 
used against the states well into the future. Indeed, the widely divergent nature of the states’ social, political 
and economic composition will give Russia plenty of opportunities.  

The most susceptible to hybrid-instigated coercion will be the non-NATO countries in the region; Georgia, 
Moldova and Ukraine. Without a significant change in relations by 2040, it is unlikely these countries will be 
afforded NATO or EU membership. Therefore, without the benefit of Article 5, these states will undoubtedly 
receive most of the Kremlin’s hybrid warfare-oriented attention. While the Black Sea’s NATO member 
states, notably Romania and Bulgaria, are susceptible, future activity from Russia, which still have a deep 
respect for Article 5, will be careful not to cross that threshold. 

A.3.9.1.1 NATO Mitigations
The Wales Summit of 2014 attempted to define hybrid warfare activities, particularly in the Article 5 
context. Yet, there is still much ambiguity over what a hybrid-induced Article 5 event might entail. 
Additionally, the Alliance is in the difficult position of crafting responses to hybrid warfare events, which 
houses both NATO and non-NATO member states.  

Nevertheless, NATO does provide considerable benefits, merely by its standing as an organization which 
provides standardization and uniformity across its member states. In other words, leveraging its position as a 
common venue for the members to meet, train and share best practices in a common language, and adhering 
to recognized standards. Perhaps the most effective mitigating efforts from NATO up to 2040 and beyond is 
to help strengthen good governance, civil/democratic institutions, anticorruption efforts, and promote greater 
interaction between Eastern European states and the EU and the United States. 
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A.3.9.2 Information/Technological Tools  
The ability of information warfare and communications technology to act as a levelling component to the East-
West competition dynamic cannot be ignored. By 2040, we can anticipate greater penetration of information 
technology into civil society and governance, creating additional and impactful attack vectors within the hybrid 
warfare realm. Also, leapfrogging offensive and defensive technologies over the next two decades will 
contribute to a classic security dilemma environment, and contributing to greater levels of mistrust.  

Democracies are vulnerable to attacks that include disinformation or manipulations of reality; a prime example 
is the US 2016 Presidential election, which attracted the attention of Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) from 
a variety of state sponsors. Furthermore, unless corrective action is taken, Russia by 2040 could exploit 
mis-aligned cyber security strategies in the West, such as differing US and EU strategies and standards of cyber 
security certification, privacy and data protection and public-private information sharing. Indeed, without 
effective countermeasures, in 20 years we can anticipate a greater ability to leverage information to sway public 
opinion, through more effective (believable) deep fakes and video manipulation [162]. 

Much of any future success in hybrid warfare, will depend on weaponizing existing and new information 
and operational technologies. Here is a sample of some future technologies implemented by a hybrid 
aggressor in 2040:  

a) Counter-Blockchain Technologies, which attack the chain links’ integrity and undermine its security 
credibility. 

b) Advanced Autonomous Systems and Robotics, whereby adversaries could utilize both lethal and 
non-lethal systems.  

c) Offensive Nanomachines, which are to gain access to secure facilities and report or disrupt activities. 

d) Deep Learning AI could provide accurate fakes, resulting in lost credibility or questionable military 
orders, which would undermine the chain of command and compromise. 

e) Quantum computers, which expand the physical limitations of computing by harnessing the power 
of multiple networked computers. 

A.3.9.2.1 NATO Mitigations 

NATO states will need to maintain a vigilant and proactive posture going into the next 20 years regarding 
information and technological weapons. Additionally, this will require greater collaboration between NATO 
entities, the member state governments, the private sector and academia. More specifically, there is the 
necessity to develop and retain skilled and trained personnel operating within these organizations. 

One overlooked area that NATO states will be effective strategic communications departments, capable of 
immediately refuting false news or media. Additionally, emphasis will need to be placed on Early Warning 
System (EWS), capable of detecting cyber threats, as well as the misidentification of malign actors, 
inaccurate lists of prioritized targets, faulty predictions of courses of action, and unrealistic scenario and 
training events [162]. Along similar lines are new technologies to detect hard-to recognize threats, such as 
worms and unknown malware; most notably Deep Packet Inspection (DPI), which allows in depth 
evaluation of header information [162]. 

Finally, there is better future allocation of cyber defence policies, which streamline working principles to 
harmonize trans-Atlantic cyber security standards and certifications. Ultimately, this lack of coordination 
between the EU and US continuing into the 2040s directly will impact the readiness of NATO [162]. 
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A.3.9.3 Military Tools 

In the next 20 years, Russia will still be the primary power in the region and will be determined to control or, 
at best, influence, its ‘near-abroad’. Even with a relatively benign Kremlin, the eastern tier will be militarized 
well into the 21st Century. As noted earlier, Russia will be reticent to engage in wide scale kinetic, 
particularly against a NATO member state. However, Russian conventional capabilities should never be 
overlooked or underestimated. 

Russian military reforms, though sporadic and often underfunded, have made gains in the last 12 years, or since 
the August 2008 war with Georgia unearthed many operational deficiencies. These reforms have entailed 
organizational and structural changes in order of battle and equipment. Future Russian conventional posture 
will rely on effective use of autonomous systems, special operators, as well as legacy assets [163] We can also 
expect the use of new technologies, blending both kinetic and non-kinetic attributes, will prove difficult to 
counter. Advanced weapon technologies will increase standoff capabilities and enhance lethality within the 
anti-area/access denial (A2/AD) arc. Combined with Russia’s already robust air defence capabilities, land and 
sea-based cruise missiles and hypersonics will make any operations within the A2/AD arc [164] even more 
hazardous, resulting in greater dispersion of forces. Moreover, this will require fielding highly mobile and 
flexible force, which must effectively utilize cover and concealment in the battlespace.  

It can also be anticipated that Russia will make good use of Crimea and Kaliningrad as a key operational and 
staging area. Indeed, the Maritime Doctrine of the Russian Federation, 2015 notes upgrades and reforms to 
the Baltic and Black Sea Fleets [165] could challenge NATO’s naval presence. Finally, to field such a force 
capable of operating and surviving conventional warfare of 2040, will require a highly trained, 
technologically savvy and experienced cadre of professionals. By focusing on a professional force [166], as 
opposed to its traditional reliance on conscripts, Russia in 20 years could have a well-trained and 
battle-hardened conventional force, capable of performing a variety of kinetic and non-kinetic missions in 
the Black Sea region.  

A.3.9.3.1 NATO Mitigations 

The Alliance’s response to Russia’s growing military potential over the next 20 years would most likely 
entail a classic deterrence posture; maintaining technical and operational superiority and implementing an 
ever more effective A2/AD systems. For instance, an emphasis on technological innovation in missile 
defence, as well as advance anti-air and anti-ship capabilities, to overlap with Russia’s, creating fluid and 
highly distributed operations across all the domains. What becomes clear is that static or slow-moving 
platforms will be increasingly vulnerable, which could necessitate a so-called modified ‘porcupine defence’ 
[167], with forward deployed forces, where feasible, and the ability to quickly shift and relocate to enhance 
survivability. The result will be greater unit autonomy and distributed lethality and logistics; shifting away 
from the traditional troop and supply concentrations, which will be increasingly vulnerable to both kinetic 
and non-kinetic attacks. 

To meet the conventional military challenges of 2040, NATO will require an equally trained and 
experienced professional force. Maintaining such a force will be expensive and require frequent and realistic 
training exercises, all of which demonstrate capabilities across all the domains and stress interoperability. 

A.3.9.4 Economic Tools 

The Black Sea region’s location as an economic crossroads will become more pronounced over the next 
20 years. More specifically, its value as a transportation hub will be critical, leading to increased 
vulnerability of infrastructure to hybrid threats and concomitant economic pressures. Regional supply chains 
will become at risk across all economic sectors. In the realm of maritime trade, the Turkish Straits as a 
chokepoint cannot be minimized [168]. Internal waterways, notably the Danube, could also be impeded 
through a variety of non-kinetic means, as would rail, road and air nodes. However, damaging or overtly 
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interdicting trade routes could be self-defeating for the Kremlin. While such an eventuality should not be 
overlooked, a more realistic hybrid option would be Russian-sponsored targeted economic pressures, such as 
commodity price manipulation, work stoppages or slowdowns, or cyber-attacks against specific companies 
or transportation nodes. Moreover, orchestrated military actions with strong political and economic 
overtones, such as Russia’s naval action against Ukraine in the Sea of Azov in November 2018, should also 
be expected in the future [169].  

The Black Sea region’s importance in 2040 will be compounded by its value as conduit for EU-bound fossil 
fuels. Though the sources of energy will be more diverse with a greater mix of renewables, Russian natural 
gas and the pipeline delivery systems will factor in the European energy mix well into this century. 
Ultimately, natural gas pipelines will be important feature of the region’s political and economic landscape 
will continue to be susceptible to cyber or kinetic action from adversaries, a recent example being the 
Colonial Pipeline ransomware hack of May 2021 [170].  

Finally, Russian investment in Black Sea infrastructure and the private sector, notably ports and energy 
systems, could compromise these assets [171]. Often these investments are directly tied to the Kremlin and 
lack transparency [172].  
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SUMMARY 

The two main findings of the SAS-163 cyber team are that NATO countries are under increasing and 
persistent threat to their critical energy infrastructure through at least 2024, and that malign influence, 
specifically from Russia and China, are directly impacting critical energy infrastructure in NATO member 
states. Solutions outlined in this report include developing a new generation of Cyber Early Warning System 
which includes energy critical infrastructure virtualization and developing non-hackable energy sources such 
as microgrids for military installations that can successfully island. In addition, to fight disinformation, 
a NATO-based disinformation rapid response force is proposed. 

B.1 INTRODUCTION 

Dr. Sarah J. Lohmann 

On the day that Ukraine was supposed to start “isolation mode” tests for its new power network, beginning 
the process of decoupling from the Russian grid, Russia started a full-scale invasion of the country [1]. While 
this current ground war serves as a violation of Ukrainian sovereignty and international norms, Moscow’s 
hybrid warfare has actively targeted Ukraine’s energy security since 2014, using cyber-attacks on the grid, 
disinformation campaigns, and malign influence targeted at dividing NATO allies around issues such as the 
certification of the Nord Stream 2 pipeline, which was supposed to deliver gas from Russia to Germany 
without transiting Ukraine. Step by step, Russia has used hybrid warfare to challenge energy security, not 
just in Ukraine, but across NATO member states as Russia seeks to beat back NATO influence and expand 
its power vortex on the world stage. Now escalating into armed conflict, the Ukraine crisis is a case study in 
how Russia’s hybrid warfare has challenged energy security with an impact across NATO, far beyond 
Ukraine’s borders.  

Hybrid warfare can be defined as ‘grey area’ warfare, which exists beneath the threshold of armed conflict. 
According to NATO: “Hybrid threats combine military and non-military as well as covert and overt means, 
including disinformation, cyber-attacks, economic pressure, deployment of irregular armed groups and use 
of regular forces” [2]. For NATO’s adversaries, malicious cyber activity directed at the critical infrastructure 
of another state is effective, cheap, and deniable.  

This cyber study examines how hybrid warfare including disinformation, cyber-attacks and malign influence 
aimed at the energy sector is shaping the battlefield, and rattling energy security across NATO states and 
beyond. In this era of hybrid warfare, cyber-attacks or disinformation campaigns and kinetic attacks happen 
in coordination in the same limited time frame. Alternatively, cyber and information operations can cause the 

 
1 Preliminary research conducted by the SAS-163 cyber team and reflected in this report has been published in altered form in: 

Lohmann, S. What Ukraine Taught NATO About Hybrid Warfare, US Army War College, 2022. The research findings 
presented here occur with the express copyright permission of the authors. 
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destruction or disablement of energy critical infrastructure even more potently, and at a lesser cost, than 
kinetic attacks. As hybrid warfare gradually escalates against NATO members in the context of the current 
Ukraine conflict, energy security continues to be the target. 

For the purposes of this study, the International Energy Agency (IEA) definition of energy security will be 
used. The IEA defines energy security as: “the uninterrupted availability of energy sources at an affordable 
price” [3]. Energy sources can include electricity, nuclear, oil, gas, coal, as well as renewables. In this 
context, NATO has stated that “attacks on complex energy infrastructure by hostile states, terrorists or 
hacktivists can have repercussions across regions. Since electricity is key to the global energy transition, 
power infrastructure security is becoming the cornerstone of energy security” [4].  

As part of the broader NATO Science and Technology Organization study, this cyber report examines how 
hybrid warfare is being used by NATO’s adversaries to disrupt energy security, what cyber vulnerabilities in 
energy critical infrastructure exist across the Alliance, and what mitigation strategies can be used to protect 
cybersecurity and enhance energy independence on military installations. 

Specifically, the first section assesses key vulnerabilities in energy critical infrastructure in a hybrid warfare 
context. It starts with an examination of the main grey warfare threats to energy critical infrastructure, 
including to information technology, operational technology, and industrial control systems. It then looks at 
malign influence and disinformation’s impact on energy security.  

The second section provides new research on key hybrid warfare mitigation technologies, including a new 
generation of early warning systems and analysis of independent, non-hackable energy sources such as 
microgrids. Finally, it provides a categorization and history of cyber threats and a glossary of cybersecurity 
terms for reference. 

B.1.1 Finding One 

NATO countries are under immediate and persistent cyber threats to critical energy infrastructure 
through 2024 

A recent report by Microsoft’s digital Security Unit shows that Russia-aligned cyber threat groups were 
preparing to target organizations allied with Ukraine as early as March of 2021. In fact, 93% of Russia-
backed malicious activity seen on Microsoft’s online services in 2021 was aimed at NATO member states – 
specifically the United States, the United Kingdom, Norway, Germany, and Turkey. These included cyber 
espionage activities which could provide Russia with information on how the West would respond to the 
coming Russian invasion on both the military and humanitarian front, as well as targeted attacks on 
Ukraine’s supply chain vendors [5]. More than 40% of the Russian-backed destructive cyber-attacks were on 
Ukraine’s critical infrastructure sector, including nuclear and transportation [5]. 

Advanced critical energy infrastructure warning and cyber threat mitigation systems currently in place are 
not adequate to ensure safety and resilience when emerging technologies being integrated into energy 
systems are not cyber secured. There are large differences between NATO member states in cyber mitigation 
capabilities and standards.  

Russia and its agents have successfully penetrated energy networks in Europe and North America and 
deployed malware to undermine critical systems and infrastructure in the target country [6]. Since the 
invasion of the Ukraine, significant cyber-attacks have impacted NATO member states. A Feb. 24 cyber-
attack on a satellite providing services to Ukraine caused a region-wide internet connection outage in the 
Ukraine, but it also caused 40,000 users in Poland, Germany, Greece, France, Hungary, and Italy to have an 
Internet outage. The same cyber-attack knocked 5,800 wind turbines in Germany and Central Europe offline 
affecting 11 gigawatts of power.7 On April 12, another cyber-attack against German wind energy company 
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Deutsche Windtechnik caused the company to shut down the remote-control systems of 2,000 wind turbines 
for a day [7]. The pro-Russian government ransomware group Conti launched a cyber-attack against another 
turbine maker, Nordex SE, and forced the company to shut down its IT systems [7]. Interrupting Europe’s 
energy supply through a cyber-attack can be much cheaper than kinetic attacks because the current state of 
microgrids and wind turbines often do not yet have comprehensive cybersecurity protection [8]. Now, eight 
months into the war, energy is one of the most attacked sectors in Ukraine, both through kinetic and 
cyber-attacks. Russia has continued and increased its deliberate cyber-attacks on energy critical 
infrastructure as part of its hybrid war, from a DDOS attack on a Kyiv gas company in October to one on a 
Ukrainian heat provider in August [9].  

Step by step, Russia has used hybrid warfare to challenge energy security, not just in Ukraine, but across 
NATO member states as Russia seeks to beat back NATO influence and expand its power on the world stage. 
Now escalating into armed conflict, the Ukraine crisis is a case study in how Russia’s hybrid warfare has 
challenged energy security with an impact across NATO, far beyond Ukraine’s borders. Lithuania, Latvia, 
Poland and Romania and Central European states such as Germany continue to be targeted.  

The Baltics, currently geolocated on the front line to Russia’s hybrid war, are in the process of separating 
from Russia’s power network. The Southeastern member states, with key military hubs for both air and 
sea, have other challenges. Romania, rich in renewables, must ensure it is cyber secured in the Internet of 
Things environment. Countries like Italy, Turkey and Greece have critical infrastructure strongly tied to 
China and Russia. This dependence is already causing energy insecurity. And Western and Central 
Europe, with its up-till-now reliance on Russia oil and gas, is now involved in a cyber, information, and 
economic war which has rattled markets and caused gas and oil prices to soar to historic levels not seen 
since the 1970s.  

Cyber-attacks targeting the renewable energy landscape during Europe’s Green transition are increasing, 
making it urgent that new cybersecurity tools are developed to protect these emerging technologies. No 
less significant are the cyber and information operations targeting energy security in Eastern Europe as it 
seeks to become energy independent from Russia, and the economic coercion used against Germany, 
Poland, the Netherlands, Denmark, Finland, and Bulgaria to stop gas from flowing to parts or all of those 
countries. China’s malign investments in Southern and Mediterranean Europe, is enabling Beijing to 
control some NATO member states’ energy critical infrastructure at a critical moment in the global 
balance of power (see Country Case Studies in Ref. [10]).  

B.1.2 Finding Two 

Malign Influence is Directly Impacting Energy Critical Infrastructure  

Digital democracies, which respect individual freedoms and openness, have been targets for malign influence 
campaigns. Hybrid activities, including cyber-attacks and disinformation campaigns, are attractive tools for 
state and non-state actors to achieve political objectives without military force [11]. Russia views cyber-attacks, 
hacking, and the spread of disinformation as instruments of foreign policy and security interests.  

Russia also conducts information operations to spread disinformation and promote narratives aligned with 
Russian security interests [12]. Such information operations, which include targeted hacking of public 
websites and social media profiles of prominent officials, are part of broader influence campaigns reflective 
of hybrid threats. For example, a Russian influence campaign targeted Eastern European NATO members, 
including Poland and the Baltic states, since March 2017. Through compromised websites such as news 
sources and official government sites, Russian operatives published fabricated articles, stories, quotes, and 
other documents criticizing the United States and NATO’s presence in Eastern Europe [13]. 
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Russia’s disinformation apparatus is active in Poland’s energy sector. In March 2021, after Poland announced 
its strategic partnership with the US to develop Poland’s civil nuclear program, malicious actors hacked into 
several Polish government websites. They posted false information about leaking nuclear waste at a nearby 
Lithuanian nuclear reactor that endangered Polish citizens living near the border [14]. 

Another recent example is the fate of Chevron’s shale exploration in Romania, which received strong and 
unexpected local opposition, ostensibly based on environmental concerns. It was later determined that this 
opposition was funded by the Kremlin [15]. Finally, there is the question of ownership of European energy 
assets by Kremlin-affiliated companies. This lack of visibility into these actions presents questions of 
Russian influence and possible interference on critical energy assets within NATO member states.  

B.1.3 Cyber Mitigation Strategies for Critical Energy Infrastructure  
The SAS-163 cyber team identified three potential solutions to mitigate cyber-attacks and increase energy 
independence for militaries of NATO member states and to prevent cyber vulnerabilities to energy critical 
infrastructure. These options include new Cyber Early Warning Systems (CEWS) that include virtual 
modelling, small modular reactors and microgridding.  

Solution One: Cyber early warning systems that include virtual modelling of energy critical 
infrastructure for early mitigation of malicious intrusions is meeting with success in labs from the United 
States to Romania and Germany. There, AI, and machine learning technologies have been combined with 
sensing and controls to locate and neutralize cyber-attacks. By using the virtual model of a natural gas 
pipeline and combining it with machine learning, cyber-attacks can be identified early and mitigated. Threat 
intelligence modelling and identification systems, based on heterogeneous information networks that use 
cyber entanglement capabilities are also helpful in this effort. The modelling helps visualize the strategic, 
operational, and tactical effects in cyberspace. While these methods are just in nascent phases of 
development, with increased R & D funding and implementation of successful prototypes, grids, gas 
pipelines and other energy sources can be more adequately protected from cyber-attacks. Any CEWS 
development must be in addition to anomaly detection monitoring in critical energy infrastructure.  

Solution Two: Small modular reactors (SMRs) are advanced nuclear reactors that have a power capacity 
of up to 300 MW(e) per unit, which is about one-third of the generating capacity of traditional nuclear power 
reactors. Given their smaller footprint, SMRs can be used on locations not suitable for larger nuclear power 
plants. SMRs offer savings in cost and construction time, and they can be deployed by NATO states 
incrementally to match increasing energy demand.  

In areas lacking sufficient lines of transmission and grid capacity, SMRs can be installed by militaries into an 
existing grid or remotely off-grid, as a function of its smaller electrical output, providing necessary energy 
for military, industry, and the population. SMRs have reduced fuel requirements. Power plants based on 
SMRs may require refuelling only every three to seven years, in comparison to between one and two years 
for conventional nuclear plants. Some SMRs are designed to operate for up to 30 years without refuelling. 
These advantages make them especially useful for the military, to ensure independence of energy supply to 
their bases or forward operating areas.  

One example of the future cooperative use of SMR between NATO nations is the recent intergovernmental 
agreement between Romania and the United States signed December 2020 for the US to help Romania 
develop, license, and construct its own SMR. Similar agreements could also assist with deployment in other 
Three Seas Initiative countries, and the SMRs could be deployed in the Baltics, Poland, Bulgaria, Turkey, 
and Greece as well [16]. A more complete analysis of SMR will be included in the final report.  
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Solution Three: Microgrids are another alternative source of energy as they can island – or separate – if the 
main grid is attacked. A microgrid is a self-contained power system confined to a small geographic area. 
However, they often need a lead time of several years to model, install and to produce enough independent 
energy in the case that it must be decoupled from a grid as they must be suited to each installations’ unique 
infrastructures and energy needs.  

Microgrids have had success on US bases such as the Marine Corps Air Station Miramar in San Diego, the 
Otis Air National Guard Base, and the Parris Island microgrid at the US Marine Corps Recruit Depot [17]. 
Before these success stories can be transferred to other US military installations in Europe or North America, 
however, a few considerations must be made. Foreign regulation of the grid installation and maintenance of 
the microgrids and the high cost of doing so makes their funding and construction cumbersome, often 
delaying much-needed projects with red tape before they can ever get started. At the same time, European 
militaries are actively developing prototype systems for mobile military camps, however, these often lack 
cybersecurity considerations in the design [18]. 

Solution Four: Countering Malign Influence through a Disinformation Rapid Response Force. Early 
detection of disinformation campaigns is crucial to prevent malicious actors from escalating and exploiting 
this activity. Because of its ubiquity and importance in virtually all sectors of modern society, critical 
energy infrastructure is a natural target for malign actors [19]. Additionally, the immediacy of this threat, 
weaponized by modern technology and mass media, requires near-instantaneous response. To solve this 
problem, a task force could be established within NATO’s Joint Intelligence and Security Division to 
establish a network for detecting and countering disinformation in their nascent stages. This task force 
could be staffed by local credible actors with a strong presence at the community level. Their focus would 
be on building a network to ensure that every state is able to evaluate disinformation from different 
perspectives. This information would then be classified according to its impact, including threat level in 
terms of timeline, and its possibility of spreading to a local, state, national or international level.   

Malign influence is not limited to communication channels, but to long-term investment by hostile actors as 
well. There is a need for greater accountability for hostile investors, particularly when this external interest 
targets NATO member state critical energy infrastructure. Where necessary, stronger parliamentary approval 
should be considered based on national security assessments. An example of how this process is addressed in 
the US is The Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS), which is an interagency 
committee chaired by the Department of the Treasury and is responsible for reviewing foreign investments 
in, or acquisitions of, US businesses and real estate to determine if the transaction threatens to impair 
US national security.  
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B.2 MALIGN INFLUENCE AND THE UKRAINE INVASION 

Dr. Georgios Giannoulis and Dr. Erin Hodges  

Increasingly, advanced systems for parametric surveillance and control of facilities are being introduced into 
the operation of critical infrastructure and the broader energy sector. This offers better oversight and remote 
accessibility but introduces potential vulnerabilities to malicious activities such as hybrid threats. 

According to The Landscape of Hybrid Threats: A Conceptual Model, “Hybrid threat can be characterized as 
coordinated and synchronized action, that deliberately targets the systemic vulnerabilities of democratic 
states and institutions through a wide range of means. Activities exploit the thresholds of detection and 
attribution as well as the border between war and peace” [20]. 

Hybrid actors seek strategic objectives by challenging the security environment of democratic states and 
institutions. Their objective is to undermine decision-making processes, raise unhealthy polarization in the 
society and challenge the democratic values by introducing new attack vectors in an unprecedented manner. 

The diagram in Figure B-1 shows how it becomes evident that a hybrid actor, who may be a state or non-
state actor, has a variety of weapons (tools) applicable to different domains that can be used to address the 
systemic vulnerabilities of a democratic state. Hybrid actions can be employed in many ways, from low 
intensity, such as influence, to the escalated version of hybrid warfare. In a hybrid actor’s operational plan, 
objectives are not clearly defined in terms of time, hence there are no deadlines or due dates on actions. 
Unlike traditional operational plans, the attacker is relieved of the stress and cost of gathering and consuming 
resources at a specific time and place, as the targeted Centre of Gravity, “the source of power that provides 
moral or physical strength, freedom of action, or will to act, can be shifted in time” [21].  

 

Figure B-1 Diagram of the Conceptual Model. From Giannopoulos et al., The Landscape of 
Hybrid Threats: A Conceptual Model. Used with Permission. 

This modular and agile attack scheme that is available to a hybrid actor, gives him the flexibility to move 
forwards or backwards, escalate or de-escalate, synchronize in parallel or in a series of independent actions at 
his will and according to the circumstances. In that way, hybrid actors ensure the viability and continuity of 
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their plan, have the chance to test possible reactions or response plans, and confuse the situational awareness 
of the target state. At the same time, they can stay undetected and unattributed at the grey zone between legal 
and illegal, acceptable, and unacceptable, peace and war.  

B.2.1 The Cyber Domain and Information Diffusion 
One of the most critical domains in hybrid conflicts is the cyber domain because it constitutes the main 
channel of information diffusion. Information that is circulated in isolated and mostly in interdependent 
networks around the globe. Internet, IoT systems, Telecommunication networks and many other systems and 
networks can carry large amounts of data from encrypted and critical information to less significant, publicly 
accessed networks. Cyberspace offers a fertile ground to state actors, non-sate actors or even proxies of 
states to act effectively, rapidly, and anonymously under the threshold of detection. Hybrid actors are trying 
to gain access to any available information, which can be processed individually or studied in correlation 
with similar samples taken in different time periods. This is a way of revealing and learning multi-level 
behavioural patterns of the target state and gaining intelligence, while at the same time reducing the 
chance of detection.  

B.2.2 Cascading Effects 
In a multi-dimensional space of action, the hybrid actor sets up his operational plan, driven by systemic 
vulnerabilities and exposures of his target. This vulnerable domain may not be the prime target of the hostile 
actor, but domain interdependence can allow for further action toward the desired domain. Such an activity 
may trigger cascading effects, offering opportunities for the hybrid actor to exploit more domains 
by engaging diverse tools, in synchronized and coordinated actions, which can be used as a force multiplier 
in the field.  

B.2.3 Influence and Disinformation 
According to Figure B-1, influence is a low intensity activity in which a hybrid actor has the chance to act in 
a “grey zone,” remaining under the threshold of detection and attribution. Influence is usually a prolonged 
process and effective as well, as it gains access through political, societal, and ideological gaps in liberal 
democratic societies. Activities in the cyber domain are effective in infrastructure like the energy sector, 
while information-congestion and disinformation are part of the toolkit that hybrid actors use to 
build influence.  

According to the definition established by the European Union: “Disinformation is verifiably false or 
misleading information created, presented and disseminated for economic gain or to intentionally deceive the 
public and can have a range of consequences, such as threatening our democracies, polarizing debates, and 
putting the health, security and environment at risk” [22].  

In the energy era, we have experienced how coordinated disinformation campaigns target energy 
diversification [23] and security development projects mostly across Eastern European countries. Especially 
for the development of nuclear power plants, the manipulation of public opinion to oppose against such an 
investment is evident. In Poland, for example, disinformation related to a possible radiation exposure like the 
Chernobyl nuclear accident have impacted conversations about energy diversification. In addition, 
instrumentalizing ideological active organizations who fight for environment protection against hazardous 
materials and the proliferation of nuclear power installations could be considered as a coordinated 
information activity towards the same goal [24].  
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B.2.4 The Russian Invasion of Ukraine 
The Russian invasion of Ukraine has highlighted the breadth of impact possible when malign influence and 
disinformation combine with military action. Russia has capitalized on its vast economic and informational 
networks to further its invasion while attempting to divide Western powers. While it should be noted that this 
invasion has had a unifying effect on most of NATO and the EU, it has also identified some areas of 
fundamental weakness. The allied response, which has focused mainly on cutting economic and energy ties 
with the Russian Federation, has deprived Moscow of important economic and political capital, which 
warrants a higher risk of Russian hybrid attacks in the NATO bloc. 

The role of Russian disinformation in conjunction with the war has played out very differently than it has in 
the past. Much of this can be linked to the fact that Russian state television networks are banned across the 
European Union and social media platforms like Facebook and Twitter have reduced the reach of Russian 
propaganda dramatically. Instead, the disinformation of the Kremlin has been focused on Russian nationals 
and the Russian-speaking diaspora in neighbouring countries and farther abroad.  

The use of the term “special operation” in the early days of the war was innately deceptive, and the press 
releases from Russian embassies and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs have been sharing blatant falsehoods. 
The main objective of this disinformation campaign was to lead Russians to believe that its military was 
conducting defensive operations, as opposed to an offensive invasion of its neighbour. Some of these lies 
include claims that the United States is operating a biochemical laboratory in Ukraine and that Ukraine was 
attempting to build a nuclear bomb at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant. Both claims have been dismissed 
by Western governments and independent fact checkers [25]. More recently, Russian propaganda has 
focused on efforts to misrepresent Ukrainian refugees as “victims of [the Kyiv regime’s] Nazism,” to 
misconstrue Russian looting in Ukraine as internationally sanctioned trade, and to mislabel NATO as an 
aggressor towards Russia and Ukraine [26]. 

The cohesive efforts by both governments and corporations in the US and Europe have highlighted a key 
strategy in future information wars: by controlling the reach of Russian propagandists and openly discussing 
the falsehoods in a unified fashion, it is much more difficult for the Russian regime to narrate international 
events falsely. Furthermore, this information warfare has not done what the Russians usually do best: 
capitalize on pre-existing divisions within nations and organizations. This has proven to be to Western 
advantage. This victory should not be considered a conclusive success over all Russian disinformation 
though. For example, because of difficulties in algorithmic recognition of languages beyond English, both 
TikTok and YouTube have had Russian-language users and accounts parrot otherwise banned Kremlin 
propaganda. Telegram has also provided a substantial platform for the spread of misattributed war videos, 
often reaching multiple countries and tens of thousands of readers nearly simultaneously [27].  

Russia’s disinformation at home has been robust. First, the Kremlin has severely limited unsanctioned 
reporting. Independent reporters have been chased out of positions and protestors have been arrested. In early 
March, draft legislation proposed that anti-war protestors could be conscripted into military service [28]. 
Moreover, Russia’s own considerable disinformation networks have turned almost 90% of their efforts 
inward [29]. There is no viable way to accurately measure the efficacy of these efforts while so little 
information is coming in and out of Russia, but when the war ends, the West must find ways to infiltrate the 
Russian-language information spaces successfully to provide the necessary context to Russian nationals. 
Without this effort, there is a significant risk of a generation of Russians both unaware of the truth and 
hostile towards Western states because of hardships their own government caused. Moreover, a population 
of misled citizens could prove to provide Russia with more vectors for disinformation in much the same way 
that it incentivizes hackers without necessarily employing them.  

The success of the Western world in the light of a changing disinformation landscape demands a 
collaborative effort to continue to discover, describe, and destroy disinformation before it can be widely 
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disseminated. It is also vital to remember that influence doesn’t only occur in information spaces. The 
invasion of Ukraine has highlighted that a hostile actor can leverage economic and infrastructural investment 
to further its own needs. Diverse supply chains will diminish this effect.  

B.2.5 Recommendations 
Some of the following measures could be suggested to safeguard the credibility of the information against 
malicious influential activities: 

B.2.5.1 Create Disinformation Rapid Response Force 

A task force should be established within NATO’s Joint Intelligence and Security Division to establish a 
network for detecting and countering disinformation in their nascent stages. This task force should be staffed 
by local credible actors with a strong presence at the community level. Their focus would be on building a 
network to ensure that every state is able to evaluate disinformation from multi-national and multi-cultural 
perspectives to determine identity and motives of the perpetrator more accurately through data analysis. This 
information would then be classified according to its impact, including a threat level timeline, and its 
possibility of spreading to a local, state, national or international level.  

B.2.5.2 Shape the Legal and Regulatory Framework of Media Platforms 

Although many countries have established such rules and norms to govern information flow through 
journalistic media, especially during campaigns and elections, they still need to fill the associated gap with 
global social media companies. Institutions, like the EU, need to define the legal status along with the 
relevant regulation and accountability of social media platforms, to bolster transparency, and fair competition 
with the corresponding journalistic media. At the same time, democratic principles such as freedom of 
expression, freedom of speech and equity should be safeguarded [30]. 

B.2.5.3 Diversification of Supply Chains  

Because malign influence is not exclusively disinformation, NATO’s Logistics Committee should identify 
necessary goods produced outside of the Alliance. Wherever possible, it should work to either stockpile or 
diversify supply chains to create minimal disturbances, should non-allied nations use their economic 
influence to interrupt supply. This would give NATO nations a full scope of responses to aggression. 

B.2.5.4 Educate on Disinformation Efforts 

Many resources including funding efforts to enhance news literacy should be a high priority for 
governments. The development of critical thinking and the cultivation of the ability to draw real facts 
through an information storm cannot be obtained easily, especially nowadays where the majority of the 
information is provided through social media. It is a culture that must be acquired from the early stages of 
education so that it can be assimilated more easily in the future. Hence, due to the digitalization of learning 
methods, it would be advisable that children should be taught the methodology and the value of analysing 
and exploiting the content of information through the web. The Council of Europe has advocated for the 
promotion of media literacy through its European Media Literacy Week since 2019 and has had an expert 
research group since 2011. These efforts should be leveraged to help member states create and implement 
national media literacy programs for both children and adults. The most convenient and easy way to protect 
from disinformation is by following a diversity of people or groups and perspectives not only on the website, 
but also in the traditional media. Relying upon limited biased news and resources increases the odds of 
falling victim to false rumours [31].  
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In conclusion, although many practices for countering malign information exist, it is questionable whether 
and to what extent they can be applied. Surveillance and censorship of journalists opposes many of the 
fundamental principles of democracy, such as freedom of speech, expression, and press. Additionally, 
constraints may lead to a conflict with private interest and free-market competition, where social media 
companies design and constantly improve their algorithms to be dominant in the global market. Instead, 
NATO nations must work to candidly analyse areas of influence dominated by hostile actors and build 
contingency plans to address those areas of weakness.  
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B.3 MITIGATIONS – A NEW GENERATION OF CYBER EARLY WARNING 
SYSTEMS 

Dr. Gabriel T. Raicu and Dr. Sarah J. Lohmann 

Cyber early warning systems predicting malicious intrusions on Energy Critical Infrastructure can make a 
major contribution to preventing attacks at an Alliance level. Early Warning Systems for Cyber Defence in 
Energy Security are vital to ensuring NATO’s medium- and long-term goals. This section first identifies the 
challenges with predicting today’s cyber-attacks. It then analyses the limitations of current Cyber Early 
Warning Systems (CEWS). Finally, it proposes a new generation of EWS that is having success due to its 
virtualization of energy critical infrastructure and effective use of Artificial Intelligence. 

Accurate discovery of threats in their early stages has the advantage of correctly identifying and ensuring the 
effectiveness of the countermeasures needed to prevent the disruption of the energy, logistical and 
operational capabilities of Alliance forces. A defining element of NATO’s effectiveness is safeguarding 
military mobility using modern technologies that provide capabilities for protection and pre-emptive action 
against real or virtual aggressors. Most current Early Warning Systems are not adequate to repel cyber-
attacks on energy critical infrastructure in the emerging technology environment.  

The design and implementation of CEWS includes many research challenges, starting with the correct 
identification of the generic set of indicators, intelligence gathering, forecasting, and fusing multiple data 
sources together. With NATO pushing for greater interoperability and mobility than ever before, the need for 
strategic coherence, operational cooperation and information exchange has never been greater. Energy 
dependencies will continue to create asymmetries. Hostile actors conduct aggressive energy operations that blur 
the lines of traditional conflict. Energy infrastructure and the intrinsic access to energy resources can be turned 
into weapons of trust-breaking against the Allied states in the region through cyber-attacks. Potential attacks to 
the energy supply chain components could fundamentally disrupt the joint military capabilities and cohesion of 
the Alliance at a time when NATO’s Eastern Flank and the Black Sea region are under threat [32]. 

One of the major problems with older generation EWS is the difficulty to process the petabytes of 
information provided by trillions of devices, interconnected to networks with huge transfer capabilities, and 
to interpret the useful content of encrypted packets, as well as the hypervisor-based services and platforms, 
proactive for cybersecurity and oriented to future Internet needs. In addition, much of this big data is stored 
in the complex Cloud environment, where security, confidentiality and data validity must be secured under 
conditions that foster maximum trust [33].  

B.3.1 Traditional Cyber EWS Challenges 
There are several limitations to classical Cyber Early Warning Systems. Systems that try to monitor network 
status and detect new network threats and anomalies have a number of drawbacks. Global monitoring 
systems like Network telescopes, which is an Internet system that allows the observation of large-scale 
network attacks, are based on dark address space with high detection rate of worms, network intrusions, etc. 
However, focused attacks are difficult to be recognized and attributed in these global systems [34].  

Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) can detect lots of threats and anomalies. However, DPI cannot be scaled at the 
level of a large-scale network or Internet backbone [35]. Data flows, or reactive programming, is one of the 
most important sources for information based on the evaluation of sampled flow technology which is not 
able to provide 100% accurate results [36].  

Most IDS systems are limited to evaluating only logs, flows, or packet counts. There is a weakness in the 
inherent division between network-based and host-based indicators. It is almost impossible to efficiently 
correlate these disparate data streams. 
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Anomaly detection is only performed on a segmented piece of a larger network, is hard to profile as a 
“normal” operation and does not provide any level of attribution [37].  

Finally, the operation of heterogeneous infrastructures that cannot be interconnected, regardless of their 
technological level, is also an obstacle to the efficiency of EWS. 

To resolve these issues, the use of System of Artificial Neural Networks, a computational model with 
processing elements with inputs and outputs based on predefined functions, provide the average False 
Positive rate percentage of 0.03 [38]. The System is particularly useful in detecting and classification of 
botnet attacks, as well as analysis of standard cyber traffic, cyber-physical systems traffic, as well real-time 
traffic analysis. 

A modern IDS is also good at detecting regular intrusions but has low efficiency against AI powered 
adversary in which attackers inject malicious inputs ‒ false positives and negatives. The opponent’s 
malicious AI can use a special alternation of false positive and negative elements to trick IDS into infiltrating 
the network. 

A development to counter adverse AI is currently underway, consisting of several honeypots collecting 
information needed to train EWS’s own AI to strengthen machine learning against deception technology. 
This technology relies on strategical placed decoy systems and cyber-traps around the network. The system 
is designed to have a confusing and nonlinear response capable of disorienting attackers by preventing them 
from identifying real targets and allowing observers to track attackers’ tactics in real time [39].  

Although the deception system is essentially effective, the defence is generally static, making it easier for the 
opponent to distinguish over time, using his own AI, a honeypot from a real asset, and defeating the 
decoy defence. 

A few applications provide solutions to the problem of the static defence, such as DeepDig, or DEcEPtion 
DIGging, developed at the University of Texas at Dallas that “plant traps and decoys onto real systems 
before applying machine learning techniques in order to gain a deeper understanding of attackers’ 
behaviour.” [40], [41]. DeepDig uses the behaviour of real systems that it mimics by transforming each 
cyberattack into a training session for IDS system AI capabilities [42]. 

B.3.2 Emergent Technologies Address Hybrid Threats 
Classical cyber security models and practices are not conducive to application in emerging or heterogeneous 
environments such as OT or IoT. 

Over the last decade, virtualization technologies have drastically changed cybersecurity methods. To meet 
new security demands in the changing hostile environment, advanced machine learning techniques 
promoting new architectures and innovative models for network behaviour analysis and learning algorithms 
need to be developed to build the new generation of EWS system.  

To address this challenge, the principles of virtualization could drastically change the way cybersecurity is 
applied, forcing mechanisms and rules of application to be reconstrued. The virtual environment is 
ubiquitous with an accelerated evolution of Cloud computing concepts that will lead to the adaptation of 
large-scale machine learning techniques to meet new security challenges [43]. New architectures, 
sophisticated network behavioural analysis models ‒ which conduct network monitoring to ensure security ‒ 
and learning algorithms can be used to build Next Generation EWS (Figure B-2). The goal of this system is 
also to develop approaches and models for detecting anomalies and behaviours considered within normal 
limits for systems, sharing information between multiple EWS depending on threat levels. The approach 
must be holistic, considering the latest general security management initiatives. 
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This is done by developing new methods for malware detection and behavioural analysis. Temporal and 
spatial flow characteristics must then be integrated into the model. Low structured patterns are created by 
searching for enhanced malware detection at various levels in the network. Sensor data is then interpreted 
by enhancing distributed analysing capabilities [44]. EWS cybersecurity systems are dependent on the 
efficiency of the technology and the accuracy of the logic of recognizing a cyber threat. 

 

Figure B-2 EWS Extended Research Directions and Development Areas Explored by the 
SAS-163 Scientific Team [45]. 

To overcome the barrier of efficiency of conventional systems, a series of paradigm shifts can be used. In the 
following descriptions, a series of principles and methods will be reviewed to open new areas of constructive 
approach to EWS. 

To increase the efficiency of the systems, the data sharing capability will have to be extended to obtain a 
model of Early Warning Systems with Active Cybersecurity Shared Intelligence. An EWS with included 
cybersecurity intelligence sharing will provide the framework to exchange information in real-time and 
provide updated information to all subsequent modules involved in the system. The main development will 
be focused on a comprehensive review of knowledge exchange and cyber trust models as well as alternative 
models from other industrial domains. It will consist of research development by iterative reviews of 
requirements and features established to support a cyber model that promotes information sharing among 
partners, in coordination with regulatory requirements. 

Smart grid risks pose a unique challenge to EWS.Smart grid networks tend to replace traditional networks due 
to the inherent advantages of efficient management and adaptability to transient regimes, reduced back-up 
requirements, increased resilience and efficiency and self-healing capacity, elasticity in the integration of 
renewable energy resources, innovative distribution systems to final consumers, etc. [46]. However, there are 
several elements that need to be considered. From a technical point of view. They combine the classical energy 
network with the ICT network, resulting in a system with multiple advantages because it includes smart 
devices, monitoring devices, renewable resources, meters, and automatic decision systems. 
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Smart Grids provide a number of cyber vulnerabilities. These include the large number of access points, 
lower physical security, frequent updating of network devices, the difficulty of ensuring trust and the risk of 
spoofing, communication inefficiency and different level of training between the teams serving the network, 
the use of protocols and commercial hardware, and software with a high attack envelope on IP networks and 
adjacent infrastructure. Attacks can be briefly listed as using dedicated or conventional malware such as 
ransomware, unauthorized access by stealing or leaking credentials, false alerts, distorted messages, denial of 
service, and traffic analysis and network mapping for future exploitation [47]. 

A holistic approach to detection is vital since attackers can range from non-malicious users who may harm 
the system out of sheer curiosity, dissatisfied consumers, untrained or unhappy internal employees, rivals, 
terrorists, or hostile state actors. It is also difficult to have accurate attack attribution, due to the risk of 
plausible deniability or the use of pressure groups made up of disinformed users. 

When renewable energy sources are being used for sustainability, Blockchain and AI Technologies must be 
considered as a base for cybersecurity of Next Generation Energy Grids.  

Even though renewables’ contribution to the energy sector brings many advantages, it also expands the 
attack surface of the energy grid, which becomes susceptible to cyber-attacks. Advancements in AI and 
blockchain technologies are helping to address these emerging cybersecurity challenges. In the following, 
a series of technologies that approach the problem of threat detection and ensuring resilience are reviewed. 

B.3.3 Forecasting ICS Abnormalities Through Virtualization 
A new feature-based framework of abnormalities forecasting is proposed for early warning for 
cyber-physical control systems where detection of ICS anomalies must recognize intelligent cyber-attacks 
and differentiate them from naturally occurring errors and failures [48]. The system can have a dual role, that 
of preventing cyber-attacks, and that of early signalling of defects. The signals captured from the monitoring 
nodes are translated into behaviours using feature discovery techniques. Each characteristic has its own 
behaviour and well-defined decision limits between normal and abnormal behaviour. A virtual model of the 
monitored installation such as a power plant is used [49].  

State models selected by a cluster Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) address the problem of characteristic 
variation over time. This means that not all subpopulation data points are assigned, but the subpopulations 
can be learned by the model automatically through a probability distribution [50]. As such, it is the fastest 
algorithm for learning mixture models [50]. The predicted results over time represent the anticipated 
evolution of the characteristics, calculated by applying a Kalman predictor adaptive to each overall model. 
The general forecast of the characteristics is then obtained through the process dynamic mediation. This is 
based on the future characteristic vector evolution designing process in a retractable horizon mode. The 
forecast is compared to the decision limit to estimate whether and when the characteristic vectors will cross 
the border [51]. 

One example of a successful use of EWS for Industrial Control Systems is with General Electric’s (GE) 
Digital Ghost, which can protect from malicious cyber-attacks. It was developed at GE’s Research Lab [52]. 
Digital Ghost provides an additional layer of protection by combining Artificial Intelligence and machine 
learning technologies with sensing and controls to locate and neutralize cyber-attacks. GE used the physics 
of a natural gas pipeline, creating a Digital Twin, and combined it with machine learning to protect critical 
infrastructure. In the testing phase, Digital Ghost found and neutralized a cyber-attack in the virtualized 
operating gas turbine at GE Power’s manufacturing facility in Greenville, SC. In validation studies, it has 
located over 98% of cyber-attacks. However, it has only been able to neutralize them when over 50% of the 
assets’ sensors have already been compromised [52]. 
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B.3.4 Improving Anomaly Detection via Distributed Decision-Making Algorithms 
Another approach allows the use of local information available on nodes and distributed decision-making 
algorithms to detect and exploit critical system resources. The main feature of this method is the unusual 
ability to quickly detect anomalies, using little memory and using only local information. The efficiency of 
the system allows an increase of about 20 percent in the detection capacity over parallel isolated anomaly 
detectors. The algorithms used have a non-parametric, fully distributed coordination framework that 
translates the biological success of these methods into similar operations useful in cyber defence [53].  

B.3.5 EWS Based on Entangled Cyber Space  
The major challenge of cyber defence is the inefficiency of counteracting the sophisticated attacks of 
opponents given the interconnection of modern societies at the level of physical and cyber events. 
To counteract the effects of this situation, it is necessary to build proactive cyber defence models that 
consider the interconnection and relations between events and activities in the physical, social, media and 
economic realities of cyberspace [54]. The concept of proactive cyber defence models can use entanglement 
principles to overcome loosely connected events. Entangled cyberspace is an integrated approach for 
predicting cyber-attacks. It can provide a solid foundation for building proactive cyber defence models in a 
seemingly tangled space where there are always major correlations between the physical and the cyber 
environment [55]. 

To generate an efficient early warning system component, continuously adaptable to multi-dimensional 
realities and with advanced prediction capabilities, an analytical framework of cyber analysis must be 
introduced. This achieves the intersection and correlation of events from multiple physical, social, economic, 
and virtual layers [56].  

B.3.6 EWS Capabilities Using Heterogeneous Information Networks 
Open exchange of Cyber Threat Information (ITC) provides a complete real-time picture of the cyber threat 
situation. One mandatory step is to design a meta schema of threat information to describe the semantic 
relationship of the infrastructure nodes, and in second step, to model information about cyber threats on a 
Heterogeneous Information Network (HIN) is mandatory [57]. To do this, different types of infrastructure 
nodes and rich relationships between them are integrated. Next, it is necessary to define a meta-path and 
meta-graph infrastructure threat similarity measure (MIIS) and present a heterogeneous Graph Convolution 
Network (GCN) approach based on MIIS measurements to identify the types of infrastructure node threats 
involved. The Alliance’s security is only as strong as its protection of the energy sector. Any disruption 
affects the continuity of the supply chain and the effectiveness of the defence. It is extremely important that 
cyber threats in the field of energy security are properly and fully addressed. The Russo-Ukrainian War 
reiterated the importance of security in the energy sector and logistical capabilities at the Alliance level for 
the full preservation of NATO’s military mobility potential. Increasing military presence in the Black Sea 
region requires a strong NATO deterrence and defence posture, especially at the cyber and energy nexus. It 
ranges from strategic coherence and strengthening partnerships across the region to national and common 
capabilities deployment in the area.  

The contribution of new generation EWS automatic response through hardened AI and the use of virtualization 
of energy critical infrastructure can make the difference between pre-emptive efficiency and merely reactive 
measures if old generation EWS continues to be used. These new generation EWS should be used in Allied 
exercises to improve logistic support and integrated infrastructures. Dual-use critical infrastructures for energy, 
transport on land, in the air and on water and cyber can be modelled and simulated using virtualization and 
Artificial Intelligence which uses Machine Learning for increasingly accurate results. This ought to 
significantly increase the accessibility of energy supplies and the timely and effective military mobility to all 
contributing NATO nations in a broad spectrum of operational contexts (Figure B-3). 
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Figure B-3 EWS Emergent Technology Research Directions in the Medium Term by the 
SAS-163 Scientific Team [58]. 
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B.4 MILITARY INSTALLATIONS AND MICROGRIDS: MOVING TOWARD
CYBER-SECURE ENERGY INDEPENDENCE? 

Dr. Sarah J. Lohmann 

This section discusses the immediate threat to energy security on military installations in Europe posed both 
by shortages and cyber-attacks on host nation grids. It proposes that new technologies such as microgrids can 
start creating urgently needed energy independence, even if a host grid fails, and recommends increasing 
back-up capability in the interim. 

B.4.1 The Problem
Cyber-attacks on a host nation’s grid have wide-ranging impacts on NATO and US military installations – 
from interrupting aviation and communications, to stopping electricity and heat needed to keep 
operations going. 

That’s because the US military and NATO allied forces rely on host country grids and electricity to power 
operations. In fact, MIT did an assessment for the Department of Defence on the use of foreign grids for US 
bases operating OCONUS which “strongly recommended that every U.S. military base consider using host 
nation power” because “in every case, it was found that bases connected properly to host nation power grids 
would reduce the cost of energy for those bases, reduce fuel usage, and increase the base endurance” [59]. 
While the MIT assessment explains how it has come to the current OCONUS practice, this reliance has the 
high potential to compromise the US mission. 

The problem is, while relying on foreign grids saves money in the short term, it puts our national security at 
risk during a time when an adversary like Russia is actively attempting to compromise the Industrial Control 
Systems of grids in the United States and Europe, and partnering with China in targeted hacking campaigns 
in Europe [60], [61], [62]. This study found that advanced critical energy infrastructure warning and cyber 
threat mitigation systems currently in place in most NATO member states are not adequate to ensure safety 
and resilience when emerging technologies are being integrated into energy systems. This is largely because 
cybersecurity applications have not yet been created for the new emerging technology systems being 
integrated with energy critical infrastructure. As is shown in the case studies of NATO member states to 
follow in the next section, there are large differences between NATO member states in cyber mitigation 
capabilities and standards as pertains to energy critical infrastructure.  

Russia and its agents have successfully penetrated energy networks in Europe and North America and 
deployed malware to undermine critical systems and infrastructure in the target country [63]. It is worth 
mentioning Germany as a case study in Russia’s penetration tactics here, as Germany hosts more US troops 
than any other European country in NATO. According to the most recent statistics available, 35,221 US 
active-duty military are based in Germany, as compared to over 12,000 US troops in Italy and 9,000 in the 
United Kingdom [64]. In addition, there are 173,741 German Bundeswehr soldiers, with all but around 3,000 
of those serving in Germany [65], [66]. With Germany serving as a hub for NATO member troops, it has 
been and continues to be a hybrid target.  

Germany has been a testing ground for the Russian-based hackers Berserk Bear’s 
(https://www.cytomic.ai/alerts/berserk-bear-cyberattacks/) malicious cyber activities, from attacking a number 
of energy companies and attempting to intrude on Germany’s grid (https://intelnews.org/2018/06/21/01-
2342/)in 2017, to its long-term efforts (https://www.cyberscoop.com/german-intelligence-memo-berserk-bear-
critical-infrastructure/) to compromise the supply chain of critical infrastructure such as energy, water and 
power sectors up to the present time [67]. Germany’s intelligence services have warned that the group’s 
intension was to imbed malware permanently in IT networks, but also to gain access to OT networks. The 
same group conducted an intelligence gathering campaign on US energy companies, and targets industrial 
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networks [68]. The problem is compounded when a grid is aging or has lack of energy supply, as is the case 
in several NATO countries, including Germany. Germany’s Interior Ministry’s Federal Audit found in 2021 
that it is at heightened risk of grid black-outs through 2025 [69]. This is due to an aging grid and the energy 
shortfall as renewables are not producing enough energy to make up for nuclear plants being taken offline 
and coal needing to be phased out in line with Germany’s green energy goals.  

Hybrid warfare directed at an already unstable grid in the current environment could have devastating effects 
on Europe’s economic powerhouse. As mentioned in the introduction, in the months since the Ukraine war 
started, Russia has also conducted cyber- attacks against Germany’s wind energy companies. This has 
caused one to shut down its remote-control systems for wind turbines, another to shut down its IT systems, 
and another’s wind turbines to be knocked offline all-together [70], [71].  

For US military installations, which depend on Germany’s unreliable grid, and which have seen a 30% 
increase in force presence since the beginning of Russia’s war on Ukraine, the question is not if bases will 
see grid failure, but when, and how often, and for how long. Back-up systems and energy independence will 
be vital to mission success in this setting.  

Germany is not the only NATO country facing such issues, nor is it the only country hosting US or NATO 
installation in Europe, which should be prepared for grid black-outs to affect operations in the next 6 months 
to two years. A recent report by Microsoft’s digital Security Unit show that Russia-aligned cyber threat 
groups were preparing to target organizations allied with Ukraine as early as March of 2021. In fact, 93% of 
Russia-backed malicious activity seen on Microsoft’s online services in 2021 was aimed at NATO member 
states – specifically the United States, the United Kingdom, Norway, Germany, and Turkey. These included 
cyber espionage activities which could provide Russia with information on how the West would respond to 
the coming Russian invasion on both the military and humanitarian front, as well as targeted attacks on 
Ukraine’s supply chain vendors [72]. More than 40% of the Russian-backed destructive cyber-attacks were 
on Ukraine’s critical infrastructure sector, including nuclear and transportation [72]. Knowing that Russia is 
targeting the supply chain and critical infrastructure of Ukraine and its partners in NATO, independent 
energy resilience must be a top priority for military installations immediately. 

B.4.2 Potential Solutions: Renewables-Powered Microgrids and Mobile Microgrids 
This section will examine the benefits and drawbacks to microgrids being used to provide installations with 
independent, non-hackable energy sources. A discussion of microgrids’ usage and challenges will be 
followed by an assessment of lessons learned and recommendations.  

B.4.3 Assessment of Current Military Installation Microgrid Efforts 
Microgrids are an alternative source of energy for military installations as they can island – or separate – if 
the main grid is attacked. A microgrid is a self-contained power system confined to a small geographic area. 
Microgrids have been increasingly implemented on US military installations due to their provision of 
independent energy, cost-saving, and environmental advantages. In fact, while the US Navy plans for all of 
its major installations to operate off the grid for two weeks by 2025 due to its microgrid implementation, the 
US Army just announced a plan in Feb. 2022 for each of its 130 bases worldwide to have a microgrid by 
2035 [73]. Likewise, in the NATO Secretary General’s 2022 Climate Change and Security Impact 
Assessment, NATO listed microgrids as a climate change mitigation tactic to be used by militaries to reduce 
military CO2 emissions [74]. 

However, for the purposes of this study, our main research question is not focused on whether grid 
implementation saves money or improves environmental protection, but on whether it improves cybersecurity 
and energy independence. Specifically, the section begins by examining whether microgrids can provide the 
resilience military installations need when they island off foreign host grids, and if so, under which conditions 
they remain powered and cyber-secure. To answer this question, several case studies will be examined.  
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At the Marine Corps Air Station at Miramar in San Diego, the microgrid uses methane gas from a nearby 
landfill, photovoltaic and solar thermal energy, natural gas and diesel, and battery storage to stay powered. In 
the event of a black-out, the microgrid is expected to stay powered for 21 days, allowing flight line 
operations to continue. During its first Energy Resilience Readiness Exercise, all mission-critical operations 
were supported completely by the islanded grid on a workday ‒ through on-site fuel sources [75]. Miramar’s 
renewables have been shown to provide energy to the host grid, but not yet to the microgrid.  

In what was touted as the 2019 Project of the Year for the DoD’s Environmental Security Technology 
Certification Program, the Otis Air National Guard tested its microgrid islanding relying on renewable 
energy sources, such as wind turbines [76]. It was also supposed to test cyber-secure protection and 
operation of the grid while islanding. While Otis Air National Guard Base Microgrid was able to establish a 
cyber-secure interface operation, it was only able to do so while tied to the main grid. Its microgrid was 
unable to island due to regulations around the use of only one back-up generator being allowed to be used 
per building or mission, and the single generators experienced power surges beyond what they could handle 
[77]. If renewables are unable to be utilized while islanded with its microgrid, and cyber-secure operation of 
the grid is only a given while connected to the main grid, it cannot serve as a model in the current grid 
insecure environment in Europe during active hybrid warfare without compromising national security.  

Two other projects are worth briefly mentioning due to their high potential, though their islanding claims 
have not yet been tested by a natural disaster or cyber-attack. The Parris Island microgrid at the US Marine 
Corps Recruit Depot has a 5.5 MW of solar photovoltaic power and 4 MW battery-based energy storage 
system. The grid has its own integrated control system and can conduct islanding and fast load shedding 
capabilities. The load shedding and islanding is an improvement over the Otis microgrid. While the Parris 
Island microgrid’s islanding capabilities are regularly tested, the Department of Energy comments in its 
“lessons learned” that: “Cybersecurity is also increasingly important and should be considered and 
implemented at the start of the project” [78], [79]. If cybersecurity is not implemented from the first day of a 
microgrid’s active life, security has already been compromised.  

Finally, in what could be considered a model for future projects, a microgrid built for Fort Belvoir Army Base 
both included cybersecurity on the front end and successfully islanded. The cybersecurity standards of the 
microgrid met the Risk Management Framework, the National Institute of Standards and Technology Special 
Projects 800-53 and 800-82 and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation Critical Infrastructure 
Protection. The Fort Belvoir successful tests demonstrated something the others hadn’t. Not only was it able to 
island during normal workday conditions, but also during an unforeseen contingency event when a generator 
stopped working because of a large load. The microgrid was able to keep working without loss of power and is 
now considered to be a model for US Army standards, which call for bases to be able to provide for their 
mission-critical operations for 14 days [80]. One thing to note, though, is that unlike the previous case studies 
mentioned, the energy sources were fuel-based and did not include renewables. The Fort Belvoir microgrid 
included three fixed natural gas generators and four 400-kW mobile diesel generators [80].  

In recently published modelling research, the authors used the successes and lessons learned from bases such 
as Fort Belvoir, Parris Island, and Japan’s Showa Research Base, which isolated a microgrid in Antarctica, to 
simulate operation scenarios to optimize the conception and design of mission-critical microgrids used for 
military installations. Its test case was the Alcântara Space Center. There, the off-grid simulation showed that 
it would be possible to island the microgrid and still guarantee the power supply and operational security of 
the space centre, using algorithms to address the energy generation and demand balance and to deal with 
unexpected contingencies. However, launch campaigns were not possible without the use of dispatchable 
sources, such as a source of electricity such as a power plant [81].  
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B.4.4 Lessons Learned and a Way Forward 
These results underscore the research cited thus far, which is that each facility has unique energy generation 
and storage needs which must be considered when optimizing islanding and cybersecurity. In addition, other 
lessons learned from the case studies include the need to ensure regulations around back-up generators and 
battery storage fit with national security needs, to ensure that renewable technology can contribute power to 
the microgrid once islanded, and to ensure cybersecurity is included for microgrids even in the test phase 
(Figure B-4).  

 

Figure B-4: Concept of Operations for Installation of Critical Load Back-Up Power from a 
Mobile Microgrid. Used with permission of Douglas VanBossuyt, Naval Postgraduate 
School. 

One proposal to address the challenges of the unique energy generation and storage needs of diverse bases is 
with a mobile microgrid (Figure B-5), which could be stored and used for back-up purposes. While Fort 
Belvoir has served as a success story for the use of mobile microgrids, it did not incorporate renewables into its 
microgrid project. A study was done for DoD installations testing a standard mobile microgrid that can carry an 
average 10kW load and that could be transported in an International Standards Organization Triple container 
that is 8 ft. x 6ft. 5 inches by 8 ft. and is not more than 10,000 lbs. The design was modelled and simulated over 
the US Army’s 14-day resilience standard to see if the battery storage provided, together with photovoltaic and 
generator power can bring mission-critical assets back online during an emergency [82].  

The purpose was to see if a mobile microgrid could reduce fuel consumption associated with diesel 
generators, especially in situations such as large-scale combat operations to reduce a footprint on the 
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battlefield and so that there is a lower logistics demand. This simulation was examined to see if such a 
mobile microgrid could provide an immediate independent energy solution for combat forces with little 
access to fuel. The scenario provides power to supply formations, and the mobile microgrid is located with 
the division operations centre. When the operations centre needs to relocate, the mobile microgrid is 
disconnected, and the PV, the microgrid control unit and the Emergency Diesel Generator is loaded back into 
a flatbed truck and staged for movement [82].  

 

Figure B-5: Mobile Microgrid is Airlifted to Contingency Operations Location and can be 
Powered There. Used with permission of Douglas VanBossuyt, Naval Postgraduate School. 
Graphic originally published in: Varley et al., 2022. “Feasibility Analysis of a Mobile 
Microgrid Design to Support DoD Energy Resilience Goals.” Systems 10, no. 3: 74. 
https://doi.org/10.3390/systems10030074.  

While the system modelled did reduce reliance on the generator by 37%, and the study concluded that a 
standardized mobile microgrid has advantages that a customized single load microgrid doesn’t, the 
assumptions made in the study call for field testing before the mobile microgrids are used in combat.  

First, while both winter and summer data were used for the PV in the modelling over a 14-day period, it “did 
not conduct a detailed accounting of temperature, wind, and other environmental considerations” that could 
affect PV and the microgrid control system. In addition, the 10-kW load that the microgrid can handle is on 
the low end for what DoD installations need to carry [82]. However, the modelling of both the mobile 
microgrid, the Alcântara Space Center, and the very real successes of Fort Belvoir provide promise for the 
increased use of microgrids on military installations in Europe in the near future. 

https://doi.org/10.3390/systems10030074
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Before these lessons learned can be transferred to other military installations in Europe, however, there 
are three factors that must be considered no matter where the microgrids are being implemented:  
1) The regulative process; 2) Ensuring microgrids have the power supply they need to be able to 
completely island from the host nation grid; and 3) Ensuring that cybersecurity is built into the process 
from the beginning.  

First, the regulative process must be addressed. Part of the challenge with microgrids is their cumbersome 
approval process. The average amount of time for approval for a US microgrid project is 407 days. That’s 
because each entity that wants to install a microgrid is considered the same as a utility, which falls under the 
distributed generation facility regulations, with the same amount of paperwork as a massive coal plant [83]. 
This is short in comparison to the regulative approval process for some US installations overseas. Foreign 
regulation of the grid installation and maintenance of the microgrids and the high cost of doing so makes 
their funding and construction cumbersome, often delaying much-needed projects with red tape before they 
can ever get started. Microgrid code, power purchase agreements, and unbundling regulations can all stand in 
the way of a quick implementation of a microgrid.  

However, recent recognition of the regulation challenge is leading to a new legal framework. For example, 
within the European Union, nation states are not subjected to unbundling regulations separating the supply 
from the operation of transmission and distribution as long as they are serving less than 100,000 connected 
customers. France, Finland, Austria, the Czech Republic, and Flanders also have streamlined processes for 
gaining approval of closed distribution networks [84]. While additional NATO countries are considering 
creating streamlined regulative processes due to the current energy process, the US Army and others 
planning to use microgrids as their energy generator soon must calculate the long wait times for the multi-
level approval process into their implementation schedule. 

Second, power supply must be addressed. As the case studies have shown, while fuel was a reliable power 
source for the microgrids, renewables such as PV had mixed results and require more field study. While 
there have been gains in mixed use, such as wind and solar supplemented with diesel and natural gas 
generators, renewable technology alone is not yet at a point where it can provide the amount of power 
needed by installations [85].  

Beyond ensuring energy independence in the future, back-up generators are needed urgently at US and 
NATO bases now – and sometimes more than currently allotted. According to a Pew Trust study on energy 
on US bases, over the 20 years of a generator’s life, the average base has a 50/50 chance of experiencing a 
week-long outage, and it is very likely that a base will have an outage of one to three days. However, current 
policy only allows the back-up of “critical loads,” which often do not include R & D laboratories and 
industrial facilities, which would give the military exponential costs if they were not backed up [86]. 
Preparedness will mean assessing whether each base has enough back-up generators on hand to provide 
secure protection for the coming black-out seasons for the next four winters, and that they also have provided 
for the diesel and natural gas which they will need in the interim until renewable technology can be 
developed to power the microgrids. 

Third, cybersecurity needs to be built in on the front end of the microgrid process, or the microgrid, which is 
an independent power generator in and of itself, could become a target. A recent Naval Postgraduate School 
study warned: “microgrids can be a more attractive and likely target due to the importance of their mission 
and national security value” [87]. As shown in several of the US-based case studies, cybersecurity was not 
included, for example, in the design in Parris Island or able to be sustained while islanded at Otis Air Base. 
This is a challenge in the microgrid models being produced by NATO allies and European militaries as well. 
While many of these add an extra layer of vulnerabilities as their microgrids are connected to Smart Grids, a 
study by the NATO Energy Security Center of Excellence found that European militaries’ prototype systems 
for mobile military camps often lacked cybersecurity considerations [88]. 
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The study found that cybersecurity was completely missing from the design process in prototype smart 
grid systems connecting to microgrids in the prototypes assessed. Various military installation Smart Grids 
connecting to microgrid prototypes were examined which were being tested by Canada, NATO, the 
NATO Science for Peace and Security Organization, the European Defence Agency, and the Dutch 
military. They all had varying degrees of success at combining energy sources between fuel and solar and 
wind power. In these cases, they connected to a microgrid with a smart grid, which is a two-way 
communication system between intelligent electric devices to monitor and control the generation and 
distribution of electricity [88]. But without cybersecurity built in on the front end, a cyber-attack on a grid 
sensor could be “a single source of failure that can severely affect the safe, reliable and efficient 
application of renewable energy and smart grid technologies” [88]. 

B.4.5 Conclusion 
Tests and modelling of microgrids on and for military installations in both the United States and Europe 
show that if constructed correctly, they can provide soldiers with an independent energy source that can 
island from host nations grids – and thus limit exposure to cyber-attacks. However, microgrids themselves 
can become targets and put entire mobile military units at risk if cybersecurity is not built into the design 
of the microgrid. Renewables have shown some success at decreasing fuel dependency, but further field 
testing is required to ensure that this can be done safely and reliably. Finally, the main inhibitor to the use 
of microgrids on military installations in Europe is overregulation. If European countries can work toward 
decreasing this regulatory inhibitor, microgrids can be in place sooner to power NATO’s missions 
going forward.  
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B.5 CONCLUSION 

“Just as there is a hybrid war, there will be hybrid peace.” 

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky [89] 

As of this writing, Russia’s hybrid war against the Ukraine and its allies in NATO continues. Any lessons 
that Ukraine has taught NATO may be preliminary, but patterns have already started to emerge.  

1) The emerging technology environment creates additional vulnerabilities to energy critical 
infrastructure during hybrid war. As Section B.1 demonstrated, malicious cyber actors, whether 
nation states or cyber criminals, are taking advantage of the vulnerabilities created by an Internet of 
Things environment, where Smart Grids, renewable energy sources, and the IT and OT environment can 
be compromised remotely. This landscape has been tested and attacked in the early months of the war in 
both the Ukraine and NATO member states by Russian-backed hacker groups who have targeted 
satellites, wind turbines, and the technological processes of distribution of coal and thermal power plants 
[90]. In addition, Russian FSB officials have previously carried out cyber-attacks against energy critical 
infrastructure in the United States, including oil and gas, energy, nuclear power plant and utilities 
companies, giving Moscow the ability to cause disruption on a massive scale now [91].  

2) Russia is targeting energy security through cyber means in tandem with kinetic attacks. As the 
Microsoft Digital Security Unit’s report on Russia’s cyber-attacks on Ukraine mentioned in Section B.2 
shows, the current hybrid war being waged was planned long in advance. It included cyber espionage on 
NATO countries such as Turkey and Germany. Physical attacks on cities are timed with major cyber-
attacks on critical infrastructure, both in Ukraine, and in partner NATO member states. 
While stating that Ukraine’s cyber security teams are not afraid of Russian attacks on their power grids 
and nuclear sites, Ukraine’s cyber authority, Viktor Zhora of the State Service of Special 
Communications predicted: “This is happening for the first time in history and I believe that cyber-war 
can only be ended with the end of conventional war, and we will do everything we can to bring this 
moment closer.” [92]  

3) Russia has used information operations and malign influence and manipulation to create a global 
energy crisis in the lead up to and throughout the Ukraine war. This has in turn affected food security, 
the supply chain, transportation, and logistics, with an impact on NATO’s militaries. Whether holding 
gas and oil supply hostage or using disinformation to try to divide Allies or reframe their war of 
aggression, Russia has used the West’s reliance on its energy for its geopolitical purposes. As 
demonstrated in the case studies, its hybrid war is being fought with the support of China. China has 
helped materially to soften the impact of economic sanctions on Russia, helped Russia to track Chinese-
made drones being used on the battlefield in the Ukraine, and exerted its own control over the critical 
infrastructure and supply chain of NATO member states.  

https://www.reuters.com/article/germany-energy-audit-idUSL8N2LS2RC
https://microgridknowledge.com/army-microgrid-climate/
https://microgridknowledge.com/military-microgrids-four-examples/
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B.5.1 A Look Ahead 
It is clear from lessons one and two that today’s hybrid warfare will continue to target energy critical 
infrastructure. This study also found that the cybersecurity in place on energy critical infrastructure is not 
sufficient to protect NATO member states from attacks. This was true whether examining traditional 
infrastructure such as gas pumps and electric grids, or renewable infrastructure such as wind turbines 
or microgrids. 

It is therefore highly recommended that NATO member states prioritize investing in research and 
development on Cyber Early Warning Systems (CEWS) that include virtual modelling of energy critical 
infrastructure for early mitigation of malicious intrusions. As demonstrated in Section B.3, these new 
generation CEWS are meeting with success in labs from the United States to Romania and Germany. There, 
AI, and machine learning technologies have been combined with sensing and controls to locate and 
neutralize cyber-attacks. By using the virtual model of a natural gas pipeline and combining it with machine 
learning, cyber-attacks can be identified early and mitigated. Threat intelligence modelling and identification 
systems, based on heterogeneous information networks that use cyber entanglement capabilities are also 
helpful in this effort. The modelling helps visualize the strategic, operational, and tactical effects in 
cyberspace. While these methods are just in nascent phases of development, with increased R & D funding 
and implementation of successful prototypes, grids, gas pipelines and other energy sources can be more 
adequately protected from cyber-attacks. Any CEWS development must be in addition to anomaly detection 
monitoring in critical energy infrastructure. 

Second, NATO and the US military have stated their intentions to ensure installations are energy 
independent, and mobile combat units are not fuel dependent. Indeed, strides are being made to improve 
mobile microgrids. However, there is still field testing and research to be done to ensure that microgrids can 
use both renewable and fuel sources reliably. In addition, cybersecurity must be built in on the front end of 
the microgrid design, and islanding should be practiced regularly to ensure that military installations can 
support critical systems if host nation grids fail. 

Finally, NATO member states should free themselves from future malign influence and coercion campaigns, 
whether from Russia, China, or other NATO adversaries, by decreasing their energy and supply chain 
dependencies. Tracking and countering information operations through NATO’s Joint Intelligence and 
Security Division is a start, but fostering sustainable, non-hackable energy sources within and across the 
NATO Alliance will be equally crucial. 

B.6 CYBER ATTACK VECTORS IN THE ENERGY SECTOR 

Dr. Casey Dye 

This reviews four major cyber-attacks on energy infrastructure in Eastern Europe between 2014 and 2018. 
It describes common attack vectors, highlights systemic weaknesses, discusses attack severity, and provides 
potential solutions. Additionally, NATO should consider the possibility of an Allied Nations’ Early Warning 
System to provide the greatest universal defence against cyber-attacks to critical infrastructure.  

Part of establishing requirements for the energy sector is understanding its weaknesses. In this section, a 
sampling of the most prominent cyber-attacks against energy systems or infrastructure in Eastern Europe are 
analysed for their severity, exploited weaknesses, and attack vectors. Each attack referenced includes a 
summary, a severity rating (see severity scale for reference), a list of perceived weaknesses exploited by the 
attackers, and recommendations for improving said weaknesses.  

While these attacks do not illustrate the full breadth of attempted annual cyber-attacks there are several 
common factors which tie these and other cyber-attacks together. Most of this is seeded in the human 
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element and while hardware would have certainly helped stop or deter the attackers, the result likely would 
have been the same. This summary will show how supply chain and spear phishing were used to circumvent 
the network perimeter if one existed.  

These attacks could have been avoided by configuring a system to properly handle sensitive information. 
Every system is different and is reliant on external contributors for patches and support systems. Even the 
best systems surely have weaknesses which have not been discovered yet. To this end, collaboration and 
sharing of information is important. Early Warning Systems (EWS) are a promising innovation in the field of 
cyber security. These systems should help to eliminate human error by collecting massive amounts of 
information from a shared network, warning a system and its owners of an intrusion before damage is done. 

B.6.1 Most Common Attack Vectors  
The following list describes the most common ways threat actors gain access to a network. 

B.6.1.1 Phishing/Spear Phishing 

Almost every attack included a payload delivery via email. Though some of these instances only used 
phishing for the reconnaissance phase, its common success generates concern for how business systems are 
connected to operational systems, and the limited effectiveness and utility of currently implemented email 
security and firewalls (boundary defence).  

Companies must strengthen their architecture (segmented business and operational networks), include more 
aggressive firewall/ESA rules, and create more effective employee training/policies to better defend against 
these attacks. 

B.6.1.2 Poor Cyber Policy 

Policies such as disabling delinquent accounts or setting secure passwords may seem like common 
knowledge, but it can often be overlooked. Employees may find it easier to have a common utility account 
for repairs. These service accounts sometimes do not expire since they are convenient. This can be a massive 
security risk because a disgruntled employee or someone who gains access to an old password list may be 
able to gain access to this account. Another often overlooked policy is disabling old accounts. The Colonial 
Pipeline was completely shut down because a ransomware attack gained access to the network through an 
account that should have been disabled.  

B.6.1.3 Supply Chain Infiltration 

Two of the below attacks included potent exploits that took advantage of poor supply chain management. these 
examples involved an attacker not directly exploiting the energy system, but instead exploiting software or 
hardware provided to it by a third party. These methods of attack indicate a need to refine how new software 
(patches, updates, etc.) or hardware (network devices, ICS devices, etc.) is introduced to the boundary.  

Institutions need hash verification of patches, strengthened architecture (DMZ, sandbox environment, packet 
inspection) to accommodate foreign software downloads, scans of incoming devices, and a decreased 
reliance on third-party services like Internal Certificate Authority (ICA) to avoid similar vulnerabilities. 
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B.6.2 Most Common Solutions  
The following list provides solutions to the aforementioned problems. 

B.6.2.1 Cyber Architecture 

Entities must better understand the “position” of devices on the network. Sensitive or critical systems should 
be physically or logically separated from business or common systems. In context, the volatility of the 
phishing exploits outlined in this section, begs the question why hosts used to check user emails have access 
to operational systems or networks. Well-constructed networks should have segmented devices. With 
competent policy and network division, unrelated devices and users should not have access to devices which 
they do not have permission to use.  

B.6.2.2 Boundary Defence 

Ideally, a good boundary defence consists of:  

1) A solution capable of packet intrusion, detection, and prevention,  

2) Some amount of anomaly detection, and  

3) The ability to manage and scan emails, downloads, etc.  

The idea is to only allow safe, necessary traffic in or out of the system. In the context of this study, phishing 
can be severely mitigated with solid system architecture. A payload can be delivered via the email itself, or 
via a malicious link (requiring a user to click said link). With a strong boundary defence, malicious 
attachments are stripped (or the email disposed of entirely) and bad links are blocked by the firewall. Further, 
a capable boundary defence system may even be capable of preventing a successfully delivered payload 
from communicating with its command and control (C&C) server. This solution must be in place to restrict 
access to and from the system’s perimeter.  

B.6.2.3 Supply Chain Management 

In the context of cyber security, supply chain management involves exercising security controls that ensure 
the integrity of the resources accrued from vendors and other outside sources. These controls may be 
exercising hash validation against software downloads, sandbox environments to inspect downloaded 
software, scans of firmware existing on incoming hardware, and insourcing as to gain positive control of as 
many possible factors being introduced to the boundary. By applying a mistrust to any software or hardware 
incoming to the system, and minimizing reliance on foreign resources, an organization limits the attack 
surface present in the supply chain. 

B.6.3 Severity Scale 
The following scale (Table B-1) was used to rate each attack summary so as to quantify attack impacts in order 
to compare them against one another and, in future sections, to other analysed attacks (real or theoretical).  

Please note: these ratings were assigned based off of each attack’s potential. In other words, if an attack’s 
impact was minimal for no other reason than because of the attacker’s intent or ‘happen-stance,’ its severity 
was instead based on the attack’s potential impact. 
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Table B-1: Severity Scale of Cyber-Attacks Based on Potential Impact. (Graphic by Casey Dye). 

LOW MEDIUM HIGH CRITICAL 

Little to no effect on 
system or subsystem 
functionality. No 
loss of sensitive 
data. Minimal social 
impact, resulting in 
no policy changes. 

Some recoverable effect 
on system or subsystem 
functionality. Loss of 
sensitive data in the form 
of network architecture 
information. Some social 
impact noticed by 
officials and citizens, but 
little to no change to 
policy. 

Major impact to 
system functionality 
with inhibited ability 
to recover. Loss of 
important data such as 
patch information, 
network architecture 
information, and 
credentials. 
Noticeable social 
impact to include 
effects noticed by 
average citizens, and 
policy changes 
affecting alliances or 
strategy. 

Dramatic impact to system 
functionality with no clear means to 
recover. Loss of critical information 
such as personal identifiable 
information or classified information 
carrying the potential to subvert 
significant nation-state 
infrastructure. Dramatic social 
impact to include some amount of 
fear or unrest spread to average 
citizens, and major changes to 
policy, strategy, and alliances. 

B.6.4 Attacks in Review 

Ukraine/Poland 
GreyEnergy [93] 

2015 ‒ 2018 

SEVERITY: Medium 

SUMMARY: The Black Energy subgroup known as Grey Energy developed a specific form of malware 
known as ‘GreyEnergy’ that was tested multiple times on both Poland and Ukraine between 2015 and 2018. 
The attacks demonstrated the ability of the group to steal valid digital certificates, implying the infiltration of 
the energy sector’s supply chain (reminiscent of Stuxnet) (Table B-2). One associated attack also remotely 
accessed the automated control system and deleted information on servers and workstations (akin to 
KillDisk). Often, the malware was delivered via illegitimate emails (phishing). 

Table B-2: Attack Summary of GreyEnergy. (Graphic by Casey Dye). 

WEAKNESS RESPONSE 

The relationship between devices and certificates, 
specifically how they are produced and managed. 

Certificate management (ICA), or some other 
solution). 

The infiltration of attacks via email (phishing, 
spearfishing) highlights weaknesses in ESA, firewall, 
and employee training. 

Strengthening of email security and firewall rules, to 
hamper the ability for malware to be delivered via 
email. 

Improved employee training regarding phishing. 
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WEAKNESS RESPONSE 

How the purchasing of Industrial Control System 
(ICS) equipment works in the energy sector including 
a look at supply chain management. 

Validation of incoming equipment (supply chain 
management). 

Issues with Permissions.  

The malware was consistently able to clear files, 
directories, and important software as it traversed the 
network. This suggests the malware either gained 
admin access, or the network was not correctly 
utilizing the concept of least privilege. The malware’s 
ability to delete important objects may also/instead 
imply a successful privilege escalation attack. 

Changes to user account configuration and group 
policy to implement the principle of least privilege -- 
denying any permissions not explicitly required by 
user duty. 

Network architecture is currently too easy to pivot 
around. Some of these operations should be 
performed on utterly independent networks, or at least 
independent VLAN’s. 

Potential segmentation of “Business Network” from 
“Operational Network”. 

Recovery and Redundancy. 

When a critical system or subsystem was wiped, there 
was no means of recovery without physical access. 
Ideally, a system is resilient enough to have multiple 
ways to recover from failures and attacks with a 
greater degree of efficiency than this. 

Failover server or some other management device 
able to quickly restore a compromised device, as well 
as some deep freeze ability for critical devices. 

Alternate, reliable way to continue to manage a device 
that has been compromised. 

Poland, Germany, Italy, France, Spain, United States, Turkey 

Dragonfly, Energetic Bear [94] 

2011 ‒ 2015 

SEVERITY: High 

SUMMARY: Dragonfly (also known as Energetic Bear) refers to a cyber campaign against power supply 
networks. Dating back to 2011, these attacks have had one of two purposes: 1) Trying to collect data from 
power grid networks or 2) Causing damage to the power distribution systems (Table B-3). While these 
attacks were originally directed at the United States, the focus shifted to Europe in early 2013. Significant 
damage has not been publicly documented. Attackers delivered two payloads through remote access trojans 
(RAT). (RAT) ‘Trojan.karagany’ was meant to damage system functionality. The other RAT, 
‘Backdoor.Oldrea’ was used to collect system information and upload this information to the attackers’ 
network. In this way, its role was a more passive one, meant to complement that of ‘Trojan.karagany.’ 
Initially, access was gained to power grid networks via phishing attacks, but subsequent waves of attacks 
used the watering hole method and even compromised vendor websites (used for updates to power grid 
components). By compromising the I ICS vendor websites, users intending to download legitimate updates 
would instead download the malicious payload. Software from the vendors required administrative 
permissions to be installed. When run, they would install themselves in the ‘%ALLUSERAPPDATA%’ 
directory. Because of this, non-administrative users were able to activate the trojan, as this directory is not a 
restricted one. Furthermore, a key was added to the registry causing it to run on reboot. 
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Table B-3: Attack Summary of Dragonfly/Energetic Bear. (Graphic by Casey Dye). 

WEAKNESS RESPONSE 

Firewall rules were not in place to stop users from 
being redirected to the malicious websites due to the 
wateringhole attack (block by rule, allow by 
exception). Further, any normal browser should have 
detected the bad certificate offered by the malicious 
website. Employees should have been prevented from 
continuing to the site under these conditions. 

Certificate management, either on the part of the 
third-party site, or on the part of the firewall’s 
enforcement. 

Strengthening of firewall rules, to disallow the visiting 
of unknown/malicious sites (block by rule, allow by 
exception). 

Image baseline not in place. Systems could be 
compromised by modification of startup programs, 
registry keys, and other computer resources which 
should be managed by group policy. 

Image management, used in order to manage what 
programs are run at startup (deep freeze, host-based 
intrusion detection services, etc.). 

Infiltration via email (phishing, spearfishing): This 
implies weaknesses in ESA, Firewall, and employee 
training. 

Strengthening of email security and firewall rules, to 
hamper the ability for malware to be delivered via 
email. 

Improved employee training regarding phishing. 

Vendor Downloads.  

Improper supply chain management regarding 
updates. No mechanism to detect whether update files 
have been modified. 

Establish hash and download verification for all 
external/third-party downloads (supply chain 
management). 

Segmentation of download endpoint from rest of 
network (Quarantine, DMZ, etc.). 

The targeted drivers and updates that infected the 
network were for cameras and other network devices. 
Network architecture is currently too easy to pivot 
around. Some of these operations should be 
performed on utterly independent networks, or at least 
independent VLAN’s. 

Potential Segmentation of networks. 

The infiltration of one network should not necessarily 
mean the infiltration of others, and devices should be 
associated with networks based on function and 
necessity. 

Ukraine 

BlackEnergy3 [95] 

2014 ‒ 2015 

SEVERITY: Critical 

SUMMARY: As early as May of 2014, phishing emails containing malware for the purpose of 
reconnaissance and initial “staging” were sent to Ukrainian power plants. When the email attachments were 
opened, malicious actors began harvesting the credentials for the Virtual Private Networks (VPN) that 
allowed users remote access to control centres. In this time, information regarding the control system’s 
architecture and function was continuously collected. The ‘BlackEnergy3’ malware was likely already 
installed on the system six months before the attack.  

In 2015, the BlackEnergy3 malware allowed attackers to gain control of SCADA devices in the control 
system and overwrite their firmware, preventing any further remote control by legitimate operators. 
Supplemented by the KillDisk payload, this attack also erased and crashed infected computers, requiring re-
imaging, as all data was unrecoverable. This attack shut down power for several hours, but (speculatively) at 
the discretion of the attackers had the potential to do far worse (Table B-4). 
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Table B-4: Attack Summary of BlackEnergy3. (Graphic by Casey Dye). 

WEAKNESS RESPONSE 

The infiltration of attacks via email (phishing, 
spearfishing) highlights weaknesses in ESA, 
firewall, and employee training. 

Strengthening of email security and firewall rules, to 
hamper the ability for malware to be delivered via 
email. 

Improved employee training regarding phishing. 

The ability for VPN credentials to be harvested 
implies (potentially) single-factor authentication use 
for VPN sign-in, or non-encrypted sign-in 
communications. 

Stronger sign-on requirements and protections for 
the VPN, to include multi-factor authentication, 
sufficiently encrypted communications and public 
key infrastructure, and device authentication. 

The “persistence” of this access implies a weak IDS 
(anomaly detection), and potentially weak firewall 
configuration. 

Strengthened firewall rules and IDS to better detect 
and tear down communication between and infected 
device and its C&C server. 

The ability for baseline configuration to be so 
drastically changed remotely in the manner it was. 
The ability to change the firmware of a device 
locally from an arbitrary remote connection should 
be impossible. 

Potential application account, as well as a critical 
device specifically responsible for baseline changes 
such as updates to firmware. This account should be 
unused by any normal user, making it more difficult 
for the associated credentials to be stolen. 
Any change to a device’s baseline should require 
authority from this “patch repository authority” 
device. 

The targeted drivers and updates that infected the 
network were for cameras and other network 
devices. Network architecture is currently too easy 
to pivot around. Some of these operations should be 
performed on utterly independent networks, or at 
least independent VLAN’s. 

Potential Segmentation of networks. 

The infiltration of one network should not 
necessarily mean the infiltration of others, and 
devices should be associated with networks based 
on function and necessity. 

Issues with Permissions. 

The malware was consistently able to clear files, 
directories, and important software as it traversed 
the network. This suggests the malware either 
gained admin access, or the network was not 
correctly utilizing the concept of least privilege. The 
malware’s ability to delete important objects may 
also/instead imply a successful privilege escalation 
attack. 

Changes to user account configuration and group 
policy to implement the principle of least privilege -- 
denying any permissions not explicitly required by 
user duty. 

Recovery and Redundancy.  

When a critical system or subsystem was wiped, 
there was no means of recovery without physical 
access. Ideally, a system is resilient enough to have 
multiple ways to recover from failures and attacks 
with a greater degree of efficiency than this. 

Failover server or some other management device 
able to quickly restore a compromised device, as 
well as some deep freeze ability for critical devices. 

Network architecture is currently too easy to pivot 
around. Some of these operations should be 
performed on utterly independent networks, or at 
least independent VLANs. 

Potential segmentation of “Business Network” from 
“Operational Network”. 
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Ukraine 
Industroyer/Crashoverride [96] 

2016 

SEVERITY: Critical 

SUMMARY: In December of 2016, part of Kyiv, the capital of Ukraine, lost power for approximately one 
hour when the power substation Pivnichna was attacked by the malware, ‘Industroyer’, attributed to the 
hacking group, Sandworm. Industroyer is unique in that it appears to be engineered specifically to target 
energy sector systems and can take control of subsystems. Industroyer had multiple modules each with a 
specific task. The first module enumerated and scouted the network. The second module performed the 
Denial of Service (DOS) attack against the Network Interface Card (NIC). The third module ran commands 
to override system processes. And the fourth and final module deleted system files. Logs indicate that initial 
access to the system was likely gained through a phishing campaign which dates as far back as January 2016 
(Table B-5). 

From the public-facing side, the attackers were able to gain access to the management network for the power 
grid. Account permissions were modified by the attackers on December 1st, 16 days before the attack. 
Industroyer could cause substantially more damage than it did. The vulnerability exploited in this attack was 
caused by an NIC firmware issue for Siemens devices. Malicious packets could be sent to port 50000/UDP 
to cause a DOS state which could only be resolved with a restart. Once a host was restarted, Industroyer 
malware would move into the next stage, during which it would take over the system. From this point, 
Industroyer was able to erase system files and execute commands with administrator privileges or even 
under the guise of a legitimate user’s account. In the 2016 attack, system processes were overridden and 
control was taken by the malware but system files were not deleted. Power was lost for only an hour and no 
permanent damage was done, however Industroyer could perform longer lasting damage because of its depth 
in the system. 

Table B-5: Attack Summary of Industroyer. (Graphic by Casey Dye). 

WEAKNESS RESPONSE 

Patch Management. 

The exploited vulnerability was a known issue 
which had already been patched by Siemens systems 
in a June 2016 update, nearly six months prior to the 
attack. 

Patch maintenance, in the form of a repository, if 
necessary. 

The infiltration of attacks via email (phishing, 
spearfishing) highlights weaknesses in ESA, 
firewall, and employee training. 

Strengthening of email security and firewall rules, 
to hamper the ability for malware to be delivered 
via email. 

Improved employee training regarding phishing. 

Network architecture is currently too easy to pivot 
around. Some of these operations should be 
performed on utterly independent networks, or at 
least independent VLAN’s. 

Potential segmentation of networks.  

The infiltration of one network should not 
necessarily mean the infiltration of others, and 
devices should be associated with networks based 
on function and necessity. 
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WEAKNESS RESPONSE 

Issues with Permissions. 

The malware was consistently able to clear files, 
directories, and important software as it traversed 
the network. This suggests the malware either 
gained admin access, or the network was not 
correctly utilizing the concept of least privilege. The 
malware’s ability to delete important objects may 
also/instead imply a successful privilege escalation 
attack. 

Changes to user account configuration and group 
policy to implement the principle of least privilege -- 
denying any permissions not explicitly required by 
user duty. 

Boundary security system robust enough to detect 
and prevent the malicious packets being sent to port 
50000/UDP. 

Implement a strong perimeter firewall and IDS or 
IPS to prevent access to network devices. 

B.7 EARLY WARNING SYSTEM (EWS) 

B.7.1 Prologue 
Each of the above recommendations are industry standard mitigations, focused on reactive controls. In other 
words, these recommendations only begin affecting an attack once the attack has already begun. That said, 
no matter how robust these controls become, there is no such thing as an “unhackable” system. Once an 
attack has started, either a system is prepared, or it isn’t. In the case of a zero-day attack, more often than not, 
a system is not prepared.  

The most powerful supplement to cyber defence is information about successful attacks against other 
systems, developing malware on the dark web, and new offensive techniques and strategies. This kind of 
knowledge leads to software patches, signature updates, and new standard practices, all of which may thwart 
future attacks that use similar attack vectors.  

Conversely, this is also what makes zero-day attacks so powerful: they deny security personnel access to this 
kind of information by virtue of being new. Zero-day attacks, theoretically, can only be zero-day attacks 
once. After the attack has been used against some entity, its most powerful tool, obscurity, is gone. 
Unfortunately, in practice, this is only true if information about the attack is available. Otherwise, the attack 
may succeed on a new target, still obscure from its next victim. A major goal for security personnel then, 
must be striving to effectively disseminate knowledge from attacks as quickly as possible. 

B.7.2 What is an EWS 
As quoted from Early Warning Systems for Cyber Defence, an EWS “is an emerging area of research which 
aims at alerting an attack attempt in its nascent stages.” The word “early” here and henceforth will be used to 
refer to any time before a threat reaches its target system, and begins its impact. This can be during the 
attack’s development lifecycle, during the attack’s transit across infrastructure not directly related to is target 
(i.e., ISP infrastructure, etc.), or in the wake of the attack impacting a different target. 

An important point to make is the difference between an EWS and typical IDS/IPS systems as referenced in 
previous recommendations. Unlike an EWS, IDS/IPS systems “attempt to detect attack(s) using known 
indications of attack patterns (these can be either signatures or anomalies) instead of using generic 
preliminary indications.” EWS do not rely on the type of information zero-day attacks deny a system. 
Instead, they both gather that information and have a unique way of obtaining it. The advantage ends up 
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being that an attack loses its obscurity before it ever impacts its target and, in doing so, hardens the target in 
question. Though effective in practice, this type of system relies on a more complex infrastructure than 
typical solutions. EWS still largely depend on their ability to collect evidence of an attack. Obstacles to this 
data collection could be availability (i.e., a victim unwilling to share information), and the ability to collect it 
in the first place (i.e., the ability to mount sensors on key infrastructure points). This type of system would 
require massive inter-entity cooperation. It is no small undertaking, but it is not unheard of as shown in the 
example below [97]. 

B.7.3 The Great Firewall of China 
The Great Firewall of China refers to an initiative started by the Chinese government to control what 
information its citizens can see on the internet. This amount of authority over the private sector is effectively 
the opposite extreme of the United States’ relationship with its own private sector. The Great Firewall grants 
the Chinese government near-total control over what data is allowed in and out of its perimeter through the 
use of packet filtering, and extensive IP blacklists/whitelists [98]. 

For every comment that can be made against the extremity of China’s measure, there are two more that can 
be made regarding its effectiveness. A report done by the Harvard Kennedy Institute indicates that China has 
the highest ranked Cyber Power Score in the defence category. More importantly, their infrastructure is an 
ideal environment to mount the sort of sensors that an EWS would rely on. Not only would it provide 
uninhibited access to information entering their boundary (whatever boundary that may be), but it would 
have the advantage of being privy to any incoming attack before it hits its eventual target (likely deeper in 
the boundary) [99]. 

That said, this paper certainly is not proposing an initiative as extreme as the Great Firewall, but instead uses 
it as a point of reference. Rather than creating such a totalitarian system, Allied Countries should create a 
similar border based on inter-entity cooperation. Allied energy sectors alone could create a cooperative 
boundary across countries that would afford access to significant early warning data. Taking this cooperation 
any further only strengthens the effectiveness of EWS.  

B.7.4 The Challenge 
This paper does not attempt to address the logistics and analysis that goes into EWS. Machine learning/artificial 
intelligence is most certainly required for the kind of analysis necessary to differentiate it from IDS/IPS 
systems. This sort of analysis is hardly unheard of and is being developed every day. Acquiring access to the 
information required to make this sort of system work is the greater challenge. This kind of security, like many 
security systems, walks the line between security and privacy. Inter-country cooperation aside, countries like 
the United States face the obstacle of a public sector resistant to government cooperation.  

According to IC3 director, Donna Gregory, 88-90% of cybercrimes go unreported in the United States 
because entities are unwilling to admit an attack happened, let alone share the details about it. Because 
important data that goes into an early warning system will require victims sharing information about a 
zero-day, lacking access to it will severely hamper an EWS’s effectiveness. Further, a similar sort of 
cooperation is going to be required to mount sensors in meaningful network locations, and in cases like the 
United States, many of these locations are privately owned.  

The United States federal government owns less than 16% of the shares in the energy sector [100]. Almost 
the entire energy grid complex, consisting of 7,300 power plants is privately owned [100]. Further, ISPs are 
private entities as well, and will undoubtedly own choke points for network traffic. 

If companies were forthcoming with their information, it runs the risk of being exposed in an attack similar 
to the Solarwinds attack. Solarwinds was the backbone for many international organizations. We may not 
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know the repercussions of that attack for years to come. All the information for an EWS would have to be 
delivered through a collection channel. If a malicious actor were to get hold of the information, multiple 
systems would be at risk instead of just a single system and the risk increases as multiple allied nations 
become involved. Not only would this larger collection of data be the target of external attacks, but it would 
also be subject to changing alliances between included nation states. Espionage becomes substantially easier 
when you are freely given access to a nation’s vulnerabilities. To that end, careful selection of who is 
contributing and participating is imperative. It may ultimately be impossible for such a system to work on a 
multi-nation scale.  

B.7.5 Recommendation 
An EWS system absolutely offers the kind of advantage the energy sector needs to remain resilient against 
threats as noted in the above analysis. In order to create an environment in which this sort of system can 
exist, an initiative needs to be started at a governmental level calling for inter-entity cooperation. This 
initiative needs to outline not only the sharing of attack and network data between allied countries, but also 
between the private and public sector. Further, creating an “out of band” network to share this kind of 
information between key entities would ensure that as the EWS detected a potential threat, the information 
could be efficiently disseminated, ensuring updates hit potential victims before the attack does.  

While an EWS among allied nations might be impossible, there is still the ability to share information among 
allies. Several nations have already started sharing their cyber information. The United States, Japan, and 
much of Europe share common cyber vulnerability information. Untrusted nations are not given this 
information. While far from an EWS, it could still be the groundwork for more advanced information 
sharing in the future.  

B.7.6 Glossary 
Admin Access Also called “root permission” or “admin permission.” Describes a user account with a 
permission level that has little to no restrictions on creation, modification, or deletion of any files, directories, 
or settings across the network. Its name comes from the only kind of legitimate users who should have these 
permissions -- administrators. 

Boundary Where a network environment ends and another begins. All the devices within one subnet or 
network area. Generally speaking, the place where information would leave one network and go to another. 
In cyber security, a boundary is a grouping of network appliances and devices with a similar overarching 
policy or security level.  

C&C Server Host controlled by an attacker used to send commands or updates to a device infected by 
associated malware. A connection from the compromised host to this device is often required for an attack’s 
goal to be met 

Digital Certificates A crucial part of public key infrastructure that binds an identity (often a user or device) 
to the encryption keys associated with them. This allows a reliable means of identifying a host or user. 

ICA Internal Certificate Authority. A server internal to a network responsible for managing, generating, and 
issuing digital certificates. 

IDS Intrusion Detection System. A device which monitors a network for malicious activity. When 
suspicious activity is detected, it is logged and sent to an administrator or stored on a logging server. 

IPS Intrusion Prevention System. A device which monitors a network for malicious activity. When 
suspicious activity is detected, it will deny it access or move it to quarantine for evaluation.  
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Least Privilege A common security practice in which users and application accounts are allowed the 
minimum permissions necessary to complete their job. A typical plant operator, for example, would have no 
legitimate need of the ability to delete restricted files. 

NIC Network Interface Card. The device in computer systems responsible for communicating between the 
network and that device.  

Phishing Using a vague, fraudulent email to steal information or gain unauthorized access to a network. 
Designed to trick a user into executing malicious code, or responding with information. 

Privilege Escalation A method by which a user or application gains access to a group or user with less 
restrictions or greater privileges than was previously had. When being attacked, this is one of the primary 
goals of an attacker, as greater privileges also mean more power to execute malicious processes. When an 
attacker obtains this, it is typically via a means not intended by the system administrator.  

Public-Facing Describes an interface or “side” of a network the public can access. For example, when 
visiting ‘Google.com,’ a user is visiting a public-facing server hosted by Google. 

Ransomware A type of malware which holds a device hostage by locking down key system components, 
usually at the root level, until the user meets the demands of the attacker.  

RAT Remote Access Trojan. A piece of malware which gives an attacker a backdoor into a system. Usually 
allowing them to gain complete administrative control.  

SIEM Security Information and Event Management. A server which stores and manipulates logs from 
network devices. Allows for system administrators to view events on the network from a centralized 
location.  

SIEMENS A large German based manufacturer for Industry, Energy, Healthcare, and Infrastructure. 

Spearphishing Using a targeted, fraudulent email under the guise of legitimate personal circumstances to 
steal information or gain unauthorized access to a network. Designed to trick a user into executing malicious 
code, or responding with information. 

Wateringhole A cyber-attack where the attacker infects a website often visited by the victim. Either by 
redirecting to a fraudulent weblink or manipulating the webpages at the infected website.  
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C.1 INTRODUCTION

The Systems Analysis and Studies RTG SAS-163 “Energy Security in the Era of Hybrid Warfare” focuses 
on two main elements as already exemplified in its title. The scope of the literature review is bounded by 
these two key concepts, while it also investigates their interdependencies and relationships to other 
overarching concepts. 

A main motivation for this study is that the past decade has seen an unprecedented increase of hybrid threats 
worldwide, and it is a major and growing challenge for individual countries and supranational entities such 
as the European Union (EU) or the North Atlantic Treaty Alliance (NATO) (Dupuy et al. 2021). 
Furthermore, cyber as a hybrid threat has the capability and capacity to directly impact NATO’s operational 
energy security (Dupuy et al. 2020). 

A recent Google Scholar Advanced Search for the terms “Hybrid Threats” and “Hybrid Warfare” yielded a 
total of about 15,700 results, of which about 14,000 since 2014. This is a significant increase to the number 
of almost 10,000 hits given in a report published in 2020 by the European Commission’s Joint Research 
Centre (JRC) (Giannopoulos, Smith, and Theocharidou 2020). Overall, this confirms and highlights the 
importance of the topic on the global agenda and in different spheres, including politics and military, 
academia and private research and consulting, and the media and public at large. The specific 
methodological process used for the literature review is described in Section C.2.  

The main elements and contents of the literature review are briefly introduced in the following two 
sections, whereas a detailed presentation of the findings and insights is given in Section C.3 and C.4, and 
Section C.5 provides a summary of recent developments and concluding remarks. 

C.1.1 Definitions and Conceptual Developments
The term hybrid warfare appeared in the defence community with an article published in the US Naval 
Institute Magazine in 2005 (Mattis and Hoffman 2005). In the following years, Hoffman further developed 
the concept and defined hybrid threats as “a full range of different modes of warfare including conventional 
capabilities, irregular tactics and formations, terrorist acts including indiscriminate violence and coercion, 
and criminal disorder” (Hoffman 2009; 2007; 2010) but see also (Qureshi 2020).  

These recent conceptual developments were complemented by the recognition that hybrid and cyber threats are 
part of a megatrend that describes the increasing influence of new governing systems (Cagnin et al. 2021). 
Despite this fact hybrid warfare is nothing new, but as old as the Trojan Horse (Ducaru 2016). Numerous other 
examples have been stated, including the French Revolution and Napoleonic Wars, the Second World War, the 
Soviets in the Cold War, the Israel-Hezbollah War, the Israeli- Palestinian conflict, the Russian-Ukrainian 
conflict in Crimea and Eastern Ukraine, China’s island building in the South China Sea, etc. (Caliskan and 
Liégeois 2021). At the same time, it should not be considered old wine in new bottles because there are some 
new twists. Particularly in the cyber domain and the increasing threat of ambiguous cyber-attacks (Mazeikis et 
al. 2017). Furthermore, in a recent study that interviewed NATO officials most of them confirmed that hybrid 
warfare is not a new concept, broad and ambiguous, useful as a strategic communications tool, but of limited 
operational value (Caliskan and Liégeois 2021).  
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The roots of the concepts of hybrid warfare and threats are predominantly in the defence sector 
(e.g., operational and technological aspects) and linked to the geopolitical environment as well as socio-
economic / political / cultural trends (Mälksoo 2018; Cohen, Han, and Rhoades 2020; Giannopoulos, Smith, 
and Theocharidou 2020). Generally, methodological frameworks and techniques for risk and resilience 
assessment and management form an essential base for quantitative evaluations, modeling and scenario 
analysis. Furthermore, the performance of systems exposed to threats can be assessed in many ways that are 
based on different conceptual foundations. Therefore, a better understanding of the commonalities and 
distinctions as well as trade-offs and synergies between concepts is needed (Galaitsi et al. 2021; Galaitsi, 
Kurth, and Linkov 2021). 

Chapter C.3 is organized in three parts. It starts with an overview of the history, definitions and conceptual 
developments related to hybrid warfare and threats. The next section presents a discussion of the main 
implications concerning the concept’s operational value and use for policy and strategy development. 
Finally, the relationships with related and overarching concepts are explored. 

C.1.2 Hybrid Threat Assessment 
The statement “data is the new oil” has been first made by Clive Humby and has since then been repeated 
regularly (Palmer 2006). This analogy is often used in positive context, but it can also create significant 
negative impacts in the sense that data breach and leak incidents are the “oil spills” in the digital 
information economy (Neto et al. 2021; Hirsch 2014). Incident and accident data for critical infrastructure 
and the energy sector in particular are systematically collected and available from numerous data 
providers either publicly or by subscription (Kim et al. 2018). In contrast, there are fewer information 
sources and databases for cyber incidents, and there are issues with regard to lack of standardized 
reporting, difficulty in consistently mapping security indicators, etc., which makes it difficult to judge the 
completeness of this data (Neto et al. 2021; Romanosky 2016). Specifically for hybrid threats, the 
situation is even less comfortable in terms of incident data, although it is generally recognized that that 
there is an increasing trend, which is often exemplified by activities in Ukraine (Butrimas et al. 2020; 
Dupuy et al. 2021; Thiele 2020). Independent from availability and quality of data, it is of crucial 
importance that the applied analytical methods and modeling frameworks are adequate, transparent, 
reproducible and appropriate for a study’s scope and objectives because otherwise it is simply “garbage in 
– garbage out”. Consequently, a diverse portfolio of approaches and methods have been proposed for 
analyzing hybrid threats and applying them to real-world problems (Guikema and Aven 2010; 
Nadolski and Fairbanks 2019; Balaban and Mielniciczek 2018). 

Therefore, Section C.4 is split in three main parts. First, an exemplarily overview of existing and proposed 
approaches and modeling frameworks for hybrid threat assessment is given. This also includes consideration 
of their relevance for critical infrastructure protection and operation, policy and strategy development, and 
testing of emergency plans and procedures, etc. Second, an excursus on the role of insurance is presented, 
and how it can support and stimulate the deterrence and defence against hybrid threats. Third, this literature 
review also resulted in some spin-off research activities at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI), which are briefly 
described and presented. 

Finally, Section C.5 provides a concise summary of the recent developments to provide an explicit 
connection to the geopolitical developments since the Russian invasion in Ukraine in February 2022, and 
some overarching conclusions and recommendations are presented. 
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C.2 LITERATURE SURVEY AND ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY 

Generally, the goal of the literature review was not to establish just another bibliography with relevant 
publications covering the topics of hybrid threats and energy security, but to explicitly allow incorporating 
additional concepts taking an integrated nexus perspective. Having such a broad scope, the review can serve 
different purposes. On the one hand, it provides an overview of the current state-of-the-art. On the other hand, 
it can be used to identify lessons learnt as well as to derive recommendations for future research directions, and 
to support complex decision-making by policy makers and other stakeholders, which needs to be informed by 
risks (and opportunities) in its broadest sense. Particularly, it enables a systematic and comprehensive analysis 
of trade-offs and synergies, which is a necessary prerequisite to 1) Reconcile diverging stakeholder preferences; 
2) Cope with uncertainties; and 3) Identify and prioritize robust solutions with broad acceptance. This far 
reaching aspiration led to a literature database that has a much broader coverage than typical review articles that 
deal with the topics of hybrid warfare and hybrid threats in a narrower scope. 

The individual steps of the applied literature review process are explained in the following. As a starting 
point, several recent publications on the topic by NATO, European Union and the Centre of Excellence for 
Countering Hybrid Threats (Hybrid COE) were chosen. In a second step, a keyword search was carried out 
in Google Scholar and Web of Science. Complementary searches were conducted in the OECD iLibrary, 
NATO’s Science and Technology (STO) database, IEEE Explore, and Nexis Uni to ensure no key 
publications were omitted. The list of keywords included “Hybrid Threats”, “Hybrid Warfare”, “Energy 
Security”, “Risk, and “Resilience”, and was kept rather general and short on purpose. In this way, the initial 
set of publications was not yet constrained and reduced by a too restrictive search strategy. Next, a relevance 
judgment and refinement was undertaken, based on title, abstract and keywords, and if necessary, a full text 
screening to exclude publications that were not within the scope of this review. The final set of publications 
was then entered in the Mendeley reference manager that helps users to store, organize, annotate, share and 
cite references. For this purpose, a dedicated bibliography group entitled “Hybrid Threats” was created, and 
for each entry either the source file (e.g., pdf) or a DOI (Digital Object Identifier) /URL (Unique Resource 
Locator) was added to ensure that the original resource can be accessed. 

The complete literature database consists of more than 300 documents. It includes a broad range of 
publication types such as journal articles, books, encyclopedias, handbooks, research reports, conference 
proceedings, dissertations and student theses, newspapers and magazines articles, and official publications. 
This literature review is organized by topics and thus only contains a selection of the most relevant 
references for each of them. However, the complete bibliography can be requested by the author of this 
contribution. Access to the Mendeley database is possible by registration, but the number of subscriptions is 
limited due to maximum number of users in a group. Alternatively, the database content is available in pdf 
format through the ResearchGate profile of the author. 

C.3 EVOLUTION OF THE HYBRID THREAT CONCEPT 

There is no unique or commonly agreed definition of the term hybrid threat. However, this does not point to 
an urgent need for action, and it is not an atypical situation as confirmed by the following examples from 
different but linked domains.  

The concept of risk and risk assessment has a long history (Aven 2016), and already over 2400 years ago 
the Athenians assessed the risks before taking a decision (Bernstein 1996). In modern times, the Society 
for Risk Analysis (SRA) as one of its first actions in the 1990s established a committee that was supposed 
to define the word “risk”. It gave up after four years and stated in its final report that maybe it is better not 
to define risk: “Let each author define it in his own way, only please each should explain clearly what way 
that is” (Kaplan 1997). Despite this inability to arrive at a common and broadly accepted definition of risk, 
the quantitative definition of risk is often based on the idea of a set of triplets. Fundamentally, it aims at 
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answering three questions: 1) What can happen (or go wrong)? 2) What is the likelihood that it will 
happen? and 3) If it happens, what are the consequences? (Kaplan and Garrick 1981). To answer these 
questions, one has to establish a list of scenarios, and then to calculate a probability and consequence 
(extent of damage) for each of them. More recently, the concept of risk has also been extended to better 
incorporate aspects of uncertainty, knowledge, vulnerability and resilience to name a few (Aven 2011b; 
Aven and Kristensen 2019). 

Energy security is another example of a complex concept that involves many disciplines, including 
1) Engineering responsible for technical safety and sufficient capacity; 2) Economy concerned about 
functioning energy markets; and 3) Political sciences analyzing geopolitical security threats, among others. 
Thus, it is not surprising that there is no univocal and uncontested definition that grasps all aspects 
(Cherp and Jewell 2011; Ang, Choong, and Ng 2015). On the other hand, common elements in many 
definitions include 1) Physical availability and accessibility of supply sources, 2) Economic affordability, 
and 3) Long-term environmental sustainability (International Energy Agency 2007; European Commission 
2000; APERC 2007). 

In summary, the lessons learned from the still ongoing discussions about the definitions and concepts of risk 
and energy security apply to hybrid threats as well. This implies that we should not just aim for a clear, 
concise and complete definition, but it also has to fit the context, scope and objectives of a study, so that it 
can be applied and operationalized. 

C.3.1 One Concept with Many Meanings 
The first use of the term hybrid warfare is usually assigned to the book of Mockaitis entitled “British 
Counterinsurgency in the Post-imperial Era” (Mockaitis 1995). It took another decade until hybrid warfare 
received broader recognition, but it was still more a description of its characteristics than a formal definition 
(Mattis and Hoffman 2005). A next milestone was the publication of the seminal monograph by Hoffmann 
that on the one hand provided a detailed definition, and on the other hand led to a wide recognition and 
popularization among academics and military practitioners (Hoffman 2007). In this monograph, hybrid 
warfare is defined as:  

Hybrid Wars incorporate a range of different modes of warfare, including conventional capabilities, 
irregular tactics and formations, terrorist acts including indiscriminate violence and coercion, and 
criminal disorder. 

In the years after, two main schools of thoughts further developed the original formulation of the concept by 
Hoffman. The first research stream stresses the coordinated and combined use of regular and irregular forces 
under a unified strategic direction as major element of hybrid warfare. In this respect, the book edited by 
Murray and Mansoor provides a major milestone and highly cited work (Murray and Mansoor 2012). It starts 
with making the argument that hybrid warfare is a normal part of warfare in general since ancient times, then 
presents in detail nine case studies, and concludes with the key lessons learned. These insights are not 
completely new, but also confirm and reinforce findings of previous studies or general quotes like Sun Tzu’s 
guidance of knowing the enemy. The same approach to hybrid warfare gained additional support in 
subsequent studies (Deep 2015; Boot 2020).  

Proponents of the second research stream suggest modifying and broadening the scope of the concept to 
include non-kinetic elements and techniques (Burbridge 2013; McCuen 2008; Glenn 2009). For example, the 
hybrid threat definition by Glenn (Glenn 2009) proposes that an adversary combines the following elements 
in a simultaneous and adaptive manner: On the one hand, political, military, economic, social, and 
information means, and on the other hand, conventional, irregular, catastrophic, terrorism, and 
disruptive/criminal warfare methods. They major conceptual difference of this definition of hybrid threats is 
that it equally builds upon military and non-military instruments. 
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The 2014 annexation of Crimea showed that the activities of Russia in Ukraine did not fit that well with 
previous conceptualizations of hybrid warfare because one of its main constituting elements was covert 
action and deception, i.e., to create ambiguity and to enable plausible deniability (Solmaz 2022). This 
perspective is very much in line with the so-called Gerasimov doctrine that advocates a mix of military and 
non-military means to achieve political goals and aims to intentionally blur the line between war and peace 
(Thiele 2016; Cederberg and Eronen 2015; Jones 2014). Consequently, subsequent publications of leading 
Western institutions stressed the aspects of below threshold activities in connection with kinetic and 
non-kinetic methods to characterize hybrid warfare (NATO 2014; 2021; European Commission 2016; 
European Centre of Excellence for Countering Hybrid Threats (Hybrid COE) n.d.). The concept of hybrid 
warfare has continued to evolve and adapt to date, referring to cyber-attacks, economic coercion, 
disinformation campaign, election meddling, outlaw motorcycle gangs, and migrants as a political weapon, 
among others (Kuczynski 2019; Harris 2020; Deni 2017; Shedd and Stradner 2020; BBC 2021). A recent 
article by Jacobs and Kitzen from 2021 provides an excellent overview of the discussions about hybrid 
warfare in the last two decades (Jacobs and Kitzen 2021). 

In conclusion, defining hybrid warfare is not an easy task and more than an intellectual or academic 
exercise because the operationalization and application of the concept in a real-world concept is of 
crucial importance. Therefore, this section ends with an overview of definitions ranging from a 
pure battlefield perspective to achieving political objectives or just referring to non-kinetic destabilization 
operations. 

On the one hand, the US Army has adopted in many of its official documents either Hoffman’s original 
definition of hybrid warfare or some modified variants of it (Solmaz 2022). On the other hand, the United 
States Global Accountability Office (US GAO) clearly stated in a report published in 2010 that the 
US Department of Defence (DoD) has not officially defined hybrid warfare and at this time has no intention 
to do so (US GAO 2010). Another study concluded that the US has formally identified hybrid threats, and 
that the multitude of descriptions and definitions focus on the concepts form and function of a hybrid threat, 
but do not sufficiently address logic (McCulloh 2012). While earlier definitions were mostly battlefield-
centered, more recently non-kinetic means have come into consideration, defining hybrid warfare as “the use 
of political, social, criminal, and other non-kinetic means employed to overcome military limitations” 
(TRADOC G-2 2015). 

In contrast, NATO and the EU characterize hybrid warfare as a means to achieve political objectives by 
using both kinetic and non-kinetic methods, but activities remain below the threshold of traditional war. 

NATO provides the following definition on its website (NATO 2021):  

Hybrid threats combine military and non-military as well as covert and overt means, including 
disinformation, cyber-attacks, economic pressure, deployment of irregular armed groups and use of 
regular forces. Hybrid methods are used to blur the lines between war and peace and attempt to sow 
doubt in the minds of target populations. They aim to destabilise and undermine societies. 

Along the same lines, the European Union’s (EU) Joint Framework on countering hybrid threats defines 
hybrid threat as (European Commission 2016):  

The concept of hybrid threats aims to capture the mixture of conventional and unconventional, 
military and non-military, overt and covert actions that can be used in a coordinated manner by 
state or non-state actors to achieve specific objectives while remaining below the threshold of 
formally declared warfare. 

The definition of the European Centre of Excellence for Countering Hybrid Threats is rather similar to those 
of NATO and EU (European Centre of Excellence for Countering Hybrid Threats (Hybrid COE) n.d.):  
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The term hybrid threat refers to an action conducted by state or non-state actors, whose goal is to 
undermine or harm a target by influencing its decision-making at the local, regional, state or 
institutional level. Such actions are coordinated and synchronized and deliberately target 
democratic states’ and institutions’ vulnerabilities. Activities can take place, for example, in the 
political, economic, military, civil or information domains. They are conducted using a wide range 
of means and designed to remain below the threshold of detection and attribution. 

Similar discussions are going on in other regions of the world such as the Asia-Pacific. For example, 
the Singaporean defence minister gave the following hybrid threat definition (I. Li 2020):  

Hybrid warfare is ‘an orchestrated campaign to fracture the solidarity of the target nation through 
undermining its defences in civil, economic, social, psychological and military spheres. 

The concerns about hybrid threats in Singapore are mostly related to the fact that the country is surrounded 
by water on all sides with no natural resources and strongly depending on maritime trading, which provides a 
low-cost high-impact threat (B.C.H. Ang 2018).  

Despite the general lack of a common and universally accepted definition of the concept of hybrid warfare as 
well as hybrid threat, a number of main characteristics and key aspects can be established that allow deriving 
specific implications to make the concept applicable in an operational, real-world context.  

C.3.2 Operational Value and Strategy Development 
The previous discussion about the definition of hybrid warfare and hybrid threats clearly highlighted that 
there is a grey zone between war and peace. Almäng proposed to tackle this vagueness from a philosophical 
perspective (Almäng 2019) along an ontological and epistemological dimension (Almäng 2019). The former 
refers to the question if a conflict classifies as war or not, described by the attributes vague and non-vague. 
The latter concerns uncertainty where one or both of the parties to the conflict lack knowledge of the relevant 
contextual parameters of the conflict. The corresponding categories are transparent when both parties know 
all relevant institutional facts and opaque when it is not the case. Combining both dimensions leads to four 
different types of conflict, but only a non-vague and transparent conflict qualifies as a normal war, whereas 
the other three combinations are examples of hybrid wars. A conflict can also move from one category to 
another. For example, during the initial phase of the invasion in Crimea 2014, the Ukrainian government 
considered the “little green men” as unidentified people, but later on the Russian involvement in the attack 
became clear, meaning that the conflict was still vague, but no longer opaque.  

Similarly, NATO’s Allied Joint Doctrine demonstrates the evolution of hybrid war from a narrow definition 
under other threats in 2010, to a much more exhaustive definition under its own heading in 2017 
(NATO 2017; 2010). However, adding more details and nuances, also introduces a higher degree of 
vagueness as described before. Furthermore, the grey zone in hybrid conflicts can be exploited in different 
ways. The geostrategic momentum utilized by China can be attributed to so-called “offensive hybridism”, 
whereas Russia’s actions are associated with “hybridism in retreat” (Belo 2020). Finally, modern hybrid 
warfare provides a wide range of applications that can affect almost all areas of activity of a nation, and thus 
lead to harmful consequences in civil society and the military environment (Barbu 2020). In summary, 
hybrid threats and conflicts should not be viewed as a homogenous phenomenon, but rather require a deep 
understanding to identify the distinct tools and combination of techniques used by the attacker, so that it can 
be counteracted with diverse, tailored approaches linked as well to crisis management. 

Defence and security are areas in which there is an increasing need for action both at a regional and global 
level. The constantly evolving nature of internal and external security threats results in more complex, multi-
faceted, hybrid and cross-border activities, which are also influenced by technological advances and 
digitalization in particular (Dokos 2019). For example, the Global Risks Report of the World Economic 
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Forum as well as opinion polls like the Eurobarometer show a broad range of themes about which both 
experts and the public are increasingly concerned, including economic security, social cohesion, political 
radicalization and physical security (World Economic Forum 2021; European Commission 2022; European 
Political Strategy Centre 2019). In the last four Eurobarometer surveys, 77 ‒ 78 % of Europeans expressed 
their support for a common defence and security policy among EU Member States. The various threat 
assessments and surveys mentioned above show a rather good agreement on the types of security threats and 
risks at different scales (i.e., global, European, national), although the actual likelihoods and impacts may 
differ The main categories are (Dokos 2019): 

• External threats (e.g., great-power competition, regional conflicts). 

• Damage to critical infrastructure. 

• Pandemics. 

• Population movements. 

• Terrorism. 

• Natural and man-made disasters. 

• Organized crime. 

• Cyber threats. 

• Hybrid threats. 

A key aspect of hybrid threats is that they can be applied to a broad range of targets, such as cyber-attacks on 
critical information systems, the disruption of critical services (e.g., energy supplies, financial services), 
undermining of public trust in government institutions or the deepening of social divisions. Another 
aggravating factor is that hybrid threats often occur at the energy security nexus with many controversial 
issues. This includes reduction of foreign dependencies through diversified options like new pipelines, US 
shale gas, Liquefied Natural Gas LNG) imports or increased storage capacity. Furthermore, the global 
energy transition and the race to Net Zero will produce winners and losers at the global and regional level. 
In this context, key challenges for the future include the emerging technological dependency and know-how, 
control and availability of so-called rare, raw materials (cobalt, lithium, etc.), and increased (cyber) 
vulnerabilities due to digitalization and decentralization of the energy system and interconnected systems and 
services. For a more detailed discussion compare (Dokos 2019).  

The ongoing evolution of the energy sector with the energy transition and the digitalization of the whole 
infrastructure as the major trends has led to an increase and diversification of cyber threats due to the 
pervasive use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) and new data interfaces 
(European Cyber Security Organisation 2018). This makes the energy sector one of the three most affected 
sectors together with finance and ICT.  

In the context of hybrid threats, Industrial Control Systems (ICS) due to their nature and function are critical 
infrastructure themselves and need to be protected from both physical and cyber threats. Especially cyber 
threats have the potential to modify and disrupt their mode of operation, take the role of an information 
extraction vehicle, and ultimately turn against itself (Beretas 2020). Therefore, security policies need to be 
designed and implemented that not just protect against cyber threat, but also enable system recovery without 
compromising operation and reliability of often interconnected systems as otherwise cascading effects may 
occur. The portfolio of methods and tools that can be applied is broad and many already exist. Security 
assessment is essential, but it is recommended to complement it by safety assessment because both are 
different sides of the same coin and should not be treated in isolation. Assessments are also not a one-time 
activity in the sense that the Chief Security Officer (CSO) once per year reports to the board of directors, and 
then the subject is checked off. It is rather an iterative and repeated process that needs to be carefully 
designed and becomes part of the DNA of a company, organization, authority, country, etc. In other words, 
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it requires strong internal and external support from decision and policy makers and should be formalized as 
part of a comprehensive risk governance process. In particular, this calls for an integrated methodological 
framework that is not just focused on technical features, but also considers organizational aspects and 
supports a systemic and transdisciplinary approach, which allows identifying risk governance deficits and 
addressing them from a technical, human factor, legal and regulatory perspective (Aven 2011a; Renn et al. 
2020; Renn 2021; Sidortsov, Ivanova, and Stammler 2016). 

Hybrid threats are a continuous, evolving challenge, calling for societal resilience and a whole-of-government 
approach. They pose a major concern to NATO and many European countries since the start of Russia’s 
conventional and unconventional war in Ukraine in 2014 (Bajarūnas 2020) that also systematically targeted 
critical energy infrastructure (Butrimas et al. 2020). This is even more prominent since Russia started a 
full-scale invasion of the country on 24 February 2022 (Andrew 2022). 

Specific strategies and counter measures have been proposed to recover from hybrid threat events and crises 
in general (Wigell, Mikkola, and Juntunen 2021). On the one hand, risk mitigation involves the use of 
processes and policies to reduce the overall risk or impact of hybrid threats, which comprises three elements, 
namely prevention, detection and remediation (Steingartner, Galinec, and Kozina 2021). Similarly, the 
strategy of NATO to counter hybrid warfare is based on the three pillars prepare, deter and defend, which 
also applies to the cyber domain. Furthermore, a pragmatic approach is advocated, based on a 
comprehensive description and analysis of the phenomenon, followed by its operationalization through the 
development of a relevant strategy, instead of scholastic and conceptual efforts aiming at a unique definition 
(Ducaru 2016). On the other hand, resilience is understood as a complex process of adaptation and change 
(Wigell, Mikkola, and Juntunen 2021). In an operational context, resilience incudes both systemic resistance 
and general adaptive capacities (Tierney 2014). Furthermore, resistance can be categorized into physical or 
mental robustness and systemic redundance, whereas adaptive capacities refer to resourcefulness of society 
as a whole (Juntunen and Hyvönen 2014). Consequently, a whole-of-society approach to identify hybrid 
activity and to respond to hybrid attacks is definitively a meaningful and comprehensive approach, but also 
complex because a significant amount of coordination is needed between many stakeholders and decision 
makers (Giles 2019). Already a whole-of-government approach that “only” requires coordination between 
government agencies is a challenging endeavor, for which Singapore is one of few successful examples (Ho 
2018). Similarly, smaller countries like Sweden or Finland apply a total defence concept, while large 
organizations such as NATO have developed specific mechanisms for this purpose, for example the Very 
High Readiness Joint Task Force (VJTF) (Giles 2019). Finally, yet importantly, it is important to understand 
and acknowledge that the evolving cyber threat environment and Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) should 
support comprehensive strategic-political decision-making (Ertan et al. 2020). 

C.3.3 Relationships with Related and Overarching Concepts 
In this section, hybrid threats and warfare are put in the broader context by looking at their connection to 
and integration with related and overarching concepts. Although security is of paramount importance for 
every country and its people, there are other challenges, which modern society faces and that need to be 
coordinated. This of course also implies that there is no single optimal and broadly accepted solution, 
taking into account all societal needs and concerns equally and at once, calling for trade-offs and 
compromises. In other words, the phrase “the best of all possible worlds” coined by the German 
Enlightenment philosopher Gottfried Leibnitz does not apply to our complex and intertwined 
socio-technical systems. Inherently, such a broad stance cannot be discussed in all of its facets in this 
literature review, which is why the focus is on few selected topical areas.  

C.3.3.1 Energy Transition Between the Poles of Climate Change Impacts and Net Zero Targets 

The concept of the energy trilemma has been introduced by the World Energy Council (WEC) in 2010, and 
since then the associated, annual report has provided an independent and objective rating of a country’s 
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energy policy and performance (WEC 2020). The Energy Trilemma Index uses and indicator-based 
methodology to assess the three dimensions of environmental sustainability, economic competitiveness and 
energy security, and to evaluate and balance potential trade-offs and conflicts. Environmental sustainability 
is usually placed first because of the imminent and global threat that climate change poses to humankind and 
our planet. However, it is often defined solely as reaching net zero in terms of Greenhous Gas (GHG) 
emissions, which neglects other important issues such as for example critical materials, waste, biodiversity, 
toxicity, etc. Furthermore, future scenarios based on energy system models are looking for the optimal, 
least-cost pathways to net zero. Energy security was usually ranked on a distant third place, but since the 
start of the Russia’s war against Ukraine, it has climbed to the top on national and international political 
agendas as well as media and public interest. To put it simple, energy security is about “keeping the lights 
on”. Following the WEC’s definition, it aims to meet current and future energy demand reliably, withstand 
and bounce back swiftly from system shocks with minimal disruption to supplies.  

The energy sector and its transition to net zero with low-carbon technologies is facing additional challenges. 
First, it experiences unprecedented shifts in supply and demand, which are further accelerated by the 
geopolitical developments in the last few months. Second, the transition is shaped by the digitalization of the 
industry, which is both an enabler of resilience, but also a threat. In particular, a digital energy sector is 
exposed to various factors that can increase vulnerability to digital disruption and cyber threats. 
This includes: 

1) A rapid pace of innovation; 

2) Technological complexity;  

3) Data sharing and interconnectivity;  

4) Rising cyberattack sophistication; and  

5) The sector’s attractiveness as a cyber target (WEC 2019). 

Within a defence and military perspective, it has been recognized that climate change can increase pressure 
on the military sector to contribute more significantly to greenhouse gas emissions reductions, but there are 
also additional concerns that have emerged recently.  

For example:  

1) Effects of climate change impacts on societal resilience; 

2) Information warfare discrediting climate change research; and  

3) Lack of legal and regulatory frameworks for risk-informed governance of geoengineering 
technologies potentially deployed in the future by different actors (Briggs 2020).  

Furthermore, the case of so-called hybrid or “unnatural” disasters has been discussed that can be triggered by 
sabotage or military actions (e.g., intentional breaching of dykes by the Dutch Army and targeting dams 
during WWII, the Korean war, and most recently in Ukraine). Similarly, deliberate environmental 
interventions (e.g., herbicides, forest fires) to reduce the opponents “natural” advantages (Briggs and 
Matejova 2019). Despite this well-known history, the capabilities available already today and potentially in 
the future for manipulations of the environment and energy systems are unprecedented both in terms of 
variety and impact. Finally, there is also a growing relationship between energy issues and defence planning, 
and how this affects convergence of security, economic and environmental decision-making 
(Samaras, Nuttall, and Bazilian 2019; Kerber et al. 2021), which links back to the initial presentation of the 
energy trilemma. 
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C.3.3.2 Energy Security, Resilience and Hybrid Threat Nexus 

Modern society relies upon complex and interconnected systems that are often described with attributes 
such as socio-technical, cyber-physical, etc. These systems are exposed to a variety of hazards and threats, 
challenges and disruptive events that can affect their performance. However, the measurement of what is a 
“good”, or sufficient, acceptable, required performance is not straightforward, and can be characterized by 
many concepts, but the relationships, synergies and trade-offs between these are often not systematically 
addressed (Galaitsi et al. 2021; Liu et al. 2018; Fiksel 2006; Keskinen, Sojamo, and Varis 2019).  

Historically, critical infrastructure protection relies on a risk model that defines risk as the triplet of threat, 
vulnerability and consequence (US Department of Homeland Security (DHS) 2013; Moteff and Parfomak 
2004). On the one hand, it builds on earlier work by the Sandia National Laboratory on adversarial 
infrastructure risk (Baker et al. 2002). On the other hand, it is an extension and variation of the traditional 
risk model that represents risk as the product of likelihood (or probability) and consequence (Kaplan and 
Garrick 1981; Haimes 2009). Despite its broad acceptance and wide use in practical applications by 
authorities, businesses and many organizations, this tripartite risk approach for critical infrastructure 
protection has received some criticism. This includes issues to account for correlations among its 
components, non-additivity of risks, potential lack of optimal resource allocation, and elements of 
subjectivity and ambiguity (L.A.T. Cox 2008). Furthermore, national risk assessments for critical 
infrastructure often use risk matrices because they provide a simple tool for assessment of the level of risk, 
priority setting and management action, although they can suffer from several shortcomings when not 
applied with caution (L.A. Cox 2008; Duijm 2015). Lastly, another recent study investigated how well 
ISO Standards are aligned with current state-of-the-art approaches and methods in the scientific risk 
management literature. The authors concluded that industrial standards 1) Suffer from a lack of guidance 
on how to perform risk analysis, 2) Are not properly taking into account properly the scientific state 
of knowledge, and 3) Are not appropriate to manage risks of complex socio-technical systems 
(Björnsdóttir et al. 2021). Consequently, this highlights that the assessment of critical infrastructure 
disruption and subsequent crisis management is a challenging and complex process that involves many 
stakeholders, especially leaders from the public, private, military and non-profit sectors. It is crucial to widen 
the often-applied technical approaches to crisis management of disruptions towards a holistic perspective, 
including: 1) The institutional, economic and social context; 2) New and rapidly evolving challenges such as 
cybersecurity and malign influence; and 3) Establish a framework for core crisis management tasks and 
leadership (Stern and Nussbaum 2022). 

In recent years, resilience has been extensively analyzed often as an extension of classical risk assessment to 
achieve a better representation of both the pre-event (e.g., prepare, absorb) and post-event (e.g., recover, 
reconfigure) phases (Gasser et al. 2019). However, most applications are related to physical infrastructures, 
while the cyber domain is lacking behind (Hausken 2020). Consequently, cyber resilience requires a 
comprehensive and inter-disciplinary approach because it concerns a broad range of thematic areas and 
domains, e.g., infrastructure, management, policy, economics, insurance, and the internet of things 
(Hausken 2020). The authors propose that a comprehensive approach to cyber resilience should address 
seven focus points, namely: 

• Technical focus on controls, measures and recovery mechanisms. 
• Organizational aspects. 
• Human behavioral patterns. 
• Policy and regulation. 
• Learning from the past, but also adapting to the present and evolving into the future. 
• Collect and compile historical data of cyber incidents and their causes and consequences. 

• Advantages of cyber resilient actors. 
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Based on the above discourse, it becomes evident that the energy dimension poses a significant challenge in 
the assessment and management of hybrid threats and warfare, requiring adaptation and resilience building 
in specific areas. This includes: 

1) Intelligence sharing and strategic analysis;  

2) Political dialogue on energy developments;  

3) Training and exercises;  

4) Strategic communication;  

5) Involvement of the private sector rand energy organizations; and  

6) Close relationship between NATO and EU (Rühle and Grubliauskas 2015).  

The year 2014 marked an “inflection point” in the sense that NATO started to use the term “Hybrid 
Warfare” to make sense of new security challenges, and as a response NATO has referred to the concept of 
resilience as a countermeasure (Hartmann 2017).  

In a security and policy context, resilience has initially been viewed as an ambiguous term and a concept 
difficult to transform into practice (Hanisch 2016). In contrast, the focus in in disaster and community 
resilience was originally on technical aspects, which is sometimes also called resilience engineering (Gasser 
et al. 2019). These contradictory positions can be reconciled by applying a holistic resilience framework that 
does not just rely on technological and financial aspects, but also considers strategic, organizational and 
operational aspects as core resilience areas (Natale, Poppensieker, and Thun 2022).  

Coming back to hybrid threats in the context of NATO, the Alliance’s future strategic concept should be 
based on resilience as a guiding principle and a key element, which additionally can serve as first line of 
defence in an increasingly complex security environment (Hartmann 2017). For example, Russia’s hybrid 
warfare efforts are based on strategic thinking and several principles, including among others:  

1) Identify and exploit vulnerabilities using scientific methods;  
2) Apply unpredictable and opportunistic strategies;  
3) Implement hybrid threats over extended periods; and  
4) Conduct disinformation and fake news campaigns (Hartmann 2017).  

The same study also proposes resilience as a countermeasure that must comprise the capability to be 
prepared and to absorb shocks, recover fast to counteract and learn from experience. 

The past years have also shown that adversaries have actively targeted critical infrastructure of the USA, 
European Union and NATO, particularly focusing on energy, transportation, information and 
communications sectors to impact the defence industry and to undermine military capability and readiness 
(Evans 2020). The ongoing Russian war in Ukraine also demonstrates the pervasive use of computational 
propaganda by using algorithms, automation and big data as well as social engineering and its impact on 
critical infrastructure (Bradshaw and Howard 2019; 2017; Pollack and Ranganathan, n.d.). 

Moreover, current geopolitical developments highlight as well that energy security concerns are not limited 
to oil, but also concerns natural gas and nuclear energy, and even renewable energy sources have more or 
less critical geopolitical aspects (Hafner and Tagliapietra 2020). Its effects are broadly recognized with 
regard to the global energy transition and its relevance for topics such as security of supply, import 
dependence and resilient national energy systems. However, there are also clear and manifold implications in 
the context of hybrid threats and warfare. Furthermore, geo-economics is an aspect of globalization that is of 
outmost importance, while at the same time I strongly dependent on infrastructure, and in turn infrastructure 
is often spatially linked to multiple state- and non-state interests (Strobl and Borchert 2022). Last but not 
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least, this also includes supply chain resilience, since it is a key aspect in the increasingly complex and 
interconnected global context in which countries, businesses and other entities operate, and which ultimately 
affects society as a whole. A recent study demonstrated this for the COVID-19 pandemic, but its key 
findings can also be considered relevant for hybrid threats (Golan, Jernegan, and Linkov 2020). Similarly, 
other studies have analyzed resilience of critical infrastructure in the context of stress testing and compound 
threats (Wells et al. 2022; Linkov et al. 2022). 

In summary, a comprehensive framework to strengthen resilience for countering hybrid threats needs 
exceptional efforts and international coordination to develop and implement a more specific set of measures 
and policies, which are then also effectively put into action. Best practices and a model of preparedness 
based on the concepts of whole-of-government, whole-of-society, and strategic, operational and societal 
resilience can play a key role in such initiatives (Wigell, Mikkola, and Juntunen 2021). 

C.4 APPROACHES FOR HYBRID THREAT ASSESSMENT 

The operationalization of the hybrid threat concept requires that transparent and consistent analytical 
approaches and methods are developed, tested, and applied in a real-world environment to support strategic 
decision. A comprehensive overview of methodological approaches and modeling frameworks is outside the 
scope of this conceptual review on the thematic complex of hybrid threats. Nevertheless, the following 
sections provide a concise overview of current state-of-the-art frameworks and methodological approaches, 
and the references cited can be used as a starting point for more detailed information on this thematic area. 

C.4.1 Approaches and Modeling Frameworks 
Recently, the Joint Research Centre (JRC) of the European Commission (EC) and the European Centre of 
Excellence for Countering Hybrid Threats (Hybrid COE) have jointly developed a conceptual model for 
characterizing Hybrid Threats, and subsequently analyze them by means of a methodological framework 
(Giannopoulos, Smith, and Theocharidou 2020). The model combines a narrative and visual representation, 
which builds upon four main pillars. These are actors, domains, tools and phases, and additionally links 
between them are identified. Overall, it provides a flexible framework or blueprint that can be adapted to the 
requirements of individual EU and/or NATO member states. Lastly, the associated methodological framework 
has been applied to a number of case studies to assess its analytical value and usability under real-world 
conditions. This conceptual model has also been used as a starting point to develop an indicator-based approach 
to assess the resilience of the European natural gas network against hybrid threats (see Section C.4.3). 

In the USA, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) has been established as a direct consequence of 
the 9/11 attacks, and is responsible for critical infrastructure protection, covering aspects of risk, security and 
more recently resilience (Doty 2015). In 2018, the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) 
was created to lead the cybersecurity and infrastructure security programs, operations, and policy through its 
key mission areas, namely cybersecurity, infrastructure security, and emergency communications (CISA 
2021). Similarly, NATO has founded several Centres of Excellence (COE) that address and analyze topics 
related to the nexus of energy security, cybersecurity and hybrid threats. This includes the NATO Energy 
Security Centre of Excellence (ENSEC COE) (Butrimas 2021), the European Centre of Excellence 
Countering Hybrid Threats (Hybrid COE) (Mumford 2020) the NATO Strategic Communications Centre of 
Excellence (NATO Stratcom COE 2020), and the NATO accredited Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of 
Excellence (CCDCOE) (Štrucl 2021). More recently, an Indo-Pacific hybrid threat center has been proposed 
(Seebeck, Williams, and Wallis 2022).  

In the context of hybrid threats, specific areas have become a major concern for governments, authorities, 
and the military, but also received increased attention by the media and public in the past years. Few selected 
examples include the following: 
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• Information warfare or malign influence, which through disinformation, cognitive hacking and other 
social engineering techniques aimed at creating uncertainty, ambiguity and fear that in turn foster 
destabilization and influencing democracies (Dowse and Bachmann 2022). 

• In the past years, the Arctic security environment has seen “a return to great-power competition” due 
to geostrategic interests, potential vast deposits of mineral resources and raw materials, but also 
discussions around the themes of hybrid threats or grey-zone warfare (Grätz 2012; Alessa et al. 2021; 
Østhagen 2019). 

• The Black Sea region is another area where the competition of Russia and the West about the future 
of Europe takes place. The Russian strategy is a perfect example for a hybrid approach by 
employing a variety of non-military and military instruments to advance its goals, which requires a 
sustainable Western strategy to counter Russian aggression, protect common interests, and foster 
regional stability (Flanagan et al. 2020). 

• Another area of active development concerns cyber information sharing models and information 
management frameworks to identify crucial factors, which support the establishment of early 
warning systems (Simola 2021; Cullen and Wegge 2022). 

• Last but not least, preparation for, identification of and response to hybrid threats from state actors 
pose a major challenge because both the number of activities as well as their level sophistication 
have substantially increased over the last years, and the likely sabotage attacks that caused the North 
Stream gas leaks are just the most recent and prominent example for this trend (Speranza 2020; 
Siddi 2020; Plucinska 2022). 

Concerning cybersecurity, a study by Homeland Security Systems Engineering and Development Institute 
carried out a survey and comparative assessment of cyber threat modeling frameworks and extended an 
existing framework to serve as a basis for cyber threat modeling for a variety of purposes 
(Bodeau, McCollum, and Fox 2018). In particular, the comparison included threat modeling frameworks 
(NIST, CBEST, COBIT-5), threat modeling approaches (STRIDE, DREAD, OCTAVE, TARA), specific 
threat models such as enterprise-neutral (ATT&CK, CAPEC) and enterprise-oriented (TARA, NSCSAR). 
Lastly, this study proposed an initial framework and high-level model, tailored from NIST SP 800-30R1 and 
drawing from numerous other surveyed sources, for use by the Next Generation Cyber Infrastructure (NGCI) 
Apex program.  

Other notable model developments in the cybersecurity domain include the following examples.  

• The threat Operating Model (TOM) that applies data analytic approaches to facilitate automated risk 
assessment, and hence achieve the early warning of likely cyber-attacks. (Bo et al. 2019).  

• Defending a cyber-system and especially the effect of an early warning mechanism on the system 
reliability has become of vital importance because of the increasing reliance on networks (Chen, Xu, 
and Shi 2018).  

• The reliable functioning of a country’s critical infrastructure has led to numerous sectoral 
cybersecurity models, e.g., for oil and natural gas (DOE 2014).  

• The European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity and Gas (ENTSO-E 
and ENTSO-G) regularly publish a joint scenario report for the whole energy system that provides 
an assessment of the infrastructure from an integrated systems perspective (ENTSO-E and 
ENTSO-G 2022). 

• The Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) has proposed a selection of key indicators for the 
financial that can be collected and tracked through time (Goh et al. 2020). These include event 
studies, Value-at-Risk (VaR), custom surveys, structured presentation via a cyber-RAM (Risk 
Assessment Matrix) and financial-cyber network maps. Some of them could also be adapted so that 
they can be applied to hybrid threat assessment. 
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Although, the development of sophisticated, state-of-the-art frameworks and methodological approaches is a 
crucial part to deter and counter hybrid threats, it needs to be embedded in a broader portfolio of operational, 
strategic and policy measures. The European Union has designed a portfolio of countermeasures against 
hybrid threats that includes both an external view on ongoing crises at its Eastern and Southern 
neighborhoods, and inward focused measures to secure the EU’s borders, critical infrastructure and 
information environment, which is vital for Europe’s digital economy, as well as its cyber, maritime, space 
and energy domains (Fiott and Parkes 2019). Another important pillar concerns the understanding and 
processing of social media data that is of high strategic importance for security applications (Dragos, 
Forrester, and Rein 2020). The extremely voluminous and noisy data together with fast changes in topics 
pose a tremendous challenge to mining of social streams and analyzing its dynamics, but this study describes 
three main approaches, namely 1) Machine learning techniques; 2) Semantic-driven algorithms; and  
3) Indicators from sociology, linguistics and authority-provided inputs. Most commonly supervised machine 
learning is used to perform text analysis. However, the disconnected use of machine learning models and 
semantic-driven approaches has several weaknesses, including the utility and accuracy of methods and 
techniques applied. 

Finally, all of these analytical activities need to be transferred to a real-world context. This need to train 
decision makers has been recognized for long time, for example for emergency management of natural 
disasters, large-scale industrial accidents and malicious activities (Crichton, Flin, and Rattray 2000). There 
are diverse approaches and methods, including for example: 

1) Tactical Decision Games (TDG) to practice non-technical skills relevant in an emergency situation, 
but they are not script-driven, i.e., no limits exist with regard to the decisions that can be made. 

2) Table-top exercises (TTX) involve key personnel / teams that in an informal, discussion-based 
setting discuss their roles and responses during an emergency using one or more simulated example 
scenarios to assess plans, policies and procedures. 

3) Full-Scale Exercises (FSE) are at the other end of the spectrum and comprise a multi-agency, 
multi-jurisdictional and multi-disciplinary exercise that involve both functional (e.g., joint field 
office, emergency operation centers, etc.) and “boots on the ground” response (e.g., firefighters 
decontaminating mock victims). 

A more detailed overview and description of the different types of discussion-based and operations-based 
exercises can be found in the following DHS publication (DHS 2007). 

C.4.2 Role and Contribution of Insurance 
At a first glance, insurance may not seem to be connected to cybersecurity and hybrid threats, but it can play a 
crucial role in the mitigation of direct and indirect financial impacts, promote increased preparedness, and 
similar to academia provide cross-fertilization to develop better analytical models for the assessment of hybrid 
threats. Therefore, this section offers a short introduction on ongoing activities and trends in this sector. 

Modern society becomes increasingly dependent on both information technology (IT; data and flow of 
digital information) and operational technology (OT; operation of physical processes and the machinery 
used) and related services. Therefore, the risk management of cyber incidents is of pivotal importance, and 
cyber insurance is one tool among others (Franke and Draeger 2019). The authors of this study propose two 
simple models, i.e., one that looks at the impact on aggregated claims cost (insurers perspective) and one that 
considers the impacts of limited incident management capacity (insured’s perspective). Furthermore, various 
methods and key performance indicators from the financial sector (e.g., Value-at-Risk) have been proposed 
and applied within a cyber-risk context. On the one hand, they can be helpful to improve cyber management 
strategies, and on the other hand, they provide instruments for insurance companies to price cyber insurance 
contracts, and to set minimum capital requirements defined by the regulators. 
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In a broader context, cyber risks are of critical importance because the online connection and 
(inter)dependencies of infrastructure and services is increasing at an unprecedented speed. However, the 
assessment and management of cyber risks poses a very difficult task because data on both near -misses and 
successful attacks as well as corresponding losses are scarcely disclosed (Giudici and Raffinetti 2021). 
Furthermore, there are few loss models for cyber data, and none for ordinal cyber-risk data. Therefore, the 
authors of this study developed a rank-based statistical model that is simple to implement and interpret when 
applied to real-world conditions. While this approach is feasible if only ordinal severity levels of 
cyber-attacks are available, efforts within (re)insurance aim at the development of full-scope, quantitative 
accumulation risk models. While this is well-known and established for natural hazards, it is still at a rather 
early stage for cyber risks. 

Overall, the rapidly changing and evolving cyber landscape and in particular the associated digitalization 
of modern society has led to a substantially broader range of threats and vulnerabilities (Carter, Pain, and 
Enoizi 2022). Not surprisingly, ransomware and supply chain attacks in particular have become more 
frequent during the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, and with them wider recognition of the potential for 
large-scale economic disruption from malicious cyber incidents. The report also makes the following 
statements. First, a dedicated market for cyber insurance has developed, and a wider class of risks is 
covered, including first- and third-party losses. Second, accumulated losses of some cyber risks caused by 
malicious cyber activities may go beyond the capacity of the private (re)insurance sector. Third, this raises 
the question if additional mechanisms involving governments and/or Public-Private-Partnerships (PPP) 
may be needed to finance extreme cyber risks. Ultimately, some form of government backstop or PPP to 
finance extreme cyber risks will be needed. 

C.4.3 Spin-Off Activities of the Literature Review 
Within the Future Resilient Systems (FRS) program of the Singapore ETH Centre (SEC) the Technology 
Assessment Group of the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) started to analyze the resilience of the European 
natural gas network using complex network analysis. This resulted in publications on assessing the 
performance of the network for selected supply disruption scenarios and the potential role of storage 
facilities (Lustenberger et al. 2019). Furthermore, a case study of the regional distribution natural gas 
network for the Greater Leipzig area was carried out to simulate the recovery dynamics after a shock event 
(e.g., flood) (Kyriakidis et al. 2018). 

In the past two years, this analysis of the European natural gas network has been extended to achieve a better 
understanding of its exposure to hybrid threats, and how potential impacts can be evaluated at the policy level 
and for individual countries. Conceptually, this research built upon the conceptual framework that has been 
proposed in a joint report by the European Commission’s Joint Research Centre (JRC) and the European Centre 
of Excellence for Countering Hybrid Threats (Hybrid COE) (Giannopoulos, Smith, and Theocharidou 2020).  

Specifically for this study, a comprehensive set of indicators has been established and quantified, categorized 
into four major resilience dimensions, namely i) Infrastructure; ii) Socio-economic; iii) Political; and iv) 
External factors. While the infrastructure indicators were making use of the previously described complex 
network analysis, the indicators for the other dimensions were based on data from trusted, reliable and publicly 
available sources from international organizations and national authorities. The indicator-based approach has 
then been complemented with a synergy of Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) methods to assess the 
resilience and energy security performance in the context of hybrid threats. A unique feature is that it applies a 
transparent and comprehensive methodological approach, including an interactive and iterative exchange 
between the analyst and decision maker (Siskos and Tsotsolas 2015; Siskos and Burgherr 2021). The main 
objectives were threefold: 

• Elicitation of preferences from different decision makers. 

• Identification of potential changes in preferences due to recent geopolitical events. 
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• Comparison of 35 European countries with regard to their resilience and energy security 
performance against hybrid threats. 

• Assessment of the robustness of the country ranking. 

The main conclusions of this study can be summarized as follows. 
• Development and implementation of a transparent and consistent methodological framework that 

facilitates interaction between analyst and decision maker. 
• Consideration of different decision makers, which is essential to account for trade-offs and synergies 

between indicators, and to assess the robustness of the ranking.  
• Overall, preliminary results show that indicators from the infrastructure and socio-economic 

dimensions are most important, followed by the external factors, whereas the political dimension 
played a minor role. 

• This finding highlights the importance of a combined energy security and cyber-physical systems 
perspective.  

• The composite Hybrid Threat Index (HTR) provides an easy and straightforward measure for the 
comparative evaluation of the European natural gas network in the context of hybrid threats at the 
country level.  

• Furthermore, it can help to increase understanding and trust among diverse stakeholders 
(e.g., industry, authorities, political decision makes and the public). 

• Ultimately, it contributes to identify areas for improvement at a national level and influence the 
development of new initiatives and policies. 

So far, this research has resulted in two publications. While the first one focused on the methodological 
framework and the development of the indicator system (Burgherr et al. 2021), the second one presents 
preliminary results based on inputs from different decision makers (Burgherr et al. 2022). An article in a 
peer-reviewed scientific journal with extended and final results is expected for 2023. 

C.5 RECENT DEVELOPMENTS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS  

This literature review has been revisited and expanded over the past months to incorporate aspects that after 
the Russian invasion in the Ukraine have newly emerged or received greater attention with regard to hybrid 
threats. Nevertheless, selected topics deserve to be mentioned explicitly in this final section. 

• The dependencies on fossil fuel imports and particularly supply chain risks are a major weakness of 
many European countries (Axon and Darton 2021). 

• The Ukraine war has also highlighted the potential collateral damage of cyberwar activities on 
energy infrastructure (e.g., disruption of communication services for monitoring and controlling) in 
the short-term (Willhuhn 2022), while its long-term and far-reaching impacts are uncontested, but 
associated with high uncertainties and great risks (Benton et al. 2022).  

• Furthermore, disinformation as a hybrid threat has received even more attention with the war in 
Ukraine than before (Raemdonck, and Meyer 2022). 

• Finally, articles published since the beginning of the war highlight aspects such as a common 
external energy security policy (Misik 2022), the choice between two contrary strategies of national 
energy security vs. acceleration of energy transition (Żuk and Żuk 2022), and the threat to European 
biodiversity due to policy responses focusing on food and energy security (Strange et al. 2022), 
among others. 
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In the following, selected conclusions and recommendations are presented as final outcome of this 
literature review. 

The review found and confirmed that hybrid threats are a complex and complicated topical area with a broad 
scope, diverse and partially controversial objectives, a need for inter- and transdisciplinary assessment, 
potential impacts in many critical infrastructure domains that are also (partially) interdependent, and 
involvement of diverse stakeholders and decision makers. Therefore, it is rather clear that no “one-fits-all” 
approach can be applied, but that an overarching, conceptual framework – such as the one put forward by the 
EC’s JRC and Hybrid COE – needs to be complemented by a tailored methodological approach to account 
for the specific objectives of case study, and that the results, conclusions and recommendations provide 
direct value in an operational and tactical systems environment as well as for strategy and policy 
development and implementation. 

Therefore, the following, final statements and recommendations are rather general and are not just applicable 
in a hybrid threat context, but useful for any activity requiring a holistic and risk and resilience assessment 
and management process that is part of an overarching conceptual and political governance framework. 

• Risk and resilience assessment and management is an iterative and interactive process. 

• Risks and uncertainties in the decision‐making process need to be addressed systematically, and 
potential trade-offs, conflicts and synergies identified and evaluated to find robust and broadly 
accepted solutions, which is not always the optimal solution in a purely operational 
research perspective. 

• Predictions are inherently uncertain and experts tend to overconfidence! This can be nicely 
illustrated by the following two quotes. 

The average expert was roughly as accurate as a dart‐throwing chimpanzee (Tetlock, 2005). 

A fox knows many things, but a hedgehog knows one big thing (Archilochos, 680 BC). 

• Unconventional (out‐of‐the‐box) thinking and scenario analysis are central for disruptive changes 
(e.g., megatrends) and extreme events (e.g., Black Swans). 

• Evidence‐based analysis plays a crucial role, and there is a broad toolbox, including for example: 

• Classical “Frequentist” statistical analysis that assigns probabilities to data. 

• Bayesian statistical approaches and models that assign probabilities to hypotheses, incorporate 
prior knowledge into the analysis, and update hypotheses probabilities as more data become 
available. 

• Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) as a sub-discipline of operations research that aims 
to structure and evaluate (solve) decision and planning problems involving multiple, 
(conflicting) criteria. 

• Machine learning algorithms are used nowadays in many fields and applications, and in the 
context of hybrid threats, they are, for example, considered useful for fake news detection and 
classification.  

• Generally, a trend towards resilience‐based approaches can be observed for problems involving 
complex, interconnected and adaptable systems. 

• Ultimately, this means that organizations and other entities need to move from (defensive) risk 
management to forward‐looking, strategic resilience, including improved foresight capabilities 
(scenarios and stress testing) and risk culture as well strengthen the integration of resilience in the 
strategy process.  
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D.1 INTRODUCTION  

Germany is a pivotal country in terms of European energy security. Whether viewed as a transit country,  
as a consumer, or in terms of the shift to renewables, Germany’s role in Europe is vital. That role has become 
increasingly a balancing act, which manifests along several axes – between the fuels of yesterday and the 
clean energy of tomorrow, between the commitment to allies in Eastern Europe and the desire for partnership 
with Russia, and between national and private interests on the one hand and collective EU interests on 
the other.  

This annex provides an overview of Germany’s efforts to achieve equilibrium across all these competing 
priorities as the leading economy of Europe and as a lynchpin of transatlantic security and stability. It will 
begin by providing a historically grounded overview of Germany’s approach to energy security, including its 
efforts to achieve something of a special relationship with Russia. This will lead into a discussion of 
Germany’s efforts to transition from fossil fuels to renewables, including the fateful decision to close all 
nuclear and coal-fired power plants. Next, the annex briefly highlights some issues regarding national versus 
regional and public versus private imperatives in Germany’s energy sector.  

The annex then turns to address the importance of Germany as an energy transit country, including the 
strategically and operationally important energy infrastructure on German territory. This includes some key 
data on Germany’s resilience against energy supply disruption and how discussion of Germany’s energy 
position affects the fuel requirements of military forces. The annex ends with a brief conclusion, which 
identifies some of the risks Berlin is likely to face in the coming years as it balances international, national, 
regional, public, and private interests at the intersection of energy security and hybrid conflict.  

D.2 GERMAN PERSPECTIVE ON ENERGY SECURITY  

As in most countries, energy security constitutes a critical concern of any German government, regardless of 
party1. Nonetheless, Germany’s perspective on energy security is a product of the country’s unique 
characteristics, its history, and its contemporary politics. At 83.1 million, Germany’s population makes it the 
largest of any country in Europe after Russia and Turkey, respectively [1]. Germany has the largest economy 
in Europe [2] and the fourth largest in the world [3], one that commands a leading role in cutting-edge 
technologies, research-and-development, automated manufacturing, and highly intensive agriculture. 
Inexpensive and reliable energy supplies are essential to maintaining Germany’s economic prominence.  

At one time or another since the 1860s, Germany fought against most of the countries of Europe, from the 
United Kingdom to Russia and from Norway to Italy, to include the former East German government’s 
logistical support for the Warsaw Pact’s invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968. These antecedents affect the 
German government’s pursuit of any significant foreign policy initiative in Europe today, and energy 
security is no exception. Even though Germany’s approach to energy security is usually perceived to be 
based on market dynamics, geopolitical and historical factors play critical roles [4].  

 
1 The Alternative for Germany, or AfD, party does not support Germany’s energy transition and it denies climate change. 

However, it does not govern at the federal level. 
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In the post-World War II era, Germany has harbored pronounced environmentalism and anti-nuclear 
sentiment. Germany’s investments in renewable energy have slowly shifted the mix of fuels used to 
produce electricity, but coal (28.1%) and nuclear (11.9%) together still account for a not insignificant 
amount, nearly as much as renewables (40.9%) [5]. The embrace of more environmentally friendly policies 
and an increasingly de-carbonized approach to energy and the economy – including by the mainstream 
parties – has enabled Germany to pursue a full-scale ‘energy transition’, or Energiewende2. The 
Energiewende is a multi-year strategy to achieve a transformation of energy supply in Germany. This 
transition and its attendant shift to a no-carbon energy footprint by 2050 will have profound societal and 
economic implications.  

D.3 THE GERMAN ENERGY TRANSITION 

Although the Germany Energy Transition, or Energiewende, has its roots in the anti-nuclear movement of 
the Cold War era, there are important economic reasons for Germany to transition to a no-carbon energy 
economy [6]. Germany remains very much a resource-poor country as regards petroleum-based energy. 
Historically, Germany has therefore relied upon imports. The energy insecurity generated by this reliance 
was dramatically demonstrated by the Nazi regime’s attempts between 1933 and 1945 to both produce 
synthetic fuel and to control or conquer European oil fields at Lake Balaton in Hungary, around Ploeşti in 
Romania, and between the Black and Caspian Seas in the Soviet Union. 

Since December 2021, the responsibility for continued implementation of the Energiewende has fallen to 
Germany’s first-ever national tripartite coalition comprised of Social Democrats, Bündnis 90/Greens, and 
Free Democrats, led by Chancellor Olaf Scholz. As it was for Scholz’s predecessor, Angela Merkel, 
continued implementation of the Energiewende promises to be neither smooth nor necessarily steady [7]. 
Central to this transition are long-standing policies adopted by the previous government to shut down all of 
Germany’s remaining nuclear power plants as well as all remaining coal mines. It also includes incentives to 
increase renewable energy sources, such as wind, solar power, and biofuels.  

As of this writing, the process of shutting down nuclear power plants continues. In late December 2021, 
Germany closed nuclear power plants in Brokdorf (Schleswig-Holstein), Grohnde (Lower Saxony), and Unit 
C at Gundremmingen (Bavaria) [8].3 This leaves Germany with just three remaining nuclear plants – at 
Emsland (Lower Saxony), Isar (Bavaria), and Neckarwestheim (Baden-Württemberg) – which are all slated 
to close by the end of 2022. The ending of coal production is officially slated to be completed no later than 
2038, a goal supposedly made more palatable by huge federal subsidies to coal-mining states such as 
North-Rhine Westphalia, Saxony, and Saxony-Anhalt [9].4 

While Germany and the European Union have set ambitious goals to reduce the emissions of greenhouse 
gasses [8]5, they recognize that for the foreseeable future natural gas and oil will continue to provide 
a significant amount of the energy required by Europe and Germany [10]. At present in Germany, natural gas 
is more heavily used for heating and power generation, while liquid petroleum is more heavily used 
for transportation. Both are critically important to the economic stability of Germany and the quality of life 
of its people.  

In 2018, the production of hard coal in Germany was terminated and the domestic production of natural gas, 
already quite low, continues to sink due to depletion of gas fields. The Ministry of the Environment projects 

 
2 Energiewende involves a series of policies, laws, and regulations by the German government to achieve a green energy 

transformation across multiple energy sectors, including power generation, transportation, agriculture, and industry. 
3 Three further nuclear plants remain as of this writing. 
4 The federal structure of Germany adds a further complicating element for any government in Berlin as the sixteen states 

(Länder) can sometimes play an outsized role in national decision-making. 
5 Climate Action Plan 2050 calls for a 62% reduction in CO2 emissions compared to 1990, by 2030. 
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a 100 percent dependency on primary energy imports for liquid petroleum products, uranium, hard coal, and 
natural gas [11]. In terms of countries that supply Germany’s energy, the main suppliers of natural gas are 
(in descending order) Russia, Norway, and the Netherlands while the main suppliers of petroleum products 
are (in descending order) Russia, Norway, the United Kingdom, Kazakhstan, Libya, Nigeria, Iraq, and the 
United States. Hard coal is imported from the United States, Australia, and Columbia among others [12]. 
Since at least 2000, Germany has steadily increased its imports of natural gas from its leading supplier, the 
Russian Federation [13].6  

D.4 THE GERMAN-RUSSIA ENERGY RELATIONSHIP 

Germany’s complex historical relationship with Russia has contributed in no small part to the pursuit of an 
interdependent energy relationship between the two by generations of German politicians [14]. The prospect 
of rapprochement with Russia has been an important rhetorical and policy element of Germany’s efforts to 
build stability and security across the European landmass [15]. The goal of (West) Germany’s ‘wandel durch 
handel’ policy, or change through trade, was to create a high degree of interdependence that would make 
military confrontation with the West unthinkable in Moscow.  

A secondary goal of wandel durch handel and the broader Ostpolitik of which it was part was to expose 
those isolated behind the Iron Curtain to Western idea, norms, and standards7. At the end of the Cold War, 
interdependence through trade and its associated dampening of security competition was viewed by many in 
Germany as a key element in explaining how and why the era of bipolar competition ended peacefully [17]. 
This guiding principle remained central to German strategy toward Russia through the post-Cold War period 
as well [18]. It was made manifest through a variety of practical approaches and projects, including and 
especially in the energy sector. For instance, Germany’s major gas and oil refineries and distributors have 
worked closely with Russian oil and gas producers, sharing technology and receiving favorable pricing and 
assured supply. In 2011, the Nord Stream 1 gas pipeline connected Russia directly with Germany through 
the Baltic Sea. In 2015, agreement was reached on construction of another, parallel pipeline – Nord Stream 2 
– which would allow Russia to provide even more gas directly to Germany, bypassing other pipelines across 
Central and Eastern Europe. With the German government’s support of the Nord Stream 2 project, and the 
importance of natural gas as a so-called ‘bridging fuel’ to more renewable resources, Germany’s demand for 
and reliance on Russian gas looked likely to continue into the foreseeable future.  

All of this changed in February 2022 because of Russia’s actions in and around Ukraine. Following an 
announcement by Moscow to recognize two Russian-backed separatist regions of Ukraine as independent, 
Germany announced the suspension of the process to approve operation of the Nord Stream 2 pipeline. Just 
days later, following Russia’s brutal re-invasion of Ukraine, Berlin went further in the energy sector by 
announcing the planned construction of two Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) terminals, one in Brunsbuettel and 
one in Wilhelmshaven, both along Germany’s North Sea coastline, to facilitate the delivery of non-Russian 
natural gas [19]. The German government also announced it would increase the amount of natural gas held 
in its storage facilities by 2 billion cubic meters via long-term options and by purchasing additional natural 
gas on world markets in coordination with the European Union. Finally, the government announced it was 
weighing whether to extend the lifespan of its three remaining nuclear power plants and to permit coal-fired 
plants to operate beyond 2030.  

Taken together with the dramatic increase in military spending also announced by Scholz in the wake of 
Russia’s attack against Ukraine, these energy security policy changes appeared among the first steps in a 
complete reversal of Germany’s consensus-based, decades-old approach to both Russia and energy [20], 

 
6 Russian gas imports in 2018 were estimated at 70 bcm, while total imports were 120 bcm. 
7 Ostpolitik – a policy of reconciliation with Germany’s eastern neighbors – began in the late 1960s and was driven initially by 

the SPD while it governed West Germany from 1969 until 1982. Later, it was adopted by the center right parties as well as a 
core element of West German – and later, German – foreign policy [16]. 
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[21]. With regard to the former, Germany appears to have reached a point of no return regarding Ostpolitik 
and the end of a process of reconsideration that actually began in 2014, when Russia first invaded Ukraine 
[22]. And on energy security specifically, the invasion has raised questions over whether and how the 
German energy transition can continue amidst the hostilities and Russia’s broader upending of security 
across the continent [23]. 

D.5 BALANCING INTERGOVERNMENTAL, NATIONAL, REGIONAL, AND
PRIVATE IMPERATIVES 

The invasion of Ukraine has also sent shock waves through EU institutions tasked with energy security 
matters, exposing the risks of relying – as Germany does – on Russia as an energy supplier [24]. This 
prompted EU officials to fast-track the development of alternative strategies and approaches to energy 
security across the continent, including by diversifying natural gas supplies and transitioning more quickly to 
renewables [25]. Nonetheless, even as it tries to reduce reliance on Russian energy sources, the EU has made 
clear that natural gas in particular remains essential in the short run and most likely even longer. Just two 
months before the Russian invasion, the EU announced that natural gas would be part of its taxonomy of 
sustainable energy sources, in part thanks to the firm stance taken by the new German government [26], [27]. 
While the EU’s decision may result in some criticism from those who point out that methane emissions from 
natural gas are as bad as any other greenhouse gas emission, it is unlikely that the decision will be reversed, 
and it further bolsters the continued reliance on natural gas as an essential source of fuel for the time being, 
especially by the EU’s leading economy.  

Domestically, Germany has a liberalized energy market. Together with the relative strength of German states 
(or Länder) vis-à-vis the federal government, there are a large array of private, public, and mixed businesses 
active in the energy sector, as city-wide or regional suppliers of electricity, as refineries, or as grid operators 
[28]. In some cases, German authorities have partially privatized the operation of the energy grid or supplier, 
which has notably included related information technology infrastructure [29]. The high-voltage network, for 
example, is divided into four regions, administrated by four individual, nongovernmental providers with ties 
to other European countries. 

Privatization has created some risks in terms of Germany’s cyber security in the energy sector. To address 
perceived problems in the German cyber security realm, in 2015 a law was passed to assure adequate cyber 
security measures with state-of-the-art information technology introduced by operators of critical 
infrastructure as well as a mandated linkage between operators and the federal level. Following this, annual 
information technology security reports by the Ministry of the Interior identified between 20 and 
30 individual cyber incidents in the energy sector [30], [31].8

D.6 GERMANY’S ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE

Two main pipelines bring Russian natural gas to Germany – the Yamal, which flows through Belarus and 
Poland, and the Nord Stream pipelines, which flow directly from Russia under the Baltic Sea and into 
Germany. Russian gas from these pipelines serves the needs of both Germany and many other countries 
across Europe, including Belgium, the Netherlands, France, Austria, Italy, and the Czech Republic [32]. 

Germany therefore plays a critical role as a transit country. Figure D-1 shows the dollar value of exports of 
natural gas from Germany to other European countries in 2019. This figure demonstrates Germany’s central 
role, not only as a major importer of Russian fuel but as a gas distribution hub for the rest of Europe. Perhaps 
somewhat intuitively, Germany and its European neighbors have widely divergent susceptibilities to a 
disruption in gas flow from Russia or to an unexpected demand increase [33]. This is generally though not 

8 This year’s report splits the nuclear sector off from the energy sector. In previous years, nuclear did not have a separate section. 
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entirely based on whether and how a country adheres to its emergency fuel storage plan. In the case of 
Germany, it is only at risk if its fuel reserves are depleted, which is highly unlikely under most circumstances.  

In terms of petroleum products, crude oil can enter Germany through a variety of pipelines. Crude oil imported 
into Germany is refined into fuel at one of 13 national refineries [34].9 Germany has 2.1 million barrels a day 
(b/d) of refining capacity, the largest capacity in Europe [35]. Table D-1 lists the refineries associated with each 
pipeline and the refining capacity supported by each pipeline. A list of the major refineries in Germany along 
with their location and refining capacity is shown in Figure D-1. Of note, the refineries in the former 
West Germany account for approximately 84 percent of the refining capacity in Germany.  

 

Figure D-1: Natural Gas Transfers from Germany to Other Countries. Source: 
comtrade.un.org.  

In late 2021, the Russian state-owned Rosneft acquired Shell’s minority stake of 230,000 b/d in the PCK 
Schwedt refinery, increasing its controlling share of that refinery from 54 percent to 92 percent. Overall, 
Rosneft is now Germany’s second largest refiner, behind Shell. Rosneft controls 344 kbd or 16 percent of 
Germany’s refining capacity. Rosneft also owns a 24 percent stake in the 310 kbd Miro refinery and a  
28.57 percent interest in the 220 kbd Bayernoil plants at Neustadt and Vohburg, both of which are located 
along the Danube River in Bavaria in southern Germany [36]. 

 
9 Of the 13 refineries, 2 refine crude primarily for chemical production. Fuel is effectively produced by 11 of the 13 refineries 

listed in the table. 
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Pipelines and refineries have a direct impact not merely on domestic energy security broadly speaking but 
also on military operational energy security. Figure D-2 shows the country-level jet fuel domestic production 
and consumption as well as imports of jet fuel for Europe. The data indicates that some of the biggest 
producers of jet fuel (red bars) are at the same time the biggest net importers (green bar). As the figure 
indicates, most of the larger economies in Europe, including Germany’s, do not refine enough jet fuel to 
meet their demand (blue bar) and must import jet fuel.  

According to the IEA (2020) World Energy Outlook [13], jet fuel accounts for only 5 percent of the output 
of German refineries. Because Germany does not refine enough jet fuel for its own uses – or of any fuels – it 
must import to meet its domestic demands.  

 

Figure D-2: Consumption, Domestic Supply, and Net Imports of Jet Fuel and Kerosene 
(kb/d). Source: Eurostat 2018 [37]. 

D.7 GERMANY AND ENERGY TRANSIT 

The Central European Pipeline System (CEPS) provides refined fuel to strategic locations across much of 
northwestern Europe. The CEPS and its counterpart, the North European Pipeline System (NEPS), are two 
multinational networks that, along with eight national pipeline systems, comprise the NATO Pipeline System 
(NPS). This pipeline system was created during the Cold War to supply NATO forces, and specifically their 
airbases in Central Europe, with refined jet fuel and lubricants. The CEPS is the largest oil product pipeline 
system in Europe, carrying and storing jet aviation fuel across Belgium, France, Germany, Luxembourg, and 
the Netherlands. The current total pipeline has a length of 5,314 km [38] with 82 cm to 122 cm diameter 
pipes and an overall storage capacity of greater than 1 million cubic meters [38]. Management of the CEPS 
is controlled by the five host nations and the United States, as a user nation.  

Refined fuel is injected into the CEPS by tankers at various ports, including Le Havre, Dunkirk, and 
Marseille (France), Ghent and Antwerp (Belgium), and Amsterdam (the Netherlands). The fuel flows from 
the entry points and connects directly to 20 military airbases, six civilian airports in Central Europe, and 
storage tanks. Fuel can also be injected from refineries connected to the CEPS network. The refineries in 
Germany connected to the CEPS are listed in Table D-1. Three of the refineries – the aforementioned 
Bayernoil refineries at Vohburg and Neustadt an der Donau, as well as a refinery in Karlsruhe – are partially 
owned by Rosneft, a Russian state-owned company.  
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Table D-1: German Refineries Connected to CEPS and their Ownership. Source: Global 
Energy Monitory Wiki (https://www.gem.wiki/Main_Page) and other sources. 

Location Lat long Refining 
Capacity (kbd) 

Main Owner Ownership 

Bayernoil 48.78676 11.753143 220 Vitol 51.43% Vitol through Varo 
Energy, 28.57% Rosneft, 20% 
ENI 

Inglostadt 48.79193 11.48214 110 Gunvor Gunvor 

Karlsruhe 49.04701 8.328769 287 Shell 32.25% Shell, 25% 
ExxonMobil, 24% Rosneft, 
18.75% ConocoPhillips 

Lingen 52.55868 7.310258 95 BP BP 

Rheinland 50.81415 7.00547 325 Shell Shell 

The CEPS network (Figure D-3) reached its peak coverage in terms of pipeline length and number of outlet 
locations in the 1980s. With the end of the Cold War and a decline in military demand for refined petroleum 
products, NATO started progressively deactivating pipeline sections, decommissioning injection and offloading 
points, and/or leasing pipeline connection points to commercial companies [38]. As a result, between 1993 and 
2016, the German part of the network was reduced from 3,026 kilometers to 1,750 kilometers, while the 
number of high-pressure pumps was reduced from 50 to 22, tanker-truck filling stations from 31 to 11, and 
railway tank filling stations from 3 to 2 [39]. Although commercial contracts include provisions permitting 
granting Western militaries priority access during a crisis, the contraction of the CEPS has meant a decline in 
the redundancy of outlet terminals and an overall weakening of system-wide resilience. 

Moreover, because the CEPS was built to support a Cold War force posture, it terminates near the border 
between the former East Germany and the former West Germany, creating a lack of a product pipeline 
between Western and Central-Eastern Europe. The lack of a dedicated pipeline distribution network for 
military-grade products challenges the ability to support land and air forces operating east of the previous 
intra-German border.  

D.8 GERMANY AND ENERGY STORAGE 

According to EU regulations, EU countries are required to maintain emergency stocks of crude oil and/or oil 
products equal to at least “90 days of average daily net imports or 61 days of average daily inland 
consumption, whichever of the two quantities is greater” [40]. The EU directive aligns with Germany’s 
Petroleum Stockholding Act which led to the creation in 1978 of the Erdölbevorratungsverband (EBV). EBV 
is a public corporation, responsible for holding Germany’s emergency oil stocks [41].  

Germany has a total storage capacity of 62 million cubic meters (mcm), of which 40 percent is composed of 
caverns [34], p. 189. As of 2019, Germany consistently maintained at least 91 days of its average daily 
demand in storage [34]. According to EBV’s website, average demand is based on the average of crude oil 
and petroleum products imported into the Federal Republic of Germany over 90 days. EBV is currently 
holding approximately 24 mcm of product or approximately 39 percent of the available storage capacity. 
Furthermore, “reserves can be held as crude oil or as products, namely gasoline, diesel, heating oil, and 
aviation fuel. At least one-third of the stockholding must be in products” [41]. Storage locations are 
distributed throughout Germany in stock areas such that the minimum stock in any area is equivalent to 
15 days of supply [41].  

https://www.gem.wiki/Main_Page
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Figure D-3: CEPS Consolidated Pipeline Map (Source: NATO NSPA) [42]. 
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Commercially owned and operated fuel depots represent another source of energy storage in Germany. 
Currently, fuel depots in Germany are almost exclusively used for gasoline and diesel fuel. Most of the tanks 
dedicated to jet fuel are located at major airports, but even these have a limited capacity. However, 
converting existing diesel or gasoline tanks into jet fuel storage (pumping and cleaning) can be accomplished 
in a matter of hours or days. Therefore, potentially every tank farm can be considered a storage location for 
military-grade jet fuel. The abundance and diversity of these tank farms offer a large amount of flexibility 
and redundancy in fuel storage options throughout Germany, and it could significantly increase fuel supply 
and resolve challenges with the distribution of fuel.  

D.9 CONCLUSION

Germany’s geographic location, its complex history with Russia, and its leadership role in the European 
Union as well as NATO make it a lynchpin in energy security on the continent. The Russian war in Ukraine 
has both complicated Germany’s role and thrown its entire energy security strategy into question. Previously, 
Berlin’s choices regarding domestic production of energy, the completion of the Nord Stream 2 pipeline, and 
the designation of natural gas as a sustainable energy source looked likely to strengthen the mutual interests 
of Germany and Russia. However, with the Scholz government’s decision to indefinitely freeze certification 
of Nord Stream 2, to invest in new liquified natural gas terminals, and to reexamine the closure of 
Germany’s remaining nuclear power plants, it seems clear that serious change is afoot. 

Assuming the Energiewende objectives are further pursued – and leaving aside questions of whether they 
will be fully achieved – Scholz’s government faces certain unavoidable considerations. For example, sorting 
out the competing imperatives on energy security, foreign policy, economics, and defence among the three 
governing parties will not be an easy task in the years ahead. Although the parties have a mutually accepted 
coalition agreement that prescribes the coalition’s stance in each of these areas, the new security situation 
across the continent as a result of the war in Ukraine will demand creative political skills and compromise 
[43]. Ultimately, this sorting out may prove to be the most difficult task of all for the three-party government 
in Berlin.  

Beyond domestic political party concerns, Berlin must consider what constitutes energy security and civil 
preparedness for Germany in the context of the NATO Treaty’s Article 5, which commits the allies to mutual 
defence, and Article 3, which requires allies to build and maintain their individual capacity to resist attack. 
Germany’s announcement of a EUR100 billion defence investment fund will significantly strengthen the 
country’s conventional defence capacity and capabilities. This should enable Germany to play a stronger role in 
defence matters especially in Eastern Europe, where Berlin’s cozy energy relationship with Russia has caused 
most concern. Meanwhile, non-traditional defence investment – including in societal resilience – has become 
especially salient in recent years given Russia’s willingness to use energy as a political weapon in strategic 
competition below the threshold of armed conflict, China’s efforts to acquire control over utilities and other 
militarily relevant infrastructure across Europe, and the ability of non-state actors to attack energy infrastructure 
through the internet [44], [45], [46]. Related to this are questions regarding the cost effectiveness of wind, solar, 
and hydro power, as well as the economics, logistics, and timeline for an eventual conversion of domestic 
pipeline infrastructure and powerplants from natural gas to hydrogen [47], [48]. As Germany’s energy 
transition unfolds, its ability to navigate the various international, national, regional, public, and private interests 
at the intersection of energy security and hybrid conflict will continue to challenge policy-makers in Berlin. 
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